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ABSTRACT 
The Crimean Khanate was originaly a successor state of the Golden Horde. For one 
century it competed with the other successor of the Golden Horde, the Kazan 
Khanate, for the inheritance of the Golden Horde. After one century none of the 
competing powers but a third power, Muscovy, succeded to recover the former 
territory of the Golden Horde. The Crimean Khanate had to survive within a far more 
hostile after the Russian annexation of Kazan (1552) and Astrakhan (1556). It was 
now under the attack of the Eastern Slavs. The Cossacks replaced the Turkic nomads 
of the K1pchak steppes. The Crimean Khans turned their faces to their overlords, 
Ottoman Empire, in order to stop Russian offense. Meanwhile, the Ottoman Empire 
was engaged in a deadly struggle with the Habsburgs in the West and the Safavids in 
the East. The Ottoman Empire could not focus their attention in the region except the 
brief Astrakhan campaign in 1569 and focused in the Eastern and Western fronts. 
Gazi Giray II. reigned during this period of transformation, when the influence of 
the Ottoman Empire began to increase in the Crimean Khanate. The Ottoman Empire 
requested the continious presence of the Crimean forces in the front in order to fill the 
gap that the long and costly wars created in the military might of the Empire. Gazi 
Giray II. managed to survive in this environment. He fullfilled the requests of the 
Ottomans but followed an independent policy whenever it was possible. He succeded 
to expend the influence of the Crimean Khanate to the Danubian Principalities and 
Transylvania. This ambitious policy costed to his throne but thanks to his political 
skills he managed to reassume his seat. Despite the fact that his relations with the 
Ottoman Porte did not normalise after his dismissal, he managed to remain in the 
throne because he was strong in the Crimea. He obtained the support of the Crimean 
people with his reforms and his successes in the wars. According to Crimean 
Chroniclers, his reign was one of the golden era of the Khanate. 
Ozet 
Kmm Hanhg1 6zilnde Altm Ordu'nun bir devam1yd1. Bir yiizy1l boyunca 
Altmordu' nun dig er bir miras91s1, Kazan Hanhg1' yla, Altmordu' nun miras1 i9in 
mi.icadele etmi~ti. Bu mi.icadelenin galibi ise i.i9i.in9ti bir gi.i9, Moskova Prensligi oldu. 
Moskova Prensligi Altm Ordu'nun eski arazisini ele ge9irmege muvaffak olduktan 
sonra Kmm Hanhg1 daha tehlikeli bir 9evrede ya~amak zorundayd1 <;:tinkti art1k Dogu 
Slavlan'mn tehdidi altmdaydt. Kazaklar Ktp<;:ak Bozk1rlar'1nda Turk go9ebelerinin 
yerini almaya ba~lam1~t1. Kmm Hanhg1 9are olarak yiizilnti metbu oldugu Osmanh 
Imparatorlugu'na donmekte buldu. Osmanh Imparatorlugu ise Bat1'da Habsburglarla 
Dogu'da Safevilerle oltimi.ine bir mticadeleye giri~mi~ti. Bunun sonucu olarak k1sa bir 
Astrahan Seferi ( 1569) d1~mda bolge ile ilgilenemeyip bilttin dikkatini Dogu ve 
Bat1 'daki sava~lara yoneltti. II. Gazi Giray i~te bu kritik devrede tam Kmm' da 
Osmanh hakimiyeti kendini hissettirmege ba~lad1gi zamanda htikiim siirdii. Osmanh 
Imparatorlugu devamh olarak Kmm kuvvetlerinin cephede olmasm1 istiyordu boylece 
uzun ve masrafl1 sava~larm yo! a~1g1 a91klarm bir k1smm1 Kmm kuvvetleri ile 
kapatmay1 dil~tinilyordu. Gazi Giray bu kritik devrede ayakta kalmay1 ba~ard1. 
Osmanhlar'm asker isteklerini yerine getirdi ama diger yandan bag1ms1z bir siyaset 
silrdilrmeye de 9ah~t1. Kmm Hanhgmm etki sahasm1 Eflak, Bogdan ve Erdel'e 
yaymaya 9ah~t1. Bu ihtirash siyaseti sonunda tahtma mal oldu ama Osmanh 
Siyaseti'ni dengelerini 9ok iyi bildigi i9in taht1m kisa zamanda geri almaga muvaffak 
oldu. Ikmci Hanhg1 s1rasmda Bab-1 Ali ile olan ili~kileri hi<;: dilzelmemi~ olmasma 
ragmen tahtta kalmaya devam etti 9tinkii yapt1g1 reformlar ve sava$larda kazand1g1 
ba$arllarla Kmm Halk1'mn sevgisini kazanm1~t1. Kmm Vakanilvisleri Gazi Giray'm 
devrini Hanhg'm altm devirlerinden biri olarak gostermi$lerdir. 
if 
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I Introduction 
The nature of the relationship between the Ottoman Empire and the 
Crimean Khanate has been a major problem for the students of the field because it 
was still covered with unsolved puzzles. The beginning of the Ottoman rule in the 
Khanate is the first one of these puzzles. Thanks to the work of Halil Inalc1k; "Y eni 
Vesikalara Kmm Hanhgmm Osmanh Tabiligine Girmesi Ve Ahidname Meselesi", 
Belleten, VIII, Ankara, 1944, it is demystified. However, there are still many puzzles 
to be solved such as the Tatar betrayals to the Ottomans. These puzzles are mainly 
related to the approaches of Ottoman chroniclers that considered the Khanate as one 
of the other vassal states of the Empire and the Khans as Kul of the Sultan. Thus, they 
reflected every conflict between the Khans and the Empire as a disobeidence to the 
wish of the Sultan. 
However, the Crimean Khanate had its own legacy and institutions that the 
Khans were very keen on to protect. The Khanate was the heir of the ancient Turco-
Mongol steppe tradition which was epitomised in the Y asa of Cengiz Khan with its all 
positive and negative effects. The Khanate had an effective military organisation and 
could mobilise considerable amount of military force within a short time. However, 
this military organisation depended totally on the tribes. The tribal aristocracy that 
controlled large armies and held the real power in the Khanate. They were very 
' 
conservative and did everything to stop any change that was likely to harm their 
interests. The Khans had to perform an important task: they should obtain the 
confidence of the tribal aristocracy, they should satisfy the demands of the Sultan and 
finally, they should govern the country. Another problem was the difference between 
the military objectives of the Tatars and the Ottomans. The Ottomans wanted to 
incorporate a region to their system and did not want to harm people or the land. The 
Tatars were following a scorched earth policy and aimed to gather slaves and booty. 
Thus, a conflict between the armies was inevitable. 
The reaction to the approach of the Ottoman chroniclers came after the rise of 
Turkish Nationalism. Some scholars, mostly of Tatar origin, began to criticise the 
traditional approach. They concentrated on the question that since both Ottomans and 
Crimeans were from the same ethnic background, why the Ottomans did not help their 
brothers in their struggle against the Russian domination. Their second criticism was 
that the Ottomans could not understand the rise of Muscovy and the threat that it 
posed to the Turkic world. However, the Ottoman Empire was a world power and had 
its northern politics. They may be criticised because they entrusted their steppe 
politics to the Crimean Khans nearly for a century. When they decided to implement 
their politics they did not find the cooperation of the Khans and they were on the eve 
of a long and costly struggle in the East and the West that occupied the Empire for a 
century. 
One final approach to the history of the Khanate evolved within the last few 
decades. It considers the Khanate as a single domain with its own social, political and 
1 
economic institutions and tries to regard it from inside. Some of them argued that the 
Khanate had a different ethnic (Tatar) background from that of the Ottoman Turks and 
should have pursued it s own objectives. However, they seems to forget that the 
Crimean Khanate managed to survive thanks to the support of the Ottoman Empire for 
another two centuries, otherwise it would have fallen to the Russian domination much 
earlier. I suggest that it is better to look at the history of the Khanate and it's 
relationship with the Ottoman Empire from a different perspective. First of all, it 
should be noted that the Ottoman-Crimean relations did not follow a straight line. It 
transformed as a result of the shifts within the balance of power in the region and the 
structual changes within both the Ottoman Empire and the Crimean Khanate. 
The reign of Gazi Giray II is very important because he reigned just at this 
critical moment when the balance of the power in the region and the structual changes 
within the Ottoman Empire occured. The Ottoman Empire had entered a long struggle 
with the Habsburgs in the West and the Safavids in the East for the domination of the 
region. The Ottoman Empire met several difficulties to finance and to ensure the 
steady outflow of manpower to continue this long struggle. They thought that the 
Crimean Tatars could have been an adequate match for their need of soldiers. 
Therefore, they began to request regular presence of the Crimean forces in the front. 
On the other hand, the Crimean Khanate had its own problems. The Russian 
annexation of the Kazan (1552) and Astrakhan (1556) Khanates showed that the 
Khanate was not able to revive the Golden Horde. The Khanate that lost its raison 
d'etre had to accept to be a regional power. The Russian offensive in the Caucasus 
and the rise of Cossackdom showed that from now on, the Khanate had to defend 
itself rather than to expend. The Khanate needed the support of the Ottoman 
Btlkent Un~stty 
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arquebusiers and artillery to defend it self from the Cossack encroachments. The 
increasing influence of the Ottomans and their requests about the presence of the 
Crimean forces in the front caused to the great reaction of the Crimean society. First, 
the Khans did not want that the Ottomans to interfere their internal affairs. Second, 
the Crimean army did not want to remain in the front for long terms because the 
peninsula was open to the invasions of Cossaks and Nogays during their absentee. 
The reaction of Mehmed Giray I (1577-1588) to the Ottoman requests and presence 
costed to his seat and life. Islam Giray IT (1584-1588); the following Khan, came to 
the throne only with the help of the Ottoman forces. Therefore, he remained under the 
auspices of the Ottomans that he owed his seat and could not become a popular Khan 
in the eyes of the Crimean population. The Ottoman influence and presence in the 
Crimea began to increase during his reign. 
Gazi Giray II became the Khan of Crimea under these circumstances. He 
had to establish several delicate balances that his brothers Mehmed Giray and Islam 
Giray failed to do. First, he should determine the nature of his attittude towards the 
Porte. Second, he should satisfy the needs of the aristocracy which determines the 
future of a Khan. Third, he should protect and prosper the Crimea. Finally, he would 
realise his ambitions as a Khan. He was successful in many respects. He could 
establish a balance between the Ottoman requests and the security of the Crimea. He 
could counterbalance the influence of the aristocracy. The Khanate lived one of its 
richest and most stable times of its history. He tried to centralise the power in his 
hands in the model of the Ottoman Empire, he made some important reforms in order 
to realise this project. The subject of this work would be to understand how could 
Gazi Giray II managed to survive and become successful within this environment. 
s 
II The Crimean Khanate During the Second Half of the 16m 
Century: 
At the time of Gazi Giray' s accession to the throne, the course of the Crimean 
history had already entered a new phase. Russian annexation of Kazan (1552) and 
Astrakhan (1556) and their attempts to penetrate into the Northern Caucasus 
demonstrated that the Crimean Khanate was no more able to realise its major goal: the 
revival of the Golden Horde under its leadership. The annexation did not only put an 
end to the Crimean aspirations but also began to pose a serious threat to the existence 
of the Khanate since it was cut from its connection with the Eastern part of the Turco-
Muslim world. Its immediate consequence was the opening of the Volga-Ural region 
that for centuries had been a Turco-Muslim center to the Russian settlement. Besides, 
it meant the inability of the Crimeans to attract the support of any tribe that was using 
the traditional ways of nomadic people from the East. 1 The De~t-i K1ps;ak has been the 
passage of the wandering tribes from Central Asia to the West for centuries. Their 
presure prevented the Slavs to settle in the region. 
1 This argwnent might seem quite contradictory because the existence of the Crimean Khanate is on 
the one hand closely related to the attraction of the wandering tnbes in Deshti K.tpchak. On the other 
hand the same tribes was one of the main causes of the internal strife in the Khanate. For further 
information on the subject refer to Halil inaletk, "The Khan and the Tribal Aristocracy: The Crinlean 
Khanate under Sahib Giray f', Harvard Ukrainian Studies Ill/IV, Massachusetts, 1979-1980 p.445-466 
and Beatrice Forbes Manz, "The Clans of the Crimean Khanate, 1466-1532", Harvard Ukrainian 
Studies. II/3 Massachusetts, 1978 p.282-309 and Alexandre Bennigsen, ed, Le Khanat De Crimee dans 
/es archives du palais de Topkapz, Paris, 1978 pp.4-29. 
Under these circumstances, it was natural that the Crimeans turned to their 
overlords, namely the Ottomans. Traditionally, as long as the Crimean Khans were 
strong enough to control the region, they did not want the Ottomans to get the 
upperhand in the steppe politics. The failure of 1569 Astrakhan campaign is closely 
related to Devlet Giray's (1551-1577) lack of cooperation, since he was not willing to 
share the control of the region with the Ottomans.2 The Ottomans that were heavily 
engaged with Western and Eastern fronts preferred to leave the steppe politics to the 
hands of the Crimean Khans unless their security was not endangered. Once they have 
completed the conquest of the Black Sea region that was vital for the security of 
Istanbul the Ottomans followed a policy of status quo. This policy was based on a 
principal of vital importance: to preserve the existing balance of power in the region 
so that none of the competitive powers could become strong enough to threaten the 
Ottoman supremacy.3 However, following the Russian offensive in the Caucasus 
Ottoman interests in the region were hampered. They had to reconsider their 
traditional attitude on delegating their northern politics to the Khans. 
On the other hand, Ottomans, being engaged with a long-lasting war against 
the Safavids (1578-1590) for the control of Caucasia, soon realised the importance of 
the region. The Caspian Sea could be used to contact their allies in Turkestan and 
could put a pressure on the Safavids through the existence of a navy in the region. 
More important, due to the hostile eastern Anatolian environment, they persisted to 
control Demirkap1 as a safe way of supply to the army. But this time they faced 
several difficulties caused by the Russians (or Cossacks). 
2 Halil inaICik, "The Origin of the Ottoman-Russian Rivalry and the Don-Volga Canal (1569)", Les 
Anna/es de l'Universite de /'Ankara, vol. I, Ankara, 1947 p. 47-106. Also see: Akdes Nimet Kurat, 
Turkiye ve Mil Boyu, Ankara, 1966. 
' 
Depending on their strategic supremacy and geographical proximity the 
Russians tried to interfere with the Crimean politics. Following Mehmed Giray's 
revolt against the Ottomans and his murder in 1584, one of his sons, Saadet Giray, 
retreated to the steppe and with the support ofNogays and Don Cossacks started a war 
against the new Khan Islam Giray II (1584-1588) who was appointed by the 
Ottomans. Meanwhile his other son, Murad Giray, went directly to Moscow. The new 
Tsar Feodor (1584-1598) appointed him the commander of Astrakhan to prepare an 
attack on the Crimea with the support of Nogays and Cossacks. 4 As a response the 
Ottomans planned a joint attack on Astrakhan with the Crimeans and Ulu Nogays in 
1587. 5 Additionally, the Uzbek Khan of Buhara, Abdullah (1560-1598), promised to 
attack both Safavids and Russians as well. However, this plan proved to be futile from 
the beginning, because both Crimeans and Ottomans had their own separate 
approaches to the issue and differing priorities. The Crimeans feared of a sudden 
Russian invasion of the Crimea, while they were in Astrakhan and thought that they 
could solve the issue in question by putting a direct pressure on the Principality of 
Moscovy. The Ottomans, although having promised to send a fleet to protect the 
Crimea, were under the pressure of a two frontal war. 
3 inalclk, ibid.p, .53. 
4 Selaniki Mustafa Efendi, Tarih-i Selaniki, ed., Mehmet ip~li, Ankara, 1999, p.190. 
5 Ulu-Nogay Ulusu refers to the part of the Nogay Horde that remained in the eastern bank of the 
Volga River. During the great famine of 1577-1578 some of the Nogays that were against the pro-
Russian tendencies of Ismail Mirz.a, the leader of Ulu-Nogays, reconciled with Crimean Tatars and 
were settled around Kuban river and Azov by Devlet Giray Khan, they are called Kii¢k Nogay Ulusu. 
Ulu-Nogays after the death of ismail Mirza and the Russian control of the region began to pursue a pro-
While the Safavid war continued, due to the atrocities on the Western front, 
there also emerged the possibility of a war with the Habsburgs. Only the Uzbek Khan 
Abdullah kept his promise and successfully attacked the eastern provinces of Persia 
and invaded Kherat (1588).6 Thus, Ottoman efforts were not in vain because the 
Safavids realised that they could not continue the war under these joint attack and 
accepted the peace. Nevertheless, the Russian problem remained unsolved. The 
Ottomans had to postpone their plans since the war with the Habsburgs was inevitable 
and they needed the Crimean Tatar military support on the front. However, the 
Crimean Khan tried to solve the problem in traditional ways, which means, by a raid 
directed to Moscow itself. But he died on the way to campaign. Gazi Giray II was 
appointed as the Crimean Khan in 1588, under these circumstances since he was the 
right man in the right place. 
Ottoman policy. For the activities of Nogays see: Akdes Nimet Kurat, Turk Kavim/eri ve Dev/etleri, 
Ankara, 1992, pp.281-289. 
9 
III The Life of Gazi Giray II Before His Reign 
Gazi Giray was the right man for the Ottomans because he proved his 
loyalty and capabilities during the 1578-1590 Ottoman-Persian war. According to Al-
Sab' al-sayyar Gazi Giray was born in 1554.7 Although we don't know much about 
his youth, it is possible to argue that as a Hanzade he was given to an Atalzk (most 
probably in Circassian tribe Besleni) that was responsible for the training of hanzades 
in horsemanship, use of weapons and military training. 8 
His name is first mentioned as the commander of a Tatar contingent during 
the Tatar raid into Podolia (1575).9 It was one of the raids that was launched 
following the revolt of Ivan Ivonia, Voivode of Moldavia (1572-1574), who was 
supported by Poles and Zaporozhian Cossacks. 10 Some Polish magnates that were 
6 MFahrettin Kuztoglu, Osman/liar 'zn Kajkas E//erini Fethi (1451-1590), Ankara, 1999, p.376. 
7 Muhammed Rtza, A/-Sab 'a/-Sayyar fl ahbar al- muliik al-tatar, ed., Kazunbey, Kazan, 1832, p.111. 
8 Carl Max Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism During the Reformation: Europe and Caucasus, New 
York, 1972, p.34. , Claude Cahen, "Atalik (Atabeg)" E.I., second edition, I, p.731-732 and Kefeli 
ibrahim bin Ali, Tevarihi Tatarhan ve Dagzstan ve Mosku ve De~i-Kzp<;ak Olkelerinindir, ed., Cafer 
Seydamet, Kostence, 1920, p.34. 
9 Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, p.32. 
10 Aurel Decei argues that the campaign was launched because Voivode did not accept to raise the 
tribute and Cossacks and Poles joined his revolt. Aurel Decei, "Bogdan", IA, II, p.700. Selaniki states 
that the Tatars were allowed because of the Cossack activities in Ocakov and the revolt of Moldavia 
was related with the Poles. Tarih-i Selaniki, I, p.214. 
10 
supported by the Habsburgs wanted to spark a conflict between the Ottomans and 
Poland-Lithuania, so that they could establish Polish authority in Moldavia that would 
enable them to obtain a direct outlet to the Black Sea. For the Ottomans this action 
was not acceptable and should be punished by every means. Consequently, they 
encouraged the Crimean Tatars to respond to the Cossack activities in Moldavia. The 
conflict was not settled until the newly elected King of Poland Stephan Bathory 
( 15 78-15 84) realised the critical tum of the events and ordered the Cossacks to stop 
their activities. The Ottomans renewed the peace only after they executed in Lvov the 
Cossack commander Ivan Pidkova who succeeded to unseat the Moldavian Voivode 
(1575-1579 and 1583-1590). 11 Now the Poles could concentrate on the Danzig revolt 
and the Ottomans could tum their face to the eastern front. 
11 
IV The Emergence of the Cossacks 
However, there appeared a new actor in the scene: the Cossacks. They were 
not totally loyal to their "lords" and continued their raids in the Ottoman territory. The 
Cossacks that were heavily influenced by the Tatar military tactics and organisation 
began to pose a serious threat to the Ottomans and the Tatars. It was very difficult to 
deal with the Cossacks that were successfully using guerilla tactics. 12 According to the 
Ukrainian chronicles, the first Cossak raid against the Ottomans took place around 
1540 under the leadership ofKarpo Maslov of Cherkassy. They attacked Ocakhov and 
burned it. 13 Gradually, the Cossacks began to attract many followers to their ranks and 
acted as a buff er between the Ottomans and their northern neighbours. The emergence 
of Cossackdom in the steppe was a major blow to the future of the Crimean Khanate 
and the security of the Black Sea trade. Giving up the fertile lands ofDe~t-i Kip9ak to 
the Cossacks meant further isolation of the Crimean Khanate and a might-be 
Slavization of the region as it happened in the Volga region. 14 The Tatar army proved 
11 Michael Hrushevsky, A History of Ukraine, ed., O.J.Frederiksen, New Haven, 1948, p.163. 
12 Forthe Military tactics of the Cossacks see: Philip Longworth, The Cossacks, New York, 1969. The 
Author argues that while the Don and other Cossacks were expert on horsemanship, the Zaporozhian 
Cossacks distinguished themselves as soldiers on foot and their skills in sea. 
13 Michael Hrushevsky, A History, p.155. He is also giving infonnation about previous Cossack 
activities but he prefers to start with this date because of the uncertainty about the origins of Cossacks 
that attacked. 
14 For the course of rise of Cossackdom see: Philip Longworth, The Cossacks, that represents the 
Russian perspective, see: Hrusevhsky, A History, for the Ukrainian perspective and see: Kefeli ibrahim, 
Tevarihi, for the Tatar perspective. 
12 
to be ineffective against the Cossacks. Thanks to Sayka (<;ayka or Chaika: seagull in 
Russian) that they used to sail along Dnieper and Don rivers, the Cossacks remained 
aloof from the Tatar bows. 15 The Crimean army was not allowed to hold artillery as a 
precaution against the Crimean claims on Kefe. An increase of the Ottoman presence 
within the peninsula became inevitable. Furthermore, the Ottomans were in desperate 
need of the Crimean cavalry in their long campaigns both in the East and West and 
undermined the Cossack threats. 
15 Akdes Nimet Kurat, Tarkiye ve, p.249. According to Beauplan an engineer that worked for Poles 
describe ~ayka (<;ayka in Russian) as a small boat about forty five feet long, ten to twelve feet wide, 
13 
V Gazi Giray II in the Ottoman-Safavid War (1578-1590) 
Bora Gazi Giray spent the second stage of his career as a warrior on the 
eastern front. He joined to the campaign in November 1578. The Crimean Khan 
Mehmed Giray II (1577-1588) finally realised that he could no more ignore the 
Ottoman proposals to join the army. 16 He sent a contingent led by his brother Adil 
Giray, the Kalghay, who was accompanied by his brothers Gazi Giray and Sakay 
Miibarek Giray and by his son, Saadet Giray. 17 The army arrived to the front at a 
critical point. The Ottoman army under the leadership of Ozdemiroglu Osman Pa~a, 
Serdar of Shirvan, was surrounded by the Safavid army in Shemakha, the capital of 
Shirvan (9 Ramazan 986/9 November1578). 18 Unexpected arrival of the Crimean 
forces that attacked the enemy without losing time resulted in the defeat of the 
Safavids (11 Ramazan 986/11 November 1578). Even the commander of the Safavid 
army, Arus Khan, and his son, Dede Khan, were taken prisoners and sentenced to 
death. 
and of the same depth each of which accommodates fifty to seventy men. Beauplan G., A Description 
of Ukraine, ed., AB. Pemal, Massachusetts, 1993, p.64. 
16 The Crimean forces consisted of 15.000 Tatars, 5 or 6 thousands Nogays and Circassians including 
10 cannons and 300 janissaries under the leadership of Mehmed bey of Azov. Klrzioglu, 
Osmanlzlar 'zn, p.331. 
17 Abdillgaffar notes that Bora Gazi was sent to campaign by Islam Giiay II (1584-1588) that is not 
true. In Abdillgaffar, Umdetii '-t-tevarih, supplement to TOEM, Istanbul, 1924, p.115. 
Soon after the victory, the first quarrel appeared between the Ottomans and 
the Crimeans. The Ottoman leadership was not willing to let the Tatars to raid the 
country for booty. The conflict was a typical example of the problems that often 
arouse between the Tatars and Ottomans. The booty was the primary objective of the 
Tatars in their wars. The Tatar army was not consisted of salaried soldiers like that of 
the Ottomans. Therefore, the booty that they would gather in a campaign was very 
important for the Tatar soldiers. Even, their military tactics were aimed to gather 
booty. The yearly <;apkul (booty raids) to the neighbouring countries was crucial for 
the livelihood of an ordinary Tatar. 19 The Ottoman leadership wanted to treat them as 
an ordinary division of their armies. The attitude of the Serdar caused great reaction 
among the Tatars that wanted to raid for booty. 20 The Tatars did not want to enter the 
discipline of the Ottomans and preferred to fight in their traditional manners. The 
Serdar warned them under the pretext that it was customary for the Ottomans to 
protect the lives and the properties of the Muslims even in the war zone. The Kalghay 
replied that they could not accept it because raiding is a necessity for them. 21 Soon an 
occasion arose to settle the conflict. It was learned that a group of fleeing Safavid 
dignitaries together with their retinues including the treasury of Aras Khan encamped 
across the Kura River. Tatar forces quickly raided the camp and acquired booty more 
18 Abdurrahrnan Seref, "OzdemirogiuOsmanP~", TOEJvf, III/IV, Istanbul, 1329/1913 p.1364. 
19 For the importance of Capkuls see: Collins, L.J.D.,"The Military Organisation and Tactics of the 
Crimean Tatars, 16th.17th centuries", War, Technology and Society in the Middle East, ed., V.J.Pany 
and ME.Yapp, London,1975, pp.257-276. The Tatar army was formed from ordinary Tatars that 
needed the subsidies of the Khan or their Mirzas. Some even doesn't have a horse or a weapon to fight. 
The money that was sent to the Khans when they were invited to the campaigns was very important for 
the preparation of the army. For the description of <;apkul and the Tatar tactics during a Capkul see: 
Beauplan, A Description,. 
20 Halil inaICik, ''Kmm", L4, VI, p.749. 
21 Seref, TOEM, p.1365. 
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than they had expected and could carry, including the wife and daughters of Aras 
Khan.22 
Meanwhile, the main Persian army was now moving towards Shemakha to 
siege Ozdemiroglu. The besieged Serdar tried to send word to the Kalghay that was 
turning back. Unfortunately, the Safavids captured the messenger. The commander of 
the army, Selman Khan, Vizier of Shah, made a critical decision and decided to send 
the bulk of his army against the Tatars. The Safavids and Tatars clashed near the 
Menla Hasan River on 30 Ramazan 986/30 November 1578.23 Tatar army that obliged 
to fight with a superior force was defeated following three days of fierce battle. 24 The 
Kalghay Adil Giray was taken prisoner but Gazi Giray managed to escape . 
. The following year, the Khan Mehmed Giray II joined the campaign in 
person upon the concessions of the Porte. First of all, he was appointed as the 
commander of the Ottoman army in Dagestan. 25 More important, he was allowed to 
appoint his son Saadet Giray as Nura 'I-din (Nurettin). The office of Kalghay (heir 
apparent to the throne) existed before the Crimean Khanate. According to the 
Cengizide tradition (Kanun-1 Cengiziye), he should be one of Khan's younger 
22 Ibid p.1366. 
23 Ibid.p.1369. Kortepeter quoting from 'Ali's Kiinhu'l-ahbar states that war took place near 
Mahmudabad In Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, p. 78. 
24 Ibidp.1369. According to 'Ali's Kiinhu'l-ahbar following their successful ride only Adil and Gazi 
Giray remained with Serdar the others departed for the Crimea. Thus, only a portion of the army fought 
with the Safavids, in Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, p. 78. 
25 Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, p.63. 
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brothers and when the throne fell vacant he became the Khan. 26 However, this 
tradition caused many problems. Firstly, the Ottoman authority would be nominal if 
the Kalghay were to become the Khan. Secondly, the tribal aristocracy that held the 
real power in the Khanate could cause to a f ait accompli depending on another 
Cengizide tradition (Tore or Ti.ire); Kuroltay and elect a Kalghay as Khan. Thirdly 
some of the Khans wanted to appoint their sons as Kalghay to ensure that the 
Khanship remain in their lines. 27 Thus, if the Sultan did not appoint the Kalghay as 
Khan or did not confirm a Kalghay elected by the Kurultay the conflict became 
inevitable. Mehmed Giray II making use of the critical situation obtained the right to 
appoint a Nura'l-din (the second heir to the throne) that meant further weakening of 
Sultan's authority in the Crimea. 28 The Khan who could not appoint one of his sons 
Kalghay because of the tradition appointed his brother Alp Giray Kalghay and his son 
Saadet Giray Nura'l-din in order to ensure a position for him. 
The Khan spent whole summer in the front. After a successful raid 
Shirvan once again had cleared of Safavids. Upon the news that Serdar of the eastern 
front Lala Mustafa Pasha would not join them, the Crimean war council decided to 
return back but Ozdemiroglu Osman Pasha convinced the Khan to remain by 
suggesting a raid on Gence. 29 The raid was very successful because the Safavids had 
26 According to inalcik the post of Kalghay was a precaution taken by Mengli Giray to stop the 
quarrels between the claimants of the throne and became a Ture later. Halil inaicik, "Kalgay", IA, VI, 
pp.131-132. 
27 Halil inalcik, "Giray", IA, IV, p.786 and Kortepeter, "Kalghay", El, second edition, V, pp. 499-500. 
28 The Ottomans did not always followed the rules for their choice but protected the rights of Kalghays 
and Nura'l-dins in their appointments of Khans. Out 40 Khans 25 were Kalghays and 5 were Nura'l-
dins. In inalcik, ibid. p. 786. 
1; 
retreated and the Tatars stormed the whole region easily. 30 Now the Tatars that 
acquired more booty than they had expected were willing to return to the Crimea. This 
time the Khan refused all the proposals of the Serdar and argued that he is not a 
Beylerbeyi but an independent ruler.31 To make things more difficult the Khan ordered 
the return of his son Saadet Giray soon after his departure. 
Gazi Giray remained on the command of a small force at the front. 32 In the 
Ottoman army anti-Crimean feelings began to be expressed openly. They argued that 
the Tatars were fighting only for the booty and already got the lion's share.33 The 
Serdar Osman Pasha was in a difficult position; he had to defend the region with a 
small force during the winter. It was also an opportunity for Gazi Giray to show his 
skills in the war. The Serdar decided to launch a pre-emptive attack to the Safavid 
K1~lak. Gazi Giray that was accompanied with many Ottoman soldiers launched a 
surprise attack to the Safavid camp in Gence and the disordered Safavids were 
defeated and Selman Khan managed to escape at the last moment (winter 1579).34 
29 Seref, TOEM, p.1424. 
30 lbidp.1434. For the success of the raid he notes that slaves were abundant that they were sold only 
for a few dirhems. 
31 P~i ibrahim Efendi, Pe~evi Tarihi II, ed., Bekir Sttla Baykal., Mersin, 1992, p.83. It is obvious 
that it was one of the main causes of the dismissal of the Khan in 1584 but it also reflects the extent of 
the Khan's power at the time. 
32 According to Muhammed Rtza; Gazi Giray opposed to the untimely retmn of Mehmed Giiay II and 
remained in the front with 300 soldiers and entered to the service of the Serdar. Rtza, Al-Sab ', p. l 07. 
33 Seref, TOEM, p.1435. 
34 lbidpp.1457-1458. 
The victory obtained by 2.000 or 3.000 soldiers did not escape form the eyes of the 
Sultan and Gazi Giray received a promotion of 50.000 ak~es.35 
The Safavids lost little time to setback and Gazi Giray was decisively 
defeated in Shemakha in the spring of 1581.36 Osman Pasha expected that Safavid 
offensive was inevitable and appointed Gazi Giray the commander of the 
expeditionary forces. When the armies met somewhere around Shemakha, he was 
defeated and imprisoned by the Safavids. 37 Safavids tried every means to persuade 
him to cooperate with them against the Ottomans. He refused all the proposals and 
was sent to the castle of Alamut where he remained during his captivity. The Safavids 
that planned to send him to the Crimea after the dismissal and the revolt of his brother 
Mehmed Giray II liberated and took him to the palace (1584 or 1585).38 In Tabriz, he 
was able to escape and he joined to the Serdar Osman Pasha in Erzurum. 39 Gazi Giray 
that was received very well by the Serdar remained in the Eastern Front until the death 
of the Serdar, his protector, (30 November 1585) and then went to Istanbul. In 
Istanbul he was given a Salyane in Y anbolu where he had a quiet life. On May 1588 
he learned that he was appointed the Khan instead of his brother Islam Geray II 
(1584-1588). 
35 Ibid, p.1429. For the transcription of the document see: Appendices document no: 1 
36 Ibid.p.1430. It is stated that the Safavids acted very cautiously and did not allow Gazi Giray to 
launch surprise attack. 
37 Ibidp.1431. According to Ottoman accounts Gazi Giray had 2.000 or 3.000 soldiers while the 
Safavids had 15.000 soldiers. 
38 Ibidp.1432. 
39 Ibidp.1499. According to the tradition Gazi Giray managed to escape by saying that he will join to 
Shah who was out of town. He crossed the border as a Dervish and joined to the anny in Erzurum. 
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VI The Crimean Khanate in the beginning of Gazi Giray H's 
Rule 
The Ottomans had many incentives to appoint Gazi Giray Khan of the 
Crimea. First he proved his military skills and loyalty to the Ottomans during the 
1578-1590 Safavid war. The Ottomans understood once more the risks that an 
independent Khan might cause in the Crimea after the revolt of Mehmed Giray II. 
Therefore Gazi Giray II who was familiar with the Ottoman politics and bureaucracy 
was the most logical choice. 40 He was sent to the Crimea with enough Ottoman 
soldiers and sat to throne without any reaction. The Crimean aristocracy accepted the 
choice of the Sultan at that critical moment. They did not want to cause a trouble with 
the Porte despite the fact that they had already chosen the Kalghay Alp Giray as the 
Khan and asked the Sultan to confirm. 41 According to the Ottoman historian Selaniki 
Bora Giray was coincidently in Istanbul and did not aim to become the Khan when he 
40 According to Smirnov, Sultan Murad ill (1574-1596) and Gazi Giray II were friends and the Sultan 
promised to make him and his sons Khan. V.D. Smirnov, Knmskoye Hanstvo I, St. Petersburg, 1887, p. 
444. 
41 Selaniki I, p.201. "Ve evas1t-1 ~hri cumadelulada Kmm Ham Islam Giray Han ~er-i Tatar-1 saba-
reftar ile Vtlayet Rus iistiine gazaya niyyet il azimet idiib, akma ¢cup, iki menzil gitmi~ iken bi-
iradeti 'l-Hayyi 'l/ezi la yemut maraz-1 sekt anz olup, harekete mecali olmayub, sefer-i ahiret ihtiyar 
eylediigi haber Sildde-i sa'adete geliip ve anda olan le~ker-i Tatar kagtlgay olan Alp Giray Sultam 
hanlayub, sa'adetlil Padi~'dan reca vii niyaz eyledilkleri arzlan Paye-i serir-i saltanata okundukda 
Rlzay-1 ~rifleri olmayub mukaddema Sirvan-zeminde Kmlb~-1 bed-ma'~ ile ceng ichib, bahachrhk ve 
dilaverlik ile me'mur olup ve KlZllba~'da giriftar oldukda habs olunup derd il ana ~ken Gazi Giray 
Sultan Han olsWI buyunlup ... ". 
20 
was appointed the Khan of Crimea. 42 It is more feasible to interpret his arrival as an 
attempt to lobby for his appointment of the Khan than to consider it the grace of God 
as Selaniki had done. Gazi Giray II was considered to be one of the more Ottomanised 
Khans. 
However, as stated above, the process of Ottomanisation had already 
started. A rather significant event took place under the rule of his predecessor. Islam 
Giray II under the pressure of Murad and Saadet Giray's revolt that could be 
suppressed only by the Ottoman presence and his failure to deal with the raids of the 
Nogays in Bogdan (Moldavia) introduced or forced to introduce a new practice. He 
ordered that the name of the Sultan should be mentioned at first place during the 
Friday prayer (Hutbe) and the name of the Khan at second place. These meant further 
increase of the Ottoman influence. 43 The Ottoman sovereignty over the Crimea did 
not follow the traditional pattern. The Ottomans followed a policy of three steps to a 
vassal state before it s incorporation to the Ottoman system. 44 First, they sent an army 
during the campaign. Second, they forced them to send a Rehin (hostage) to the 
capital. Third, they asked the payment of a fixed sum as tribute. The first principle 
was applied to the Crimea relatively late. Except, Mengli Giray's (1467-1474, 1475-
1476, 1478-1514) presence in the Moldavian campaign of Bayezid II (1481-1512) in 
424
' ••• Yanboh'da sakin iken ol esnada Asttane-i sa'adete miilazemete gelmi~ bulunup, Sadna'zam 
Siya~ P~ hazretleri ikram u ihtiram ile getiiriip, sa'adetlii "Pa~-1 alem-penah hazretleri size aba 
vii ecdadtnuz makarmm, Kmm Hanhgm tevcih buyurdular" diyfib kadtrgalar ile kifayet mikdan asker 
hazrrlayup Karadenizden Kefe 'ye irsal ii isal buyurdtlar. Kemal-i ~vket ii ~et ile ¢mp hezaran acz 
u iftikar ile Dergah-1 Ahadiyyet'e yiiz tutup gitdiler. Hanhk timid u recas:1 batrrlanna gelmeyiip, ancak 
i~Ie~ ulufelerin, alup, erbab-1 ma'rifet ii kemal ile omr geyirmek arzusunda idiler." Ibid,pp.210-202. 
43 Rlza, Al-sab ', p.106. But the Giray' s preserved their privilege to mint coin until the end of their rule. 
1484. The Tatars joined the campaigns of Siileyman I (1520-1566) in the Balkans 
(1538-1543-1566). Only, after the Safavid War (1578-1590) the Ottomans began to 
request their continuous presence in the front. The second one became customary 
after Saadet Giray (1524-1532).45 It was an action taken to ensure the liability of the 
Khan. They wanted to prevent the independent actions of the Khans by using the 
Rehin as a check. Instead of applying the third principle, the Ottomans preferred to 
subsidise the Crimean Khans. The Khan was given 1.500.000 ak9e Salyane under the 
name of Kaftan-be ha from the income of customs of Kefe. 46 Since it was customary 
for the Ottomans to adopt the privileges of the conquered lands to their systems in 
different names, it may be regarded as the continuation of tribute paid by Genoeses to 
the Khan. 47 When the Khans were invited to the war he was given 40 000 ak:~e <;izme 
Baha that he distributed to his Kap1kulu and Mirzas. During the campaign he was also 
given money such as Te~rif-i Kudiim. These were mainly to ensure the Crimean 
presence in the campaign but it should be noted that for the ordinary Tatars it was a 
heavy burden to equip for the campaign and they should be subsidised to join the 
army. 48 More important, the Crimean aristocracy, the Kara9i Beys and Mirzas (sons of 
the Kara9i beys) including the Kalghay, Nura 'I-din, Oghlans (other members of the 
44 Halil inalcik. "Ottoman Methods of Conquest", Studia lslamica, ill, Paris, 1954, pp.103-129. 
45 • Inalcik. IA, IV, p. 786. 
46 Ibidp.786. Salyane refers to the part of the empire that is not applied the Tnnar system such as the 
Arab provinces of Algeria, Mecca or Christian principalities of Moldavia and Wallachia. 
47 Halil inalcik. "Yeni Vesikalara GOre Kmm Hanhguun Osmanll Tabiligine Girmesi ve Ahidname 
Meselesi", Belleten, VII, Ankara,1944, p.198 He quotes from Heyd Histoire Du. Commerce Au Levant 
II, that the Genoeses were paying tribute both Ottomans and Tatars in 1465. According to Alan Fisher, 
the Salyane was not a fixed sum but increased in time. The Ottomans believed that the Crimean Tatars 
were not able to rely on their incomes and tried to compensate their losses because of the stopping of 
slave trade as well as to ensure their loyalty. Alan Fisher, "Les rapports entre !'Empire Ottoman et la 
Crimee", in Alan Fisher, Between Russians. Ottomans and Turks: Crimea and Crimean Tatars, 
Istanbul, 1998, pp.19-34. 
48 L.J.D.Collins, "The Military", p.259. 
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royal family) and Nokers (or nokors) who holds the real power in the Khanate, should 
be convinced to join the campaign. 49 
The aristocracy that controlled the majority of the common Tatars was able 
to resist the Khan and refuse to obey his orders. The power of the aristocracy 
depended on two factors. Firstly, the hereditary rights of them that were epitomised in 
Tiire. It can be summarise under three principles: a- Cengiskanid descent: the strict 
Tatar notion that required direct lineage to Djodji (Cu9i d.1224), the eldest son of 
Cenghis Khan, who was assigned to rule the western part of the empire by his father. 50 
b- factual allegiance of the Ulus or the powerful tribes under four Kara<;u beys. 51 c-
actual possession of Ulug-Yurt (Taht or Saray), the capital region of the empire. 52 The 
Crimean Khans had a Cengiskhanid descent and they always claimed their right over 
Ulug-Yurt. The title that are used by the Crimean Khans reflects it: " Ulug Orda, Ulug 
Yurtrun, ve taht1 Kmm'run ... "53 After Mengli Giray's devastation of Saray in 1502, 
they felt themselves free to claim to be the successor of the Golden Horde. However, 
49 Ibidp.258. 
50 According to the tradition C~i was given all the lands that were masticated by Mongolian horses. 
For Chenghiskhanids right to rule refer to B.Y. Vladimirtsov, Mogollann jftimai Te§kilatz, ed., 
Abdillkadir inan, Ankara, 1987, pp. 210-212. 
51 Halil inalctk, "Power relationships between Russia, the Crimea and the Ottoman Empire as reflected 
in the titulature", The Middle East and the Balkans under the Ottoman rule: Essays on economy and 
Society, Bloomington, 1993, pp. 371-372. 
52 The Ulug-Yurt in the time of Cenghis Khan was in the Keliiren river in Mongolia that the Kurultay 
convened to elect the Khan. The Ulug-Yurt in Golden Horde was in the middle Volga River that Batu 
Khan (1237-1256) the founder of the Golden Horde had established his capital Saray. The term Tabt-ih 
was fictitious. It did not refer to a definite place any place that the Kuryen (the camp) of the Khan 
located could be defined Taht-ili For more information see: B.Y. Vladimirtsov, Mogollann jftimai, 
and A Y. Yakubovski, Altm Ordu ve 9okil§fl, ed., Hasan Eren, Ankara, 1992. 
53 V.Veliaminov Zemov, Kmm Yurtzna ve OJ Tarajlarga Dair Bulgan Yarllg ve Hatlar, Saint 
Petersburg, 1864, p.1038. The letter of Carubek Grray Khan to the Russian Tsar Michael Feodorovich. 
they had to obtain the approval of the Karayi Beys and vice versa. According to the 
Turco-Mongol tradition the authority invested in Altan-Urogh (the royal family) or in 
a particular Khan from this family was considered to be derived from divine will and 
no human arrangement could change it. 
In reality it was the leader of the tribal aristocracy, Ulug-Bey, in agreement 
with the leaders of the other tribes determined who would became Khan. 54 The Karayi 
tribes were consisted of Sirin, the leader of the aristocracy, Barm, Arg1n, Kipyak, 
Sicivut and Mang1t tribes. 55 The influence of the tribes varied in time. Mangh1t tribe, 
despite the fact that they settled later in the Crimea, quickly began to play a prominent 
role but the Shirins always remained the most influential clan. 56 Military forces under 
the command of the Clans were around 10.000.57 The four Karayi Beys were always 
present in the state councils, KiJriitlii$ or Koriini$, and their consent was required in 
every important matter. 58 A Karayi bey abstained from taking part in the meetings to 
54 inalclk, HaT"Vard Ukrainian, p.449. 
55 Kara<;:i meant commoner or those outside the royal family. For more information see: ed., A1unet 
Temiir, Mogollarm Gizli Tarihi, Ankara, 1995, p.8. 
56 Manz,"The Clans ... ", p.287. Also see: inalclk, "The Khan ... ", and V.E. Sroeckovsky, Muhammed 
Geray Han ve Vassa/lan, ed., Kemal OrtaylI, Ankara, 1978. It is necessary to note that Sroeckovsky 
insisted on the feudal character of the Khanate. B.F. :Manz who depended on Russian and Polish-
Lithuanian sources, argued that the clans were not the sole and also not the most influential contenders 
for the power in the Khanate .. The service beys or the Kuls of the Khan played the most important role. 
inalcik argues that the nokorship was the strongest element in the society that overrides kinship ties and 
gave it's "feudal character". 
57 inalcik, "The Khan'', p.448. During the second Circassian campaign of Sahip Giray Khan (1532-
1551) in 1543 the tribal forces were as follows: Shirins 5.000, Argluns and K.tpchaks 3.000 and 
Man.gluts 2.000. In Remmal Roca, Tarihi Sahib Giray Han, ed., Oz.alp GOkbilgin, Ankara, 1973, p.73. 
inalcik argues that the total amount of the tribal forces was 10.000 contrary to the tradition that 
presented only the forces of Shirins 20.000. 
58 Abdiilgaffar, 'Umdet, Istanbul, 1924, p.193. For the transcription of the text see: appendices 
document no:2. 
protest the Khan's policy. The Khan remained powerless when all the Kara9i beys 
abandoned him. In this situation the Beys went to a sacred place called Kayalar-Altz 
that the seals (Tamga) of the Crimean clans were printed on the rocks. 59 Furthermore, 
the foreign powers had to made separate agreements with the Beys. 60 They had the 
right to disapprove an agreement or individually launch an attack to a neighbouring 
state. Therefore the support of the Kara9i Beys was extremely important for the 
Crimean Khans. They used several means to obtain it including the marriage, granting 
lands and the right to oollect taxes. 61 
The second factor that determined the influence of the Kara9is was the 
military forces at their disposal that was closely related with the Turco-Mongol 
tradition of Nokor-ship.62 The Nokors were the military commanders under the 
service of a bey that did not left him even under the worse conditions. The logic of the 
system was to organise the military in an effective way that through raids into the 
lands of the Christian prosperity and wealth could be taken into the Crimea. Therefore 
an energetic leader was the choice. Thanks to their Nokors, a defeated Bey could 
become a Kazak (Kazaga <;1kmak) and wait for the appropriate moment to continue 
the struggle. Therefore, it was almost impossible to eliminate a rival completely. More 
important, the Kara9i's were very keen on to protect their privileges and any attempt 
59 inalctk., "The Khan" p.448. 
60 Manz, ''The Clans", p.286. She states that Lithuanians often asked ambassadors from Shirins and 
once asked from both Shims and Argms. 
61 inalctk., ''The Khan", p.450 and Manz, ibid p.286. She notes that Shirins and Mangluts often 
intermarried with Girays. The Shirins had the right to collect a special tax, part of the transit tax in 
Perekop were given to them. 
62 For more information on Nokor or Noker see: Vladimirtsov, Mogo//arm, pp.74-146. 
to alter it had a harsh opposition from the Karayi beys. 63 The third factor behind their 
influence was their economic power. The wealth of the Crimea mainly depended on 
slave trade. It is estimated that thousands of captives were sold as slaves after the 
Tatar raids. 64 The Ottoman as well as the Crimean economies required slave labour. 
As a result of the fierce resistance in the West, the Ottomans turned towards North 
and South for slaves. Thus, the Crimean raids became very important not only for the 
Crimea but also for the Ottomans and any failed raid caused a crisis in the land. 65 The 
slaves were used for military purposes, in the personal services and in the domestic 
economy.66 A Khan who tried to pursue a peaceful policy and wanted to control 
individual raids of the clans inevitably faced with the reaction of them. A Khan's 
success is closely related with his ability to satisfy the aristocracy. 
First of all Gazi Giray II had to settle the situation in the Khanate. His 
first step was to appoint his brother Feth Giray Kalghay and his nephew Baht Giray as 
Nura'l-din. Former Kalghay Alp Giray and Nura'l-din Sakay Milbarek Giray after an 
unsuccessful struggle fled from the Crimea. Alp Giray went to Istanbul and Sakay 
63 For the struggle between Sahib Giray Khan that aimed to centralise the power at the Ottoman model 
and the tribal aristocracy that reacted him see; Remmal Hoca, Tarih-i Sahib,. 
64 Halil inalclk, "The Black Sea and Eastern Europe",An Economic and Social History of the Ottoman 
Empire, ed., Halil inalclk with Donald Quatert, Cambridge, 1994, pp. 271-314. He states that during 
the period 1500-1650 the number of slave brought from Poland-Muscovy and Circassia exceeded 
10.000 every year. For the influence of the raids on the Ukrainian people and rise of Cossackdom refer 
to Hrushevsky, A History, pp. 144-164. Orest Subtelny, Ukraine A History, Toronto, 1992, p.106. He 
notes that from 1450 to 1568 eighty-six raid were recorded and from 1600 to 1647 seventy. He further 
notes that although the number of captives had reached 30.000 in a single raid, the average was 3.000. 
65 inalclk, ibid. p.284. 
66 V.E.Sroeckovsky, Muhammed Geray, pp.25-54. He gives many examples of slaves or former slaves 
living and working in the Crimea. 
Giray went to Circassia. 67 His second step was to break up the rival coalition 
consisted of the sons of Mehmed Giray II, Ulu-Nogays who were supported by 
Russians and the Don Cossacks. He convinced the Sultan to declare an amnesty for 
the sons of Mehmet Giray II. His policy was so successful that even Murad Giray, the 
puppet Khan of Astrakhan, wanted to return to the Crimea. 68 But his policy vis-a-vis 
the Nogays was partially successful. He dissuaded the Nogays from the Russian 
influence but could not win them in his cause. 69 Therefore, the Volga region in a sense 
was left completely to the hands of the Russians. 
The Cossack raids that brought the Ottomans on the brink of a war with 
Poland-Lithuania (spring 1588) was another problem that Gazi Giray faced upon his 
accession. The death of Stephan Bathory in 1586 relaxed the Polish control on the 
borders. The Zaporozhian Cossacks that benefited from the situation began to cause 
problems in the border area. As a result of the Cossack raids, the Sultan ordered the 
mobilisation of the forces in the border. The Ottomans started the construction of a 
new fort at the mouth of river Dnieper, the usual place of passing for Cossacks. 
Finally, the Porte decided to combine the sanjaks of Ozii, Bender and Akkerman in to 
one larger sanjak to block the penetration of Cossacks to the Black Sea.70 Bora Gazi 
67 R.Jza,Al-Sab' al-sayyar, p.108. 
68 Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, p.102. Murad Giray died of poisoning sometime around 1590; 
thereafter Russians and Tatars accused each other of murdering him. 
69 Ibid.p.104. Some of the Nogay Mimis responded positively to the amnesty and left Astrakhan but 
did not want to subjugate to the Crimean Khan. Therefore they asked for the Ottoman intervention but 
the Sultan did not interfere and let the decision to the Khan. 
70 BOA, Miihimme Defterleri, 64/365 (Zi 'l-Hicce 996/Nov.1588). 
was ordered to raid into Podolia in order to punish the Poles and the Cossacks. 71 
Ottomans and Polish-Lithuanians were very close to war but the situation had 
radically changed on 17 Cemaziyii'l-evvel 997/3 May 1589 when the Sultan replaced 
Siyavu~ Pasha with Koca Sinan Pasha after a janissary revolt. The Polish-Lithuanians 
felt compelled to accept Ottoman conditions under the threat of an attack that became 
inevitable. Since the Ottoman-Safavid war was very likely to end with an Ottoman 
victory the Ottomans seems to have more troops to use against Polish-Lithuanians. A 
preliminary agreement was made on 15 May 1590 and confirmed in the following 
year. 72 Now, the Ottomans could tum their attention to the Hungary where the tension 
between the Ottomans and Habsburgs was increasing. Polish-Lithuanian turned to its 
internal affairs, mainly to the Cossacks that began to pose a threat for them. Bora Gazi 
making use of the situation came to an agreement with Polish-Lithuanian. 73 
Bora Gazi had one other task to accomplish: to settle the situation with 
Muscovy. It was already noted that under their energetic Tsar Ivan IV, the Russians 
engaged an offensive in the Caucasus and tried to put a puppet regime in the Crimea 
during and after the revolt of Mehmed Giray II. The new Tsar Feodor (1584-1598) 
and especially the regent and future tsar Boris Godunov ( 1598-1605) continued their 
activities. In the Caucasus, they attacked Dagestan and tried to increase their influence 
among the Circassian tribes. The increasing Cossack raids in the area between Azov 
71 Se/anik I, p.214. He notes that after the successful raid, the Khan was rewarded with a jewelled 
sword and a robe. 
72 Hrushevsky argues that the agreement was signed as a result of the Ottoman unwillingness to fight 
because of the Cossack raids. Hrushevsky, A History, p.181. This statement did not seem to be realistic. 
among the Circassian tribes. The increasing Cossack raids in the area between Azov 
(Azak) and the Northern Caucasus caused great concern both in Istanbul and the 
Crimea.74 
Apart from Ottomans, Bora Giray found a new ally against Muscovy: 
Sweden that claimed Baltic lands in order to control the trade of Muscovy.75 The 
Swedish King sent an ambassador to the Crimea and promised rich gifts and 
subsidies. He assured that he would send a large Swedish army in the North in order 
to take the bulk of the Muscovite army from the capital. Muscovy that heard the 
preparations of the war sent an ambassador to the Khan. However, the efforts of the 
ambassador, Bibikov, remained fruitless. On 11 January 1591, his property was 
confiscated because the Tsar failed to send an adequate gift of furs to the Khan and he 
contacted with the Miifu.i of the Crimea without the consent of the Khan. On 5 May 
1591, he was notified that the Khan was preparing an attack on Polish-Lithuanians 
and Russians could realise that the campaign was against Muscovy only at the end of 
July. 76 On 13 July 1591, the Crimean attacked the capital defended by the Muscovite 
forces including Lithuanian and German mercenaries. After one day of fierce combat 
without result, the Khan suddenly decided to withdraw.77 It was mainly because he 
realised that it was futile to attack to a well- fortified town. However, Russian 
74 Under Godunov's leadership Muscovy made important gains in the south he founded new outposts 
on Don, Donets and Volga rivers even one appeared on the river Terek. Robert 0. Crummey, The 
Formation of Muscovy 1304-1613, New York, 1987, p.208. He argues that the outposts were built for 
two purposes. Firstly to counter the Crimean raids and to control the unruly Cossacks. 
15 Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, p.110. 
76 Ibid p.110. 
77 Ibid. p.11 1. 
historians considered the withdrawal as a complete defeat and attributed it to the 
effective defence system established by Muscovy that consisted of a connected set of 
small fortifications. 78 In general the Russian approach was not wrong because this was 
the last time that the Crimean forces attacked directly to Moscow. The Crimean 
cavalry was not effective vis-a-vis the fortified towns and the firearms were also an 
obstacle for them. 79 The Khan who was wounded in the war returned to the Crimea on 
9 August 1591 on a cart. The Kalghay Feth Giray had already returned at the end of 
July. 
The Sultan reacted negatively to this withdrawal and accused him of having 
dishonoured the accompanying Ottoman troops. 80 Meanwhile, the Muscovite envoy in 
the Crimea, Bibikov, was treated kindly. The Khan informed him that the raid was 
overdue.81 It was understood that the conflict had three reasons: First the Cossack 
raids, second the Russian activities and third the sending of Tiyi~ (T1y~) to the Khan 
by Muscovy. When the Tsar declined to come to an agreement, the Kalghay Feth 
Giray attacked Ryazan and Tula, south of Moscow. The raid was very successful and 
he returned with lot of captives. 82 Finally, Muscovy realised that under the threat of a 
78 For example see: Smirnov, Knmskoye Hanstvo, p.445. He argues that Turco-Tatar historiography 
neglects the defeat and did not even talk about the campaign. Also Robert O.Crummey, The Formation, 
p.207. 
79 The Russian version of the withdrawal is that the Tatars were discouraged by the effective use of 
defence made by the arquebuses and to the news that the Khan acquired about the arrival of Russian 
army from north from the prisoners. In Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, p.120. 
80 Ibid.p.120. 
81 Ibidp.111. 
two frontal war it was necessary to consent Crimean demands. On October 1593 the 
Muscovite ambassador Prince Shcherbatov made a preliminary agreement with 
Ahmed Agha (the Bash Agha or the Crimean equivalent of Vizier). The Tsar accepted 
to send a gift (10.000 rubles) to the Khan under the condition that the Khan,· the 
Kalghay and other beys agreed not to attack Muscovite territory during the summer of 
1594. Furthermore the Tsar would remove the Cossacks from Don and Terek.83 
Distribution of the gift caused a conflict between the Khan and Kalghay which 
testifies that how fragile was the Crimean politics. The Kalghay accused the Khan of 
having received too much money and he stated that very soon the Khan would go to 
Hungary and he would remain in the Crimea and attack Muscovy next summer. 84 
Meanwhile, Muscovite diplomacy was also active in Istanbul. The Muscovite envoy 
Podjaciy asked to destroy the forts on the Terek River and the activities of the 
Cossacks and of course to return of Kazan and Astrakhan. But these were promises 
that would never be kept. 85 After the agreement the Khan could join the Hungarian 
campaign that the Sultan was asking him for a long time and the Tsar could 
concentrate on northern affairs. 
82 Ibidp.111. The Russian defence system was not always effective to check the Tatars but it should be 
noted that on the eve of a war with Sweden, Russians could not afford much power to control the 
southern frontier. 
83 Ibidp.113. Russian answer to the question was traditional that the Cossacks were fugitives that acted 
contrary to the wishes of the Tsar. 
84 Ibidp.113. 
31 
VII Gazi Giray II and the Ottoman-Habsburg War (1593-1606) 
Bora Gazi was now ready to join the Ottoman campaign in Hungary. He 
secured the frontiers by agreements with Muscovy and Polish-Lithuanian. The Clans 
were not against him and were willing to join the campaign that promises much booty. 
However, the Cossacks could still pose a problem while the army was out of the 
Crimea. The Papacy and Habsburgs that aimed to form an anti-Ottoman league 
contacted several powers. While the greater forces, namely Venice, Spain, Poland and 
Moscow remained aloof, the smaller ones, Transylvania, Danubean principalities and 
Zaporozohian Cossacks were sympathetic to revolt against Ottomans and Tatars. 86 
The Papal envoy Alexander Komulovich could not contact directly the Cossacks and 
the Cossacks ignored the mediation of the Poles. However, the Cossacks welcomed 
Emperor's representative Erich Lassota in 1594.87 The Cossacks accepted the terms 
and attacked the Ottoman territory in Moldavia. The attack caused the intervention of 
85 inalctlc, "The Origins", p.97. Kortepeter gives the name of Russian envoy as Naschokin in: Ibid 
p.114. He also notes that in 1594 the Russian envoy lslenyev argued that the Circassians and 
Dagestanis were the subjects of the Tsar that fled long ago to Northern Caucasus. 
86 Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, p.133. 
87 Hrushevsky, A History, p.185. He notes that Lassota presented gifts from the Emperor Rudolph II, a 
flag bearing the imperial emblem, silver horns and eight thousands marks. He also notes that an envoy 
the Polish-Lithuanians and defeated the Cossacks. The Polish victory caused to the 
pacification of the Cossacks until the end of the war. 88 There are still some reports 
about the small problems caused by the Cossacks while the Crimean army was on its 
way to Hungary. 89 
The Khan had now one other problem: how to go to Hungary. The Khan had 
two options that were previously used by the Tatars to go to Hungarian plains: the 
first one across Moldavia and Wallachia and then along the southern shores of 
Danube, the other through southern Poland and across Transylvania. 90 Under normal 
circumstances, the Danubian route was easier. The Khan preferred the second one 
because of the unsettled situation in the Danubian principalities as a result of the 
activities of Papacy and Habsburgs. 91 Katip <;elebi has written a chapter about the 
journey of the Khan and also there is the personal letter of the Khan to the Kefevi 
Mevlana Huseyin Efendi in the history of Selaniki with the help of which it is possible 
to understand the course of the events. 92 Since, he considered using the Danubian 
route riskier he decided to go through Poland. In 8 Sewal 1002/28 April 1594 the 
from Muscovy had also came because the Emperor thought that the Cossacks were the subjects of the 
Tsar. 
88 Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, p.134. Hrushevsky argues that Zaporozhian Cossacks that agreed 
with the Emperor attacked to Ottoman cities not to Moldavia but it was the Cossacks of Semerin 
Nalivaiko (?-1597), a Cossack leader in Volynia that attacked to Moldavia Later the Zaporozhians also 
joined him and they have forced the Moldavian Hospodar Aaron to break with Turks and join to the 
Emperor. Ibid. pp.184-186. 
89 Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, pp.136-143. 
90 Ibidp.137. 
91 Pefevi 11, p.137. He notes that the Khan passed the river Turla (Dniester) and then the Polish 
territory and appeared near the fort Solnu.k (Szolnok?). inalCJ.k quoting from Naiina argues that the 
Khan made an unprecedented move and send his army from Polish and Transylvanian territories in 
Halil inalCJ.k, "Gazi Giray Ir', IA, IV, p.735 
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army entered the Polish territory. They stormed the country successfully that they 
took the revenge of the damage inflicted to all Crimea. When the army passed the 
passage called Balkan they saw that its mouth was blocked. Transylvanian Voivode 
Sigismund Bathory (1581-1602) ordered to Kaspar Komis, commander of the castle, 
to close the passage. Kaspar Komis choose the castle Host (Huszth) that was located 
on the river Tisza (Theiss) near the pass still called "Tatars pass" or Per Y ablonitse to 
stop the Tatar army. The pass was on the Carpathian Mountains and connected Prut 
with Tisza; Tatars could easily reach the Hungarian plains through it.93 After 
mii§avere, the Khan decided to attack the enemy that blocked the pass on foot and the 
enemy was defeated so badly that they could even not reach the castle. In Hungary the 
Tatar expeditionary forces were attacked in Devir~in (Debrecen?) by the forces of 
Ba~tuvan, a Hungarian commander, and defeated them.94 
On 24 Zi'l-kade 1002/11 August 1594, Grand Vizier Koca Sinan Pasha 
ordered a full-dress parade in honour of the arrival of the Khan. 95 After the formalities 
they went to the tent of Sin an Pasha and feasted together. The fact that the Grand 
Vizier had seated the Khan on his right that means to treat him as his equal seemed 
unfit to some people.96 Theoretically, the Khan was a ruler whose ancestors possessed 
92 Selaniki II, pp.399-404. Also in Katib Celebi, Fez/eke, Istanbul, 1871, pp.34-35. 
93 Kortepetet, Ottoman Imperialism, p.140. 
94 Katib Celebi states that the Crimeans were attacked in Debr~ near .Dli$Uyal by B~an the 
Hungarian. Katib Celebi, Fez/eke., p.34. 
95 According to the reports of Lassota, the envoy of the emperor, the Khan began his journey around 
18th of June with 80.000 men that only 20.000 were warriors. While the Khan was accompanied two of 
his sons the Kalghay remained with 15.000 to protect the Crimea In Kortepeter, Ottoman ... , p.139. 
Pe<;evi gives the date of the parade as 19 Zi'l Ka'de 1002/6 August 1594. Pe<;evi II, p.138. 
96 Ibid p.13 9. In Khan's letter there is not reference to this event 
rights of Hutbe and Sikke (he still had the right of Sikke) and was higher than the 
Grand Vizier. But the Khan was a practical man and did not pay attention to this 
action. However, this scene could be considered as an example of the changing 
relations between the Crimeans and Ottomans. The equilibrium began to change in 
favour of the latter.97 After the feast, the Khan received a number of gifts and 5.000 
gold pieces as Te§rif-i Kudii.m.98 The presence of the Khan was very important for the 
Ottomans. The Tatar cavalry increased the striking force of the Ottoman army and the 
fame of the Crimean army to be invincible provided them a psychological 
supremacy.99 The Khan had also many advantages to join the campaign. First, the 
Khan true to his name Gazi was a believer of the Ghaza. Second, the campaign 
promised much booty and gifts that he could use to satisfy his Beys and Mirzas. 
Third, he was aware of the fact that the disobedience could cost him very expensive; 
the intrigues of the Porte could replace him with another Khan. However, there was a 
conflict between the Serdar and the Khan and some other commanders. The Serdar 
who wanted to incorporate the region within the Tlffiar system did not allow the 
Tatars to apply the "scorched earth" policy that meant lesser raids and lesser booty. 100 
97 P~ gives two other examples; first one is during the Wallachian (Moldavian?) campaign (1538) 
of Suleiman the Magnificent (1520-1566) that the Sultan treated the Khan Sahib Giray I (1532-1551) 
as an equal and called him his brother. The second is about Cambek Giray Khan (1610-1623, 1624 and 
1627-1635) that kissed the hands ofKaptan Hasan Pasha Ibid.pp.138-139. 
98 Te~ri:fi Kudiim refers to the money given to Khan when he join to the campaign the amount of the 
gift varied according to the importance of the campaign. 
99 Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, p.139. In his letter to the Sultan the Grand Vezir that talked about 
the hardships in the front requested the immediate arrival of the Khan. Selaniki Mustafa Efendi, Tarih-i 
... , p.347. 
100 Pe~evi II, pp.144-145. 
The Ottoman forces camped near the river of Raab where the castle of Yamk 
(Raab) was located at the opposite side on 13 Zi'l Kade 1002/31 July 1594. In his 
letter, the Khan says that at first he did not want to send the Tatar army to the other 
side because of the Tabur (enemy fortification) near the river. He argued that the Tatar 
cavalry was not effective against the fire weapons but the Grand Vizier did not accept 
his proposal. The following day the Tatars and Janissaries crossed the river and 
stormed the enemy fortification but they were not successful against the firearms, as 
the Khan had said before. Finally, the Grand Vizier decided to build a bridge on the 
river in order to ensure the passage of Tufenkr;iler. The final assault of the Tatars 
supported by the Tiifekviler and the cannons was successful and the fortification was 
crushed. The defenders of Yamk accepted to surrender on 12 Muharrem 1003/27 
September 1594. 101 However, the account of other historians is quite different. Since 
the castle was protected by the river and a moat in the land Tatar cavalry was not 
effective. It was not the Tatars but it was the Serdenger;di/er (enfants perdus) that built 
the bridges and Lag1mczlar (sappers) that mined the walls caused to the decline of the 
castle on 17 Muharrem 1003/2 October 1594.102 Therefore, the role of the Tatar army 
that was not effective against the fortifications could not be decisive. 103 
Another confusing point is about the conquest of Papa, a small castle near 
Raab. The Khan in his letter states that while storming the tabur in Yaruk he learned 
101 Selaniki II, p.404 .. 
102 Ibid. p. 142. He notes that thanks to the grace of the god the fear entered to the hearts of the enemy 
and they declined. 
103 Abdiilgaffar claims that the Crimeans played the decisive role during the conquest of Yayik. In 
Abdiilgaffar, Umdet, p.115. 
that soldiers from Papa were attacking the Ottoman forces. Than he decided to send 
some soldiers to Papa to check the enemy movements. The garrison in Papa decided 
to surrender when the news about the decline of Y amk arrived and the Khan 
conquered it at the same day with Y amk. According to Ottoman historians, when the 
surrender of Y amk became evident the Khan was sent to Papa. The fort was empty 
and he conquered it without fighting. 104 V.D.Smirnov, depending on the Ottoman 
historian Gelibolulu 'Ali makes a different interpretation. He argues that the Khan 
was sent to the Papa because the Grand Vizier did not want to share the glory of the 
conquest with him but the Khan who founded the fort empty was lucky and the plan 
of the Grand Vizier failed. 105 
After the conquest the army sieged the castle of Komran (Komaron) but 
since the winter approached the siege was lifted and the Grand Vizier decided to 
return to winter quarters. 106 The Khan was allowed to go to winter quarter, but 1.000 
Tatars remained with the son of the Grand Vizier Mehmed Pasha, Beylerbeyi of 
Budin, in Istoyni Belgrad (Szekeshfehervar) and 1.000 remained in Papa with idris 
Pasha, Sancak Beyi of Papa. 107 Whatever was his role in the campaign and his 
104 Katip <;elebi, Fez/eke, p.39. 
105 Smimov, Krzmskoye, p.446. 
106 There is a discrepancy between the Ottoman historians about the end of the siege. 'Ali and Hasan 
Beyzade argued that the Grand Vizier left the siege because he wanted that his son Mehmed Pasha 
Vizier and Beylerbeyi of Budin conquered the castle. However the defenders of the castle wanted to 
surrender to Solrullu.zade Hasan Pasha and Grand Vizier refused the proposal saying that if they want 
they should surrender to my son. In Per;evi II, p.143. P~vi opposes to this argument and says that 
even if the Serdar made such a decision the army would not accept it. However if the statement of 'Ali 
and Naima is true Smimov's argumentation about the Grand Vizier's jealousy against Khan became 
important 
relations with the Grand Vizier, the Khan wanted to make use the situation. The fact 
that the Khan initially received a promotion of 500.000 ak~e shows that he was 
successful in Hungary but the ratification of the promotion postponed until the end of 
the campaign. 108 Some historians argues that the Khan relying on his services during 
the campaign requested the appointment of his brothers as Voivodes of Wallachia and 
Transylvania but his proposal was rejected by the Porte, mainly by the Grand Vizier 
Koca Sinan Pasha. 109 Meanwhile, according to Ottoman historian Selaniki a conflict 
aroused between the Khan and Grand Vizier because of the Grand Vizier's decision to 
execute some Tatar soldiers who had stolen animals of the Re 'aya. The fundamental 
cause 0f the confrontation was the fact that the Grand Vizier wanted to execute the 
Tatars without consulting to the Khan. 110 The Khan considered this action as 
interference to his authority as a ruler. 
The next year did not promise much to the Ottomans that had to deal with 
the palace intrigues and the death of the Sultan Murad Ill (1574-1596). More 
important was the revolt of the tributary principalities of Transylvania, Wallachia and 
Moldavia. The Voivodes of three principalities agreed with the Habsburg Emperor at 
107 Katip <;:elebi, Fez/eke, p.40. Also in Se/aniki II, p.415. On 15 Rebiii'l-evvel 1003/28 November 
1594 the Agba of the Khan came to the Porte to ask the permission of the Sultan to allow the Khan to 
return. The response was that Erdel (fransylvania) was selected his quarter and he was ordered to 
winter it The same information exists also in Katip <;elebi. 
108 Se/aniki II, p.405. He wrote that the <;a~ of the Grand Vizier brought 'arz (petitions) including 
those about the Khan to the Porte but the Sultan refused to handle them. 
109 Smimov, Kr1mskoye, p.446. Smimov argues that the Khan made the proposal after the conquest of 
Raab but the Porte that considered it a reflection of the Khan's separatist feelings rejected it. He argues 
that this proposal was one of the important steps that were going to the dismissal of the Khan in 1596. 
110 Selaniki II, p. 450. 111e comment of the Sultan that learned the event is also interesting. The Sultan 
Mehmed Ill (1596-1603) said that Grand Vizier was right to protect to re'aya but he should have given 
the Tatars to the Khan. 
the end of 1594. lll Voivode Michael Viteazul of Wallachia (1593-160 I) made the 
first break and exterminated the Ottoman creditors. 112 Voivode Aaron Tiranul of 
Moldavia (1591-1594) followed suit. 113 Meanwhile the Sultan had died and Mehmed 
III (1595-1603) came to the throne. At the time of accession, Ferhad Pasha (1591-
1592, 1595) had also replaced Koca Sinan Pasha (1580-1582, 1589-1591, 1593-1595 
and 1596) as Grand Vizier. Although the threat was serious Ottomans could not react 
immediately. Koca Sinan Pasha once more became Grand Vizier, while Ferhad Pasha 
was on the road to Wallachia. The turmoil had also effected the journey of the Khan. 
The Tatar army waited until the ice was frozen solid on the Danube and started its 
journey at the end of January 1595. When they reached the Southern Danube, they 
realised the critical turn of the situation. The principalities were at revolt, the 
Ottomans had strong garrison on the region and they were laden with booty that 
meant they were less manoeuvrable. The Tatars that crossed the Danube and entered 
Wallachia were attacked by the forces of Voivode Michael and defeated severely. 114 
When the Tatars returned to the South of Danube they came across with Mustafa 
Pasha, former Beylerbeyi of Mara~, who was going to install Bogdan (Bogdan 
Beyzadesi) to the seat of Moldavian Voivode. 115 There is also reference to the 
111 Pe9evi II. p.146. He notes the influence of the Pope (Clement VIII) in the realisation of the plan. 
112 Ibid pp.147-150 and Katip Celebi, Fez/eke, p.42. 
113 Per;evi II, p.147. 
114 Selaniki II. p.450. He states that the Khan had entered to Moldavia despite the fact that there is a 
revolt. During the night he was attacked by the enemy consisted of Vlachs, Transylvanians, Poles and 
Hungarians. He could just manage to escape and reached to R~ (Ruse) and Silistre (Silistria). 
According to the reports of the Venetian Bailo, Marco Venier, on 20 February 1595 24.000 Tatars that 
entered in to Wallachia were attacked after two days and massacred Another report states that the 
Tatars entered Wallachia from Nicopolis. In an other report it is stated that the Khan was wounded in 
arm a treated by a barber in Silistria Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, p.144. 
115 Ibid p.144. It is also stated from the Italian reports that the Khan upon the generous promises of 
Bogdan detached some 4.000 Tatars to him. In another report it was stated that one of the sons of the 
Khan that went with Bogdan died in the war. In the Ottoman accounts the meeting with Bogdan does 
Crimean forces that remained to protect the peninsula. Ottoman historian Selaniki 
notes that the Khan send a letter to the Porte. In the letter he wrote that the enemy: 
Transylvanians, Poles and Russians gathered numerous soldiers to support the revolt 
of the Danubian principalities. He urged the Grand Vizier Ferhad Pasha to 
immediately send a fleet to bzii (Ocakov) to help to the passage of 100.000 Tatar 
soldiers commanded by Kalghay Feth Giray to the Balkans. 116 As a result, the Grand 
Vizier ordered to the Kapudan Pasha Halil to send a fleet to Ocakov on May 1595. 
However Halil Pasha failed to send the navy to Ocakov and this time ~a'ban Pasha, 
Beylerbeyi of Cezayiri Garb was appointed to perform the duty. 117 On September 
1595 it was reported that the Crimean forces successfully crossed the Balkans. 118 
The Khan spent the summer of 1595 in the Crimea. During the summer the 
Ottomans were not successful. While the Grand Vizier Sinan Pasha was 
unsuccessfully trying to put pressure on Wallachia the Habsburg sieged Estergon 
(Gran) and forced it to capitulate and Sigismund Bathory, the Prince of Transylvania 
sieged the castle of Teme~var (Temesvar). 119 The Ottomans could lose Moldavia and 
not exist instead Pei;evi accuses Mustafa Pasha because he did not wait the Khan that was around. 
Per;evill., p.146. Bogdan and Mustafa Pasha were wisuccessful and were defeated and killed by the 
rival Voivode Aaron. 
116 Selaniki JI, p.476. The reference to the large armies of the Poles and Russians in the letter is 
interesting because the Poles did not involve to the war because they feared from the Habsburg 
encroachment in the region and pursued a status-quo policy. The Russians that were dealing with the 
problems in the North did not join the war. The reference could have done because the Ottomans 
thought that the Danubian principalities could not revolt without the assistance of a foreign power or 
what was meant by the Russians and Poles was the Cossacks. Selaniki states that the morale of the 
army was very low because of the rumours about the large Polish and Russian forces that were coming 
to help the rebels. Ibid. p.482. 
117 Ibid. p.483. 
118 Ibid.p.508. He also notes that Saban Pasha was appointed the Beylerbeyi ofTrablus~. 
Wallachia to Transylvania. 120 Under these circumstances, the Ottomans made a 
radical decision and decided to change the status of Moldavia and Wallachia. The two 
principalities that existed as buffer states until now would be incorporated in to the 
Ottoman system and became Beylerbeyiliks. Satirc1 Mehmed Pasha was appointed to 
be the first Beylerbeyi of Eflak (Wallachia). Since, the Khan's presence was very 
important for the Ottomans; he was able to manoeuvre. Despite the fact, he was one of 
the most Ottomanised Crimean Khans; he had ambitions for his power. He asked from 
the Porte the appointment of his brothers or someone from his family to the 
Beylerbeyiliks of Wallachia and Moldavia. 121 The Porte could make some 
concessions and accept his proposal at this critical point. The Khan who entered to 
Moldavia easily defeated the forces of Sigismund Bathory Prince of Transylvania and 
Stephan Razvan Voivode of Moldavia. 122In order to announce the victory the Khan 
sent a committee to the Porte. The committee stated that the re'aya of Moldavia 
declined to the Khan and accepted to capture and to return the rebel Voivode to the 
Khan. More important, the re'aya stated that from now on they would prefer that the 
Voivode be a Muslim and most preferably one of the Mirza's of the Khan. 123 The 
119 The Tatars were heavily criticised after the fall of Estergon because they did not come to the rescue 
of the besieged castle and accuses those in the castle to flee. Poet, Abdi <;:elebi, feels sorry because they 
were in a position to ask the help of the Tatars during the siege. Refer to the poem of Abdi <;:elebi in 
Selaniki II, pp. 519-523. However there were only some 1.000 Tatars in Papa. It seems that there was a 
great conflict between the Tatars and the Ottoman regulars and the Tatars were the scapegoats. 
120 The Voivodes of Moldavia and Wallachia accepted the Voivode of Transylvania their overlord and 
joined to the anti-Ottoman Holy League. For the politics of the period refer to; Katip <;:elebi, Fez/eke, 
Aurel Decei, "Bogdan", IA, IL pp.697-705, Aurel Decei, "Eflak", IA, N, pp.178-189 and Aurel Decei 
and M.Tayyib Gokbilgin, "Erdel", IA. IV, pp.293-306. 
121 The issue about the Khan's proposal is not clear. Ottoman historians did not refer to the proposal 
after the conquest of Raab. If Smirnov is right it was Khan's second proposal. 
122 Sigismund Bathory suspected Aaron Tiranul, Voivode of Moldavia, cooperated with the Ottomans 
and killed him and replaced with Stephen Razvan (Donme Rtdvan) in 1594. Aurel Decei, "Bogdan", 
p.780. 
123"Bu ei;nada tatar ban gazi giray namesi ile agalan gelub ban 'asker-i tatar ile bogdan'a da.l).il olub re'ay 
a iTta'at inlp:yada lcail ve ba'~-i fesad olan mihal ile murte-dd riivan1 ele geturmege mutekeffil 
4i 
Porte did not consider the proposal convenient because in case of the appointment a 
relationship between the Crimea and Moldavia would be established and the Crimean 
Khans would have a right on Moldavian affairs in the future. 124 
Bora Giray's activities in Moldavia did not end after the refusal of his 
project. This time with the consent of the Porte he managed an agreement with the 
Poles for the appointment of the new Voivode. Polish-Lithuanians that tried to remain 
out of the turmoil were alarmed upon the news of the Ottoman-Tatar advance in 
Wallachia and Moldavia because they wanted neither the Habsburgs to penetrate in 
the region nor to see the Danubian principalities turned to Ottoman Beylerbeyiliks. In 
Moldavia, the Polish forces commanded by the Chancellor, Jan Zamoyski, tried to 
check Tatar influence. 125 Meanwhile, Bora Giray accompanied by Kalghay Feth Giray 
arrived at Bender (Tehine) to join the Sancak Beyi Ahmed. 126 Together they marched 
to Moldavia in order to make Ahmed Bey the Voivode of Moldavia and then to go to 
Wallachia. 127 
oldu~ann b'ade-1-yevm Gmera-i tatardan biri kendnlere Q.a kim ~b olunma~ istida' ittiklerin 
namesinde derc idUp agalan dabi agJ.zdan ta~r itdi ama bu tevcihe ina virilmeyo.b igmaz olundt." 
Kati}J<;elebi, Fezleke, pp.61-62. Pe9evi JI, p.162. 
124 Pe9ev JI, p.162. It is very interesting that the Moldavians themselves asked the appointment of 
Khan's candidate. It seems that the Khan knew the politics of the region and made a compromise with 
the Boyars of Moldavia. 
125 Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, p.145. 
126 Ibid. p.145. He also notes that according to the European reports Ahmed bey was a relative of the 
Khan, the son of his sister. In Selaniki there is a reference to an Ahmed Pasha, man of the Khan, 
Sancak Beyi of Silistre. Since Bora Gazi received estates in Silistria after 1598 he could be the same 
Aluned. Selaniki IL p.782, 785,797. 
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The Tatar and Polish army met at the juncture of Cecora (Tutova) and Prut 
rivers. Both armies did not want a full-scale combat and after a while the negotiators 
from both sides met and concluded an agreement. 128 According to the Cecora 
agreement signed on October 22 1595, the parties agreed to recognise Jeremia Movila 
(1595-1600) the Voivode of Moldavia. It was also agreed that the Poles and 
Moldavians would suffer no damage and the Tatars would evacuate Moldavia in three 
days while the Poles promised to eliminate the Zaporozhian Cossack raids. 129 As a 
result, the Khan was able at least to seat a pro-Ottoman as well as pro-Tatar candidate 
to the throne that can be considered as an attempt to increase the Crimean influence in 
Moldavia with the support of the Poles and the confirmation of the Sultan. Since the 
agreement was subject to the approval of the Porte, Ahmed Agha Vizier of the Khan 
was sent to Istanbul. On 25 Rebiii'l-evvel 1004/28 November 1595 the Porte 
confirmed the appointment. 130 Meanwhile the Grand Vizier, unsuccessful and 
defeated, was withdrawing from Wallachia. In his report to the Sultan he argued that 
the Khan's failure to come to his help was one of the reasons of his defeat. 131 The 
Ottoman plan was that the Grand Vizier would quieten Wallachia while the Khan did 
the same in Moldavia and together they would go to Transylvania. Thus, the Grand 
Vizier may be right because the Khan might have thought that the Grand Vizier would 
127 Ibid.p.145. According to a letter wrote by a certain Siaban Pasha the Viner of the Khan. 
128 Ibid.p.145. The chief negotiator for the Khan was Ulug-Aga Ahmed. 
129 Ibid.p.145. It is also interesting to note that the Chancellor surprised very much that the Khan 
accepted easily he agreement when he accepted to eliminate the Zaporozhian Cossacks raids. It is 
possible that the Khan already knew that the Porte would not allow his candidate to become Voivode 
regarded the security of the Crimea and tried to receive a guarantee from the Poles for his own benefit 
when he was out of the peninsula. The reaction of the Khan is also interesting because it shows the 
effects of the Cossack threat to the Crimean Tatars. 
130 Se/aniki II. p.540. 
131 lbid.p.533. The other reasons were the undisciplined Kaptlrulu, the wrong actions of the former 
Grand Viner Ferhad Pasha. 
be successful in Wallachia and he waited for the instructions of the Grand Vizier after 
pacifying Moldavia. Or he might have waited because he wanted that the Grand 
Vizier be unsuccessful in order to obtain some concessions from the Porte. The Sultan 
did not accept the pretexts of the Grand Vizier and dismissed him. 132 The Khan took 
the winter quarters around Bender (Tehine) and Akkerman (Belgorod) and continued 
to interfere with the politics of the Danubian principalities. After a surprise attack, 
Ottoman and Tatar forces defeated the Wallachian forces. According to Selaniki, 
Michael Vitezaul, Voivode of Wallachia (1593-1601) sought the mediation of 
Kalghay Feth Giray to remain in his post. 133 The Tatar forces successfully served the 
Ottoman causes and balanced the Habsburg and Transylvanian bid in the region. 134 
The Ottomans who were not successful during the year 1595 wanted to 
change the situation in 1596. The Grand Vizier Koca Sinan Pasha persuaded the 
Sultan to go to campaign personally but soon after he died and Damad Ibrahim Pasha 
(1596) and (1596-1597 and 1599-1601) became the Grand Vizier. The Imperial army 
under the command of the Sultan camped in Belgrade. The Ottomans made a 
courageous decision and decided to attack the castle of Egri (Erlau) that controls the 
narrow passage between Austria and Transylvania in order to cut their 
132 The new Grand Vizier was Lala Mustafa Pasha (1595) the tutor of the Sultan in Manisa. He died 
soon and once again Koca Sinan Pasha became Grand Vizier. 
133 Selaniki JI, p.564. At the beginning the Ottoman wanted to seat son of the former Voivode Mihnea 
II (1585-1591) Radu (Radval) but Michael that thought the expedition was against him and sent his 
excuses to the Porte in order to remain Voivode. 
134 Selaniki gives many examples of successful Tatar raids in the region. Ibid p.590, 597, 603. He also 
notes that the Tatar Khan received 30.000 hasene sikke, a jewelled sword and robes in order to go to 
campaign. He denotes that this excessive sum was not traditional. It became a rule only after the Tatars 
contribution to the Safavid war. It is possible to understand the inevitability of the Tatar presence in the 
war for the Ottomans. 
communications. 135 A Tatar army under the command of Kalghay Feth Giray was also 
present in the siege. 136 The Imperial army succeeded and forced the defenders of 
Erlau to decline on 19 Sefer 1005/12 October 1596. The Khan did not personally 
come to the siege but he remained in Wallachia and ravaged the region. 137 He kept 
busy Wallachians with his diversionary tactics during the siege. 
While the Ottomans were in the siege of Erlau the Habsburg managed to 
penetrate in the marshlands of the area and began to pose a serious threat to the 
Ottoman army. The Ottoman Divan decided that it is not feasible to wait the 
Habsburgs in Erlau and the army marched towards the enemy camp. The Tatars were 
to be <;arhacz or Pi§dar (Pioneers) of the army. 138 Cagalazade Sinan Pasha and 
Beylerbeyi of Diyarbaklf Murad Pasha (Kuyucu) would be the commanders of the 
pioneers and the Tatars would be behind them. 139 Both Cagalazade and Kalghay 
played the decisive role during the combat. The Tatar forces at a critical point were 
able to attack the enemy fortification from the rear and to draw sufficient numbers of 
the enemy from the fortification. While the main body of the army pushed back the 
135 P~ argues that the main objective was to control the mines around Erlau. Per;eviII, p.179. Katip 
<;elebi notes that the objective was to control the mines. However he also notes that initially some 
Viziers wanted to attack Transylvania but it was not accepted because the land was muddy and forested 
and after the news about the siege of Hatwan (Hatvan). Katip <;elebi, Fez/eke, p. 71. 
136 Katip <;elebi, Fez/eke, p.78. Selaniki notes that Kalghay Feth Giiay was ready with 10.000 
cavalries. Selaniki 11, p.625. 
137 Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, p.149. In a letter written by the Khan to Jeremia Movila, 
Voivode of Moldavia, about the exchange of prisoners on 26 December 1596. Selaniki noted that the 
Khan did not come to the front in order to check the forces of Michael Vitezaul, Voivode of Wallachia 
Selaniki II, p.637. 
138 The Tatar forces served as Pi~ or <;arhaci in the Ottoman army. Especially after the defeat of 
Grand Vizier Koca Sinan Pasha in Wallachia the Ottoman Akzncz forces disappeared and the Tatars 
assumed their roles. 
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enemy Cagalazade that waited in the trap defeated them. 140 The Ottoman victory in 
Ha<;ova (Mezo-Keresztes) on 5 Rabi I 1005/26 October 1596 was the sole ground 
battle that had a definite outcome during the 1593-1606 Ottoman-Habsburg war. The 
Ottoman won a decisive victory like the one in Moha<; (Mohacs) in 1526. 141 
139 Katip <;elebi, Fez/eke, p.86 and Per;evi U. p.185. 
140 Katip <;elebi, Fez/eke, pp.86-93, Selaniki IL p.643-648 and Pefevi II, pp.182-186. 
141 P~evi argues that if the Sultan remained in the front the gains of the battle would be numerous 
Per;evi JI, p.186. 
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VIII The dismissal of Gazi Giray II and the reign of Feth Giray 
1596 
Cagalazade Sinan Pasha benefited from his decisive role in Hai;ovas1, he 
convinced the Sultan to appoint himself as Grand Vizier. 142 The short Grand Vizierate 
of Cagalazade influenced the Crimean affairs very much. Cagalazade' s decision to 
dismiss Gazi Giray II and to make Feth Giray the Khan of Crimea caused a tragedy. 143 
Cagalazade Sinan Pasha had enough pretexts to dismiss the Khan. First of all, he did 
not join the campaign of the Sultan in person despite all the invitations. Moreover, he 
sent less force than he was asked for. More important was the fact that his grandiose 
plans on Wallachia and Moldavia caused a great concern in the Porte. The new Sultan 
Mehmed III (1595-1603) was not familiar with Bora Giray. In contrast, however, the 
former Sultan Murad III (1574-1595) had been a personal friend of the Khan. Thus 
the Sultan could easily fire the Khan who did not come to the front and suspected that 
he had separatist tendencies. There is also at least one Ottoman historian, 'Asafi, who 
142 Cagalazade Sinan Pasha that arrived to the tent of the Sultan before the Grand VIZier Damad 
ibrahirn Pasha stated that he was the primary actor of the victory. Since Hoca Sa'deddin, the tutor of 
the Sultan, and Gazanfer, .Kapu aghast, supported him the Sultan agreed to make him Grand VIZier. 
However it is also stated that later the Sultan changed his mind and did not want to replace Darnad 
ibrahim Pasha but in fear of a revolt he con.finned the Grand Vizierate of Cagalaz.ade. P~vi stated 
that .Kapu Agahast Gazanfer was a compatriot of Cagalazade and supported his cause . .Katip <;elebi, 
Fez/eke, p.93 and Per;evi IL p.191. 
143 Ottoman historian P~evi considered the short Grand Vizierate of Cagalazade, less than two months 
a time of troubles. His decision about Crimea and his treatment of the soldiers that fled from the battle 
ofHa9ova considered as a catastrophe. Per;evi II, p.192 and .Katip <;elebi, Fez/eke, p.94. 
mentioned that there was a personal animosity between the Khan and Cagalazade. 144 
Cagalazade Sinan Pasha served as the Beylerbeyi of Van during the Ottoman-Safavid 
war (1578-1590). In 1585, while he was in the defence of Tabriz a Safavid army 
attacked his army. Cagalazade had let himself be tricked by a feigned withdrawal of 
the enemy, against the advice of Bora Giray, and caused a defeat. 'Asafi wrote that 
Cagalazade did not listen to advises of the Khan because he considered them to be the 
result of jealousy. 145 It is possible that Cagalazade developed a personal animosity 
against the Khan after this event. 
Anyway, the Khan was dismissed and Feth Giray became the Khan at the 
end of 1596. 146 The immediate reason of the dismissal was the Khan's failure to join 
the campaign despite all the invitations made by the Sultan. 147 Bora Giray responded 
in a letter to the Porte; he claimed that he did not join to the campaign because the 
Sultan wanted him to protect Wallachia from the threat caused by the rebel Voivode 
Michael Vitazeul (1593-1601). 148 Some of the Viziers had also supported his 
argument but the Sultan did not take it in to consideration. 149 Bora Giray in his letter 
144 
'Asafi Mehmed Bey or Defterdar Mehmed Pasha personally been in the war and wrote 
Seca'atname that described the Ottoman heroism during the war. He was together with Bora Giray 
during his captivity in Alamut. 
145 Abdurrahman Seref, "Ozdemiroglu", pp.1503-1504. 
·'
45 Selaniki wrote that Feth Giray became Khan at the Evaszt of Cemaziyii'l-evvel 1005. Se/aniki II, 
p.664. 
147 Ibidpp.663-664. " ... bu gaza vti cihadda guzat u milcahidini ehli islam bile olmak ic;iin kac;: kerre 
hatu hlimayunumuz ile da'vet eyledlik, her gonderilen ahkarna ta'allill ve bahane eyleyiip bu denlil 
muntazrr olduk gelOp ludmette bulunmach ... ". 
148 Ibidp.664. " ... vilayeti Eflak i~de Tergovi~te nam mahalde fennaru Padi$3hi ile kesret ve 
izdihanu le~keri Tatar memaliki ile memaliki islamiyye'yi dii~meni dinden muhafaza idiip nigehban 
olmak hidmet degil midiir ? ... " 
to the Viziers argued that the Khans could be deposed under three conditions: bribery, 
oppression of re' aya and revolt. Since he did not commit any of them, his dismissal 
was unjust. 150 Therefore, it is possible to argue that the dismissal of the Khan was not 
an outcome of his absentee in the front but it was rather the result of his personal 
relationship with the Porte. It has to be underlined that the Sultan was suspicious of 
his separatist tendencies and the Grand Vizier disliked him. His personal friends in the 
Porte could not stop his dismissal. In other words, he was victim of a palace intrigue. 
At first, Feth Giray did not want to accept the post but when the Sultan 
stated if he would not accept there were other candidates that are ready to accept. 
Consequently, Feth Giray had to accept Sultan's offer. 151 Despite the support of the 
Sultan the Khanate of Feth Giray I started very problematic. First he was outside the 
Crimea with a relatively small force around 20.000 soldiers. More important, the 
Ottomans were not able to support him (or in other words, to unseat Bora Giray) 
because they were under the pressure of the Ottoman-Habsburg war (1593-1606). 
Feth Giray managed to ensure his position. He appointed Baht Giray, son of his 
brother 'Adil Giray and Nura'l-din of Bora Giray, Kalghay and his brother Selamet 
Giray Nura'l-din. 152 In tum, he attracted the support of the new appointees, including 
their relatives. In other words, he established his network of Nokers. However his 
149 Ibidp.663. 
150 Ibid p.664. "Hanlar rna'zul olmaz megerki ii~ husus vaki'i ola; biri budurki, irti~ eyleye; ikinci 
budurki, re'ayaya cevr u zulm eyleye; ve u~nci, padi~ islam-penah hazretlerine bagy eyleye. ~ 
bende bunlann birisi yokdur." 
151 Ibid.p.663. 
152 Ru.a,A/-Sab ', p.108. 
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brother, Bora Giray, had more advantages since he controlled the home territory. He 
learned his deposition upon his return from Wallachia to the Crimea. 
The dismissal of Cagalazade at the end of 1596 further complicated the events. 
Damad Ibrahim Pasha became Grand Vizier once again and wanted to reinstall Bora 
Gazi to the Khanate. A civil strife in the Crimea was inevitable. However, this time 
there arouse a war of Fetvas. Damad Ibrahim Pasha convinced the Sultan and the 
Divan that the deposition of Bora Giray would cause a great conflict in the Crimea 
since the Tatars were supporting him. 153 The Sultan, in contrast, insisted on Feth 
Giray. Soon a contemporary solution was found that was to satisfy both sides. Two 
different Mukarrername (letter of confirmation), one in the name of Feth Giray and 
the other in the name of Bora Giray, were prepared and was given to the 
Miiteferrikaba~1 <;erkes Handan Agha. Handan Agha had been ordered to observe the 
tendencies of the Crimean people. He was obliged to give the mukarremame to that 
candidate who had the largest following. He was also instructed to invite Bora Giray 
to the capital if Feth Giray had the largest following. It could be considered as a just 
decision if only Handan Agha was not an emekdar (old servant) and friend of Bora 
Giray. Moreover, Handan Agha came across Bora Giray in Kefe before his departure 
to Istanbul. 154 As a result Handan Agha, an old friend and servant of Bora Giray, gave 
153 According to Selaniki a letter from Feth Giray arrived to the Porte. In the letter he wrote that when 
he arrived in the Crimea the army did not welcome and did not obey him and stated that they want Bora 
Giray to remain Khan. "Ve bi'l-ciimle Harumuzdan ho~nuduz, ref u nasba ba'is ft sebeb nedir". 
Se/aniki JI., p.677. 
154 There is a disagreement between the historians on the place that Bora Giray and Handan Agha met 
Muhammed RJZa wrote that they met in Sinop (Sinope). "Kefe'ye 'azimetinde rakib oldugi sefine badI 
mul:ialif ile limaru sinob' a dubul ve gazi giray dal).i ... mal:tall-i mezburda te§adiif eylediklerinde." RJZa, 
Al -Sab ', p.109. Another historian Halim Giray Sultan does not refer to meeting. V.D.Smirnov argues 
that Muhammed.RIZa was wrong because according to Naima, Muhammed RJZa's source, Khan and 
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him the Mukarrername. 155 Selaniki explained the course of the events in a completely 
different manner. He said that the Tatar Mirzas mediated between the candidates in 
order to end the conflict. As a result Feth Giray agreed to abdicate on his will and the 
aristocracy confirmed Bora Giray' s khanate. Meanwhile, Feth Giray went to Kefe 
(Kafa) to visit his mother upon the permission of the Khan. However, when he arrived 
at Kefe he put forward the men~ur (the ferman of the Sultan) and claimed that he is 
the legitimate Khan. Then the Tatars turned against Bora Giray and supported Feth 
Giray. Now Bora Giray was in a difficult situation and wanted to go to Istanbul. At 
this moment Handan Agha came with the mukarrername, hil' at-1 fahire (valuable 
robe), and ~em~ir-i zerrin Gewelled sword) to reinstall Bora Giray to the Khanate. 
Seeing this, people once again turned to Bora Giray. Feth Giray who was left alone 
obliged to flee from the Crimea and went to Taman in Circassia to hide. 156 Selaniki 
precisely reflects the approach of the new administration in Istanbul that preferred 
Bora Giray to Feth Giray. He stated that the Kurultay approved Bora Giray's khanate, 
in other words, inclined towards him and Feth Giray abdicated. Therefore, it is 
possible to say that Handan Agha, who was ordered to give the mukarrername to the 
choice of the army, was right to give it to Bora Giray. 
155 Muhammed R1Za argues that Handan Agha gave the mukarrername to Bora Gazi in order to obtain 
a reward " ... te~duf eylediklerinde bandan bi-i~'n'm gazi giray ile illfet-i sab1lcas1 olmagm elTBf-1 
laQilce iimidi ile mulcarremamesin teslim ... " R.lza, Al-Sab '., p.109. Hallin Giray Sultan argues that 
Hand.an gave the mukarremame because he was an emekdar of Bora Giray. "bandan aga ise ~ten gazi 
giray'm emekdarlarmdan bulundugi cihetle iblca beratun c;logruca gazi giray ban'a teslim itti." Halim 
Giray Sultan, Galbt.ln-i Hanan, Erzurum, 1990 p.70. 
156 Se/aniki II, pp. 681-682. The story does not seem to be realistic because the Tatars did not always 
welcome the choice of the Porte. Therefore Selaniki' s explanation of switching allegiance according to 
the wishes of the Sultan reflects the Ottoman's approach to consider Tatars part of their ordinary 
re'aya. However it fits to the other events Feth Giray was forced to go to Kefe and received a document 
from the Sultan that supported him and claimed his khanate. Also the information about the fled of Feth 
Giray to Circassia is interesting. 
Sl 
According to other historians, the course of the events was more 
complicated. The Tatars were divided into two opposing parties. Both candidates had 
a document showing that they were the legitimate khans. Moreover, they brought the 
issue to the jurisdiction and tried to have a legal base for their claims. Feth Giray 
applied to the Kadi of Kefe Abdurrahman Efendi. Kadi decided that since the 
document (Temessiik) obtained by Feth Giray was newer (the men~ur in Selaniki?), 
Feth Giray was the legitimate Khan. 157 Meanwhile Bora Giray applied to the Miiftii of 
Kefe, Mevlana Azaki Mehmed Efendi: the supreme religious leader of the country. 
Apart from being a supporter of Bora Giray the Milftii was able to throw out the 
decision of the Kadi Abdurrahman Efendi on the basis of a technicality. He argued 
that the Kadi was correct but the men~ur of Feth Giray lacked one thing: the tugra 
(imperial seal). Since the tugra was the great seal of the Sultan upon which the 
administration of the empire depended, the men~ur of Bora Giray that carried the 
tugra was the real one. If any would not obey it, he said, this person would be 
considered as a rebel to the Sultan. 158 The Ottoman historian Naima wrote that as a 
response to the mukarrername of Bora Giray Feth Giray obtained a new hatt-z 
hiimayun, which stated that he was still the legitimate Khan of the Crimea. The Kadi 
of Kefe decided that since the document of Feth Giray was newer he was the 
legitimate Khan. On the other hand the Miiftii of Kefe decided that although the 
157 IUz.a,Al-Sab ', p.109. " ... ~1b-1 l.caia olan 'abdu'l-ralµnanefendi fetl). giray'1fl ~oflra tedarik ittigi 
temessiigi miiteab.bir ohnagla mulcarremame oldur deyii l).illciim imZa etmi~ iken ... ". Halim Giray, 
Galbun-i, p.70. He wrote that the Sultan wanted Feth Giray to remain Khan and wrote his hattl 
hiimayun on a special manner. 
158 Rlza, Al-Sab ', p.109. " ... miiftiyi belde olan mevlana azaki'nin gazi giray ib)f.a olunmasI meµl.9 
olmagla ibtida-i ~uhur-1 devlet-i 'osmaniye'den ila haze'l-an memaliki mal}rusede olan me~1b 
Tugrayi emri hiimayun ile zabT olunmagm baTI-1 ~rif maimununu miieyyed ferman-1 miinif 
olmadtkc;a feth giray'1fl senedine 'itibar olunmaz ve gazi giray'a iTa'at itmemek bagy ii 'i~yandrr deyii 
ifta itmekle ... " Halim Giray, Galbun-i, p.70. " ... miifti azaki mel).med efendi. b.aTI-1 hi.imayun 
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document of Feth Giray was newer it was not reliable because it lacked the tugra (the 
seal) of the Sultan that should be taken into consideration. 159 Therefore Bora Gazi 
became Khan for the second time. The deposition and the appointment of Bora Giray 
are related to the Ottoman politics rather than to the Crimean affairs. The Sultan and 
the Grand Vizier Cagalazade Sinan Pasha deposed Bora Giray. The new Grand Vizier 
Damad Ibrahim Pasha preferred Bora Giray and convinced the Sultan to reinstall Bora 
Giray. Bora Giray, thanks to his friends in the Porte, obtained the men~ur to claim his 
khanate. Since the bulk of the Crimean aristocracy supported Bora Giray and the 
supreme religious authority in the Crimea, the Mtifui ofKefe who decided in line with 
the Porte he could become the Khan for the second time. 
Apart from all of these technical details, a closer analysis of the events 
shows that the unfortunate Feth Giray lost his seat and life as a result of the palace 
intrigues. The tragedy started when Bora Giray made a fatal mistake and decided to 
send his Kalghay Feth Giray to the first campaign of the Sultan. Former Grand Vizier 
Koca Sinan Pasha's words in order to convince the Sultan to go to the campaign are 
very significant and help to understand intrigues of the time. He suggested that 
without his presence it was impossible to expect a victory. Because if Grand Vizier 
had been the Serdar, the Kaymakam (the acting Vizier in the Porte) would try to 
i.mi<ls1z ve miihiirsiiz oldugundan ~r'an ma'mul bih olanuyacagi ve binaen'aleyh tarihi muahhar ve 
tugrayi hiimayun ile mu'anven fermaru 'ali ile hiikm virilmek 13Zllll ve icab ittigini ... ". 
159 
" ..• ve mu\carremamesin i~ idiib b.anhlc da'vasm 'ilan eyledi fetl). giray ban bu \'.aiiyeyi Q.is 
ettikde mu\caddema ~-cuylugi ta\cdim idtib kendiyi b.anhlcda tal¢ri m~ernil bir b.aTT-1 htimayun 
gottirm~ gazi giray emr-i ~rifi ibraz ittikde fetl). GiJay dabi b.aTT-1 htimayunu 4har idiib b.anhlc 
niza'ma d~b cumu' Tatar iki ful<a oldu bi'l-ahire ~r'-i ~rife mtiraca'at olundu\cda mtitel<allid-i 
m~1b-1 \caia olan 'abdu'l-ralµnan efendi fetl). giray'm temesstik ki b.aTT-1 ~dir ~onra gelmegin 
mu\carremame oldur deyii gazi giray'1 b.anh\cdan red itmegi t~ril_i. itmi~ken \cefe miiftisi mevlana azalci 
gazi giray ile illfetine binaen ibtida ;uhur-1 devlet-i ·~maniyeden bu ana gelince memalik-i islamiye 
emr-i htimayun ile iabT oluna geldiginden ma'ada fetl). giray'rn elinde olan temesstik b.aTT-1 ~ 
oldugti ~bhelidir ~yed m~anna' ola eger maim.Ulllill mtieyyed bir emr-i ~rif olaydt 'amel olunurdt 
vela-yalruz baTI ile olmaz i'tibar tugrayadtr oyle olacalc mu\cteiayi emr-i hiimayun iizere gazi giray 
replace him and make intrigues. Or if a Vizier had been the Serdar this time the Grand 
Vizier would intrigue, fearing that he would replace him in case of a success. 160 The 
Grand Vizier thought that no intrigue would happen since the Sultan would be 
together with him. Another contemporary source, Baron Wratislaw, provides us with 
an interesting information. He notes that the Valide Sultan (the mother of the Sultan) 
Safiye Sultan (1550?-1605) did not want that his son goes to the campaign. 161 Safi.ye 
Sultan opposed the campaign not only because she feared of the damages that might 
occur in case of a defeat, but also she did not want to loose control over his son, the 
Sultan. The events that occurred during and after the war ofHacova (Mezo-Keresztes) 
show that there existed at least two opposing parties in the Ottoman court: the party of 
Safiye Sultan and the party around Hoca Saadettin (the tutor of the Sultan, 1536-
1599). 162 After the war it became obvious that Safi.ye Sultan was right on her 
suspicions. His son Mehmed III (1595-1603) who was far away from her influence 
made changes contrary to her will. 163 Damad ibrahim Pasha was her protege and the 
ban ve iTa'at itmeyenler '~i ve bagyi idigi ... ". Naiina Mustafa, Tarih-i Naima, vol. I., Istanbul, 
1280/1863, p.176. 
160 "Padi~ min b'ad ki~er-i a'daya serdar ta'yin itmek mahi-1 baTadrr zira ikiden b.ali degilcfu:ki 
ta'yin olunan ya ~adr-1 a'?3fil veya sair viizeradan biri ola vezir-i a''.?am olursa asitane-i devlette 1.caim-
malcam olan onun ~adaretine Tahb olub yiiz aguttigm istemeyiib miihimmat gormekde ta~ir ittigu i\:in 
i$ bitmez viizeradan biri olur ise vezir-i a''.?affi ~asede ?;ahib olub $3Yed b.idmeti mal.cbul ola ol ecilden 
vezaret-i a'~ye layil.c gortile deyii b.avf idtib i$ gordtigun murad itmez bu sebebden nice saldirki 
bunca bazain ve 'asakir telefolur ~J.al:iat gortilmez ... ". Naima, ibid, p.140. 
161 Wenceslaw Wratislaw, Baron Wratislaw 'm Anzlarz, ed MSOreyya Oilmen, Istanbul, 19%, p.148. 
Wenceslav Wratislaw was a member of the Austrian delegation to Istanbul in 1591. Their unsuccessful 
mission was to pay the yearly tribute, to renew the peace treaty with Ottomans and to gather 
information about Ottoman activities. After the beginning of the war they were imprisoned and spent 
many years in prison. He also wrote that Safiye Sultan was one of those that provided them with 
information about Ottoman war plans. However the Grand Vizier Damat ibrahim Pasha discovered 
their reports and covered it up. 
162 One should bear in the mind that the parties were only temporary alliances and could easily change 
according to the circumstances. For example Hoca Saadettin cooperated with the Grand Vizier Damad 
ibrahim Pasha to convince the Sultan to go in campaign but it was also him that helped Cagalazade to 
become Grand Vizier at the expense of Dam.ad ibrahim Pasha For the formation of parties and the 
intrigues of the time see; Naima, Katip <;elebi, Fez/eke,. 
husband of her daughter Ay~e Sultan (as well as the sister of the Sultan). Therefore 
she took the action and wrote a letter to the Sultan, asking the revision of his 
decisions. As a result Damad ibrahim Pasha reassumed the Grand Vizierate after 45 
days. He immediately managed to take his revenge because he considered every 
action made by his predecessor to be against him and tried to reverse it. Since Feth 
Giray became Khan thanks to his rivals, he should be punished. Therefore he 
convinced the Sultan to reappoint Bora Giray as the Khan of the Crimea. 
When he lost the throne to Bora Giray, Feth Giray decided to go to Istanbul 
to save his life. Feth Giray was convinced by some people to visit his brother before 
leaving the Crimea. It was a fatal decision because during the visit a Mirza from the 
Mang1t tribe killed him in Nak~1 Elvan near Kefe. 164 His Kalghay Baht Giray 
managed to escape but he was captured and was also killed. 165 The Nura'l-din 
Selamet Giray that was in Circassia did not interfere to the struggle and saved his 
life. 166 Feth Giray's khanate lasted only three months. His short life, thirty-nine years 
at all, gave way to a new contradiction in the history of the Crimean Khanate, the 
<;obangiray. 
163Safiye Sultan (Baffo in Western source) was very influential over his son. She played an important 
role on both the internal and external affairs of the time. She played the key role in the appointments of 
the high ranked officials. For example Hoca Saadettin could reobtain his status only after the mediation 
of Safiye Sultan. 
164 R.tza,Al-Sab', p.109 and Halim Giray Sultan. Giilbiln-i, p.71. He also notes that some historians 
argued that Feth Giray was killed by the initiative of the MiI7as without the decision of Bora Giray. 
165 R.tza, ibid, p.109. Halim Giray gave the name of Kalghay, Devlet Giray but previously he wrote 
Baht Giray. Halim Giray, ibid, p.71. Muhammed R.t:za noted that nine children from the family of Feth 
Giray were also killed. 
166
. R.tza, ibid, p.110. 
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IX Feth Giray and the emergence of <;obangiray 
According to the tradition, when he was Kalghay Feth Giray captured the daughter of 
a Polish boyar during a raid. Later he agreed to give back the girl for a ransom and she 
was sent to Jassy (Ya~) with a Kapu Agas1, Ahmed Agha. Since the required amount 
was not paid on time the girl and Ahmed Agha stayed in Ya~ for a while. When she 
was returning to Poland she gave birth to a child and died. Feth Giray refused the 
child and ordered Ahmed Agha to kill the child. However, Ahmed Agha hided the 
child in Moldavia and brought him to the Crimea after the death of Feth Giray. 167 
Since the child worked as a <;oban (shepherd) in the Crimea his branch of the Girays 
were called <;obangiray. The other Girays did not consider them to be part of the 
family and tried to hinder the prominence of <;obangirays in the Crimean politics. 
However, when all members of the Giray family fled from the Crimea in (1623) no 
one could be found to be Nura'l-din. Thus, one of the sons of the <;obangiray was 
167 The infonnation about the emergence of <;obangirays is contradictory in the sources. 'Abdiillgaffar 
Kmmi stated that the cirild was born in Poland and spent his youth there and then fled to Moldavia that 
he became a shepherd He also stated that it was the Girays that found and invited him to the Crimea. 
'Abdiilgaffar, 'Umdet, p.116. Halim Giray that was a Giray denied that <;obangiray was from 
Cengiskanid descent He wrote that Feth Giray did not marry the girl and she became pregnant while 
she was with Ahmed Agba. The Kalghay ordered the execution of both the girl and the Agha when he 
learned the incident Ahmed left the child to a certain Tatar and fled from the Crimea. He could only 
return after the death of Feth Giray and raised the child that he called Mustafa Mustafa bad two 
children, Kolbuldl and <;olbuldi. When all the Girays fled from the Crimea and no one remained to 
make Nura'l-din Mustafa that named Devlet Giray, Kulbuldl that named Feth Giray and <;olbuldi that 
named 'Adil Giray were incorporated to the Giray family. He considered this act degradation of the 
Giray dynasty. Halim Giray, ibid, p.84. 
named Devlet Giray and became Nura'l-din. Only 'Adil Giray became the Khan of 
Crimea from the <;obangirays (1666-1671). 
X The Second Reign of Gazi Giray II (1596-1608) 
The second reign of Bora Giray was more difficult. This time he knew that 
his future depended on his relations with the Porte. He had two options to be secure in 
his throne. First he had to satisfy the demands of the Porte that was engaged in a long 
and costly war with the Habsburgs. Second he had to be self reliant in the Crimean 
throne. Since he was well aware that he would not be able to obtain his previous 
position in the Porte, he chose to demonstrate the inevitability of the Crimean forces 
for the Ottoman campaigns. 168 In 1597, he remained in the Crimea despite the fact he 
was invited to join the campaign, in accordance to the ancient tradition (Usul-i Kadim 
iizere ), by the personal letter of the Sultan. Instead, he managed to contact Christian 
powers. He sent envoys to Jeremia Movila (Voivode of Moldavia), the King of 
Poland, Stephan Bathory and Michael of Wallachia in order to re-establish relations 
and to obtain concessions. 169 He offered an alliance to the King and even hinted to 
switch his allegiance to the Poles. 170 He threatened Michael of Wallachia to send an 
appropriate gift or else to suffer devastation worse than 1596. He sought ways to act 
168 Baron Wrauslaw has a description about the reputation of the Tatars at that time. He briefly 
explains how the Tatars terrorised the entire people including the Ottoman forces. The Janissary that 
accompanied them during their journey to the Austria said that he could not help them if they came 
across to the Tatars because even his own life would be in danger in such case. 
169 Kortepter, Ottoman Imperialism, p.163. 
170 Ibid.p.163. 
as intermediary between the warring parties m return of compensation. For this 
purpose, after having the consent of the Porte, he exchanged envoys with the Prince of 
Transylvania Sigismund Bathory. 171 The Khan showed himself to be completely 
disillusioned with the Ottomans. He stated that he spent years in captivity for the 
Ottomans in Persia and showed his skills at the conquest of Raab. But yet his reward 
was the dismissal. The Imperial ambassador realised that the Khan was playing a 
double role, both the promoter of his interests and the delegate of the Sultan. 172 The 
Habsburgs decided to try their chance and sent a mission to Khan in order to seek the 
means to convince him to make an alliance with them. 173 The Khan did not refuse the 
proposal and sent a Greek, Alexander Paleologus, from his entourage to Prague. 
Meanwhile, he managed to renew the peace treaty with Muscovy. Once again the 
Khan did not want to leave the Crimea before he resumed the negotiations with his 
neighbours and ensured security. 
The year 1597 was a failure for the Ottomans. The Grand Vizier Damad 
Ibrahim Pasha realised that he should remain in the Porte for the safety of his post. 
Thus, he appointed Satirct Mehmed Pasha the commander of the Western front but 
Sattrct Mehmed Pasha accomplished very little. He recovered the castle of Tata or 
Tatis; a small castle that fell to the Habsburgs and marched on Gran (Esztergom or 
Estergon). But after a Janissary revolt his march came to an end he was forced to enter 
into negotiations with the Habsburgs on an island in Vay (Waitzen or Vac). When he 
171 Ibidp.164. The Crimean envoys were Alexander Paleologus and Sefer Agha. 
172 lbidp.164. 
173 Ibidp.164. 
was criticised for his failure he put the blame on the Khan who did not come to the 
campaign 174 Thanks to this pretext Satirc1 Mehmed Pasha saved his post but the 
Grand Vizier Damat ibrahim Pasha could not save. The Sultan appointed Had1m 
(Eunuch) Hasan Pasha Grand Vizier in 3 November 1597/23 Rebi'i.i'l-evvel 1006. 
According to Ottoman historians the reason beyond the replacement was the Khan. 
The Sultan was still angry of Damat ibrahim Pasha because of the death of Feth 
Giray. 175 Once again it became obvious that Bora Giray was an inevitable element of 
the Ottoman politics, the conflicting parties used him in their intrigues. 
Despite all invitations Bora Giray did not join to the Ottoman campaign until 
the summer of 1598. Finally, he left the Crimea and went to Hungary following the 
Danubean route in July 1598. 176 During the journey, he once again contacted the 
Wallachian and Moldavian Voivodes and threatened them to prepare appropriate gifts 
for his return or to suffer the consequences. The Habsburgs for their side put a great 
pressure on the Khan in order to gain him on their side. They argued that the Sultan's 
provinces in Anatolia were in revolt and it was up to the Khan to make a peace. They 
urged the Khan to join the Christian League and the partition of the Ottoman lands 
174 
''c;:iin saTurcu p~ seferde bir i~ gonnedi bahaneye salik olub memur olan 'asker ciimleden tatar 
ban gelmedi deyii feryadnameler gonderdi." P~ ibrahim Efendi, Pe~evi Tarihi, Istanbul,1281-
1283/1864-1867, p.209. ''.9iin serdar saTurc1 melµned ~bu sene tatar ban gelmediginden gayri 
memur olan 'askerden dabi gelen ~ilti'l-milcdar idi deyii 'ari ti 'itizar itmi~di." Naima, pp.184-185. 
175 "9iin serdar bu sene ban-1 tatar gelmedtigunden gayri memur olan 'askerden ~lti'l-milcdar idti 
deyii 'ari ti i'tizar itmi$di. padi~-1 'alempenah mulcaddema ban maddesi i9fin ~dr-1 'a+am ibrahim 
pa~'ya mugberr olub bu defa'a 'askervannadigi Zamime ve valide sultan Tarafina mumaileyhin ta~iri 
ve b.adim'm ~1-i emvalle iltiyam ve tedbiri ona redif ve tetimme olub bu e§nada mtifti bostanz.ade 
b.u+ur-1 padi~ye da'vet olundulcda veziri tebdil muradimdrr kime tevcih eylesem derler mtifti dabi 
vezir'ift 'azli icab ider ciirmi var midrr didikde ciirmiine nihayet yolc ciimleden gazi giray ban'1 iblca 
ittirtib fe~ giray gibi bir vticuduf\. telef ti ifnasina ba'i~ oldu buyurdular ... " Katip Celebi, Fez/eke, 
p. l 02. Other Ottoman historians Naima, Selaniki and P~ repeat the same information. 
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and they promised him that he would be able to keep all the lands that he had 
conquered if he would join the Christian League. 177 One final effort was made in 
August 1598 Bemardfius, the envoy of the Emperor, received clear instructions. At 
first, he should try to convince the Khan to join the League. Otherwise, he would try 
to ensure the neutrality of the Khan by stating that the longer he remained neutral, the 
more money he would receive. Finally, if the other means failed he was requested to 
use 10.000 ducats that were already in his disposal to bribe the Viziers in order to 
disrupt the war efforts. 178 The middleman Sigismund Bathory, Prince of Transylvania, 
reported that according to the envoy of the Khan in Prague: Alexander Paleologus. 
Allegedly, the Khan was reluctant to commit himself for an open alliance with the 
Christians, although he had an inclination because of his religious considerations and 
his doubts about the reaction of his army. 179 The most important point in the report 
was that the Sultan asked the Khan to act intermediary between him and the Emperor 
in order to be free to suppress Celali revolts in Anatolia. The Khan once again tried to 
make use of the situation in order to obtain the maximum of what he can get by 
playing a double role. 
The Porte was now in a serious danger since to suppress the Celali revolts 
required a large army. The Khan could make use of the situation if he would not be 
under the indirect pressure of the Celalis in a recent future. For the moment the 
mediation or the forces of the Khan were extremely needed by the Ottomans. The 
176 Korteper, Ottoman, p.165. Se/aniki!L p.752. 
177 Ibidp.165. 
178 Ibid.p.166. 
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Khan joined the Ottoman forces on 26 Muharrem 1007/29 August 1598 in Beykeray 
(Becskerek). 180 Ottoman historians wrote that the arrival of the Khan created a 
positive effect in the army and he and his Mirzas were welcomed and received 
valuable gifts. 181 The Porte aimed to reassure its control over Erdel (Transylvania) for 
this year because they realised that it would be impossible to control Eflak 
(Wallachia) and Bogdan (Moldavia) without it. Thus, the Serdar Satirct Mehmed 
Pasha received enough provisions and personal letters of the Sultan to the campaign 
invited the Tatar Khan. The campaign was the last chance for the Serdar Satirc1 
Mehmed Pasha that last year saved his post and life by accusing the Khan and the 
bureaucrats in the Porte. Meanwhile the Grand Vizier once again was changed in the 
Porte. Hadtm Hasan Pasha (November 1597-April 1598) that was accused of being 
too corrupt was executed and Cerrah Mehmed Pasha became Grand Vizier (April 
1598-January 1599). 
During the Me~eret Meclisi (War council) it was decided that it would be 
better to march first on Transylvania and then to deal with the Habsburg, according to 
the wishes of the Sultan. Ottoman historians wrote that Bora Giray that was 
considered to be the expert of the land played an important role on the planning of the 
179 Ibid.p.166. 
180 Naima, p.195. 
181 
" ... mah-1 mul:µuremifi yirmi albnci giinii ~le ellibiii tatar 'askeri ile gazi giray ban i).airetleri geliib 
serdar dahi miiretteb ve mOkemmel alaylar ile istiJ.cbal idiib otagma incfudi ve ·~ ziyafetler ve bila' -1 
fab_ire-i padi~ ile ria'yetler eyledi ban Q.azretleri dabi vaz'-1 miiliikane ile sentar ve 'ayan ;z;evi'l-
milcclara enva'i nevaze~ ve iltifatlar gosterdi b'ade-hu serdar oniine d~b ban i).airetlerini ilµar olunan 
bar-gah'a gotiiriib dondii serdar ot.agma ~b bir 'ali ota~ ban ieiln ve bir otalc l).aremi icOn lcurulub 
ciim.le levaztmt ilµar olundi ve yiiz nefer minalar'a bil'at ve b.an'a miikemmel T~ ve i~rii libaslan 
fabire olmalc tizere samur kiirkleri ile zer-duz bog¢ar i~ ve iki miicevher egerli m~~a· rab.tll at 
verildi. Ibid. p.195. 
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campaign. 182 The plan was first to take Varad (Gross Wardein, Nagy Varad, Oredea), 
the key castle in Transylvania and then to raid the country. The army marched along 
the rivers Koros and Moros (Mures or Mure~ul) through Transylvania. On the road, 
they besieged the small castle of Canat and conquered it without much resistance. 183 
Meanwhile an emissionary from Transylvania came to the Tatar army and asked the 
help of the Khan to make peace with the Ottomans. 184 The Tatar forces left the army 
after Canat and used a different road and raided through the country. The siege of the 
Varad started on 26 Safer 1007/1 October 1598 but soon it became a failure for the 
Ottoman forces. First of all, the army was late to enter Transylvania. It took four and 
half month to combine the forces and to arrive in V arad. 185 Second, since it was late 
the army had to fight with the climate as well as the enemy. Ottoman historians wrote 
182 
" ... mah-1 mul).arremifi. yirmiyedinci giinii serdar ve beyler ve ooliik agalan tekrar ban l).airetlerine 
varub millalcat ittiklerinde der devlet'ten gelen baTI-1 hiimayun lara'at olunub tamam olunca ban ve 
serdar ve sair ayag iizere Turub du'adan sofi.ra me:flmmunda m~eret ii;Un serl).ad ib.tiyarlan ve ehl-i 
vul<uf olanlar ilerii geldi ne yoldan erdelistan garetine varulmalc gerekdiir deyii vafar m~vere 
olundulcda seri).ad llalµb-i vulcu:flan agaz-1 kelam idiib erdel vilayetine girecek ii9 yol vardtr biri lcala'-i 
lipova yolu ile ve biri ~~ ve lugo~ yolu ve biri varat yoludur didiler ga.zi giray ban eytti ma'lcul olan 
bir yoldan vanlmalcdrr ki mfinasib delil ile agrrltlc ve a'rabalar ile ibTal-i rical ile hem-rah lµbnmalc 
miimkiin ola eger 'ada mulcabale iderse cenge imkan ola dedikde serl).adlulardan ib.tiyarlar eytti ~be~ 
ve lugo~ ve lipova yollan 11a 'b olmagla buyunlan vech iizere miirura lcabiliyeti yolcdur dii~man bulursa 
cenk ve mul.cabele ~avvur olunmaz ol ~affet ile m~tf olan cadde-i vesi'a rah varat'tuki her vechle 
fesil). ve 'ariidir gazi giray ban dab.i eytti varat lcala'smda olan ktiffar 91lpb rah-1 'askeri baglayub 
basarata lcadirlermidir ve ol ib.timal var ise evvela lcal'a fetl), olunub b'ade-hu gidilmek ilctiza idermi ve 
lcal'ayi rn~ara ettigimiz 11urette me~-i Tavil la.zim gelirrni oll).alde b.aTrr-1 serdar'a ri'ayet ile ba'i1 
miidahaneci 'ammiler iki 119 Tob ile lca'lamn fetl),i lcabildir diyiib evvela l).i~ fetl), olunub ba'de-hu 
jigmuna (Sigismund Bathory) iizerine gidilrnek ... " Ibid. pp.196-197. 
183 Ibid, p.197. Katib <;elebi, Fez/eke, p.109. 
184 
" ••• ve erdel oglundan il¢ geliib ban l).azretleri bizi ~vketlii padi~a ban~sm deyii mektublar 
gonderdi ... " Ibid.p.109. The Erdeloglu, son of erdel, in the text could be Cardinal Andreas Batltory 
(d.1599) because the Voivode Sigismund Batltory left Andreas in his place while :fleeing in 1598. He 
was pro-Polish and pursued a pro-Ottoman policy during his reign according to the Polish attitude of 
the tinte. For the Transylvian politics of the time see: Deceu, "Erdel", IA, IV, pp.302-303. 
185 
" ... bu ~nada b.an gelince belgraddan 91lcalt iki ay kadar zaman ge¢b seferifi. valcti ru~fa lcarib 
olrnu~ ba' de-hu be9kerek 'de elli ~ giin oturuldulcdan sofi.ra g~iliib ~afer' in altmct giiniinde ... " 
Katib <;elebi, Fez/eke, p.109. 
about the difficulties caused by the heavy rain on the way and during the siege. 186 
Third, the lack of the fire weapons and the gunpowder was a major difficulty. The 
whole army had only three cannons that were inefficient vis-a-vis V arad that was a 
well-fortified castle. The cannons that were requested from the Sofu Sinan Pasha, the 
new Beylerbeyi of Anadolu and the former Bey of Egri (Erlau), could not be 
transported due to the lack of the oxen to pull them. 187 The lack of provisions was not 
limited with the firearms; there was also the lack of food. It seems that the Khan who 
arrived late at the battlefield has also contributed to the failure of the campaign 
because the season of the rains had already started (October) when the army was in 
Varad. However, it should be noted that it was not only the Khan who was late, the 
Ottoman army gathered very late in general. Ottoman historians noted the arrival of 
many commanders after that of the Khan. It seems that the Ottoman campaign was 
not well planned and that the Khan was right on his suspicions about the planning of 
the campaign. A final but traditional problem appeared between the Tatar forces and 
the Serdar. The Serdar did not allow the Tatars to raid in the country and asked them 
to wait until the capture of the castle. 188 
More important, the news that arrived from the Western border was 
alarming. The Habsburgs that benefited from the lack of the main army sieged Budin 
186 
" ... bir aydan ziyade ale't-tevali yagmurlar yagmaJ.cdan bali olmayub l.cal'a eTrafi miilayim Topral.c 
ve e~er yerler batakhlc olmagla 'asker-i islam miitebayyir olub ... " Kaub <;elebi, ibid p.110. 
187 
" ••• bu e§nada egriden Toplar gelmege Q.allc in~da i.ken ~ofu sinan ~ tehi dest \:I~ gelib Top 
~kecek camus bulunmadt deyii cevab veriib ... " Ibid. p.110. 
188 
" ••• yirmi giine dek Varad neval).isinifi. mekulatI ~yub tatar mesafe-i ba'ideden getiirmege 
m~ta~ olmagla bir kile ~'ir u~r be~r altuna ~tilrr oldu mulcaddetna ban •asker-i tatar alona gitmek 
(Budapest) and captured the castles of Paluta (Varpalota), Tespirim (Veszprem) and 
Tata. Therefore, it was decided that it is better to postpone the siege and to send a 
detachment of the Tatar to the rescue of Budin. The situation became worse on the 
way to Budin. Moreover, it was learned that the Voivode Michael attacked to the 
forces of Hafiz Had1m Ahmet Pasha (the commander of Nicopolis) and defeated in 
Nigbolu (Nicopolis). Since the problems: the rain and the lack of provisions persisted 
on the way to Budin, the Janissary revolted and attacked to the Serdar. The Serdar was 
forced to give up the idea to save Budin and ordered to return the winter quarter in 
Belgrade. The Khan was also ordered to remain in the frontier area with a personal 
letter of the Sultan. 189 The winter quarter for the Khan was Sonbor (Szombor) and for 
the Tatar army was Segedin (Szeged). 
This failure was enough for the Porte both the Grand Vizier Cerrah Mehmed 
Pasha and the Serdar Satrrc1 Mehmed Pasha were dismissed and replaced by Damad 
Ibrahim Pasha (it was considered necessary that the Grand Vizier assumes both posts). 
The Khan did not remain inactive during his wintering in Sonbor. He received 
communications direct from the Emperor and the Archduke Maximilian. The 
Archduke urged him to return to the Crimea if he wanted to gain the friendship of the 
Christians forever. The Emperor vaguely confirmed his desire to make a peace with 
the Khan. 190 Meanwhile, the Khan sent an envoy to Moldavia and expressed his anger 
towards the violation of peace and threatened them with an invasion if they broke the 
istedik~ serdar in~llah bir l<a~ giine dek bile gideruz diyerek bu iimniyye ile ev).<at ge¢i ne murad 
iizere a~ oldu ve ne ~'a ahndt ... " lbidp.112. 
189 
"Serhadd-i mansurede Tatar Ham Gazi Giray Han'a k:t~lamak ferman olunub, ~~-i zerrin ve 
hilat-1 fahire ve ii~ kise altuh gonderildiigudiir." Selaniki II, p.791. 
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peace again. 191This time, the Khan was not interested with Moldavia for the tribute 
because he was able to convince his friend Sat1rc1 Mehmed Pasha to appoint one of 
his servants, the Bey of Silistre (Silisrtia). 192 It was maybe this appointment that cost 
to the life of the Satrrc1 Mehmed Pasha. The new Serdar received an envoy of the 
Khan, Abdulaziz Agha, who requested the conftrmation of Khan's possession of 
Silistre. The Serdar that feared from the revolt or the departure of the Khan confirmed 
it. However, at the same time he wrote an immediate note to the Porte to explain the 
reasons why he confirmed the appointment and asked for the refusal it. The Porte's 
reaction was of course negative and immediate, Khan's possession of Silistre where 
he might form a base of power was not acceptable and Sattrc1 should be punished for 
this mistake. 193 
190 Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, p.168. 
191 Ibidp.169. 
192 Ottoman historians wrote that the Khan and the Serdar were very good friends despite the fact that 
Satlrc1 openly accused the Khan for the failure in 1597 and the Khan quarrelled with him when he did 
not allow the Tatar army to raid in Varad 
193 
" ... Q.asan beyzade taribinde nal9 iderki serdar filibe ~alµasma n'iizul ettikde ~onbor mul:i.a:fu+asmda 
olan gazi giray ban Tarafindan as1tane'ye revane olan 'abdii'l-'aziz aga pa-bu~-1 vezir'e iriib saTrrc1 
mel).med pa~ silistre eyaletini tatar ban m~arileyhe arpahl< Taril,<iyle virdigin bildirdi ve saTlfCl 
mel).med pa~ l<alemiyle muva~' me~ ibraz idiib serdar'dan dabi mul,<arrername rica ittikde eger<;:e 
miisa'adeden i'rnz iizere idi ama ban ·~yan idiib ~yed ~onbor mu}:i.afazasm terk eyleye deyii eger<;:e 
saTrret melµned ~ virdigi emre bina Taril9 iizere bir emr-i ~rif verdi ama asitane'ye b.afiyyen 
mektub gonderiib verilan emr ..... olub fi'l-i).al<i~ baTayi mal).i idiigin bildirib eger ta.Q.l<il< ve tal<fir 
olunursa ban-1 bed-peyman saTrret ile vifal< iizeredir kendiiye hem-rah idiib firar itmeleri ~timali 
oldugm ifham eyledi i).add-i ~da tatar ban'm saTrrc1 ile :ti.ran mul,<arrer iken bu tedbir ile ibrahim 
p~'run b.ab-1 bargu~ ve mekauo-i dil-frribine firifte olub kalmt~." Naima,.p.216. Hasanbeyzade 
referred in the text is the Ottoman historian Ahmet Hasanbeyzade. He personally joined to the 
Ottoman-Habsburg war between 1598-1601 first as the secretary of Serdar SaUret Mehmed P~ then 
as the Reisii'l-kiittab (Chief of the clerks). The second volume of his Tarih-i 'Ali 'Osman was the 
major source for the Ottoman historian such as Naima and Katip Celebi. For more information on 
Hasan Beyzade see: Franz Babinger, Osman/1 Tarih Yazarlarz ve Eserleri, ed. Co~ U~ok, Ankara, 
1982, p.192. 
The forthcoming events showed that the Grand Vizier was not wrong in his 
scheme in which he considered the Khan and the dismissed Serdar were co-operating 
in their actions. The Grand Vizier appointed the Agha of Janissery, T1rnak<;:1 Hasan, 
for the execution of the former Serdar. The Agha met with Satrrc1 in Hisarc1k 
(Grocka) near Belgrade and executed him. Ottoman historians noted that the former 
Serdar did not listen to his friend Bora Giray and failed to join him in Sonbor thanks 
of the clever plan of the Grand Vizier. 194 Although Satirc1 was caught unawares, his 
Kethiida (Steward) ibrahim managed to escape and sheltered to the camp of the Khan. 
The first reaction of the Khan to the execution was to immediately return to the 
Crimea. However the Mirzas opposed to this decision and convinced him to stay in 
the front. 195 The reaction of Mirzas to the decision of the Khan maybe interpreted in 
two different ways. First they might have thought the future of the Khanate because 
they knew that the Sultan would inevitably dismiss the Khan if he return to the 
Crimea at this critical moment and this would cause a civil war. Second they might 
have acted for their benefits because they did not want to give up the booty that they 
were likely to obtain during the new season of campaign. Although, the Khan 
remained in the front during the campaign season his distrust to the Grand Vizier 
persisted and all the attempts made by the Grand Vizier to change the situation 
remained in vain. 196 It is not difficult to understand that the Khan's attitude was 
194 
" ..• ~'l-Qiccenin onikinci giinii belgrad'a l.carib ~cd~ nam menziline vardt~da serdar-1 sab1~ 
agaiann ve o'nda bulunan zabiUeri isti~bale gonderiib alay ile belgrad ~rasma ~ondurdu ~aza ve 
~ader l).iikmiinden gafil olub ~adt~-1 kadimi olan gazi giray ban d'avet tenbih itmi~ken b~ireti baglanub 
mutenebbih olmadt ... " Katip <;elebi, Fez/eke., p.117. 
195 
" .•• keti).iidas1 ibrahim aga basta iken bir gemiye binib ~·run mueWxi'i l).useyin nam nedim'i ile 
bac;:~ ya~ma gec;:di ve ~onbor'da gazi giray ban yamna varub ~1gmdt nic;:e fasid baberler ile ban'1 
tenfir eyleyiib ban Ip.nm canibine giunek tedarikinde iken bait minalan mani' olub teb.ir ettirdiler ... " 
Ibid. p.118. 
concerned with his personal security in other words his fear from coming across to the 
destiny of his friend Satirc1 Mehmed Pasha. For that purpose, he did not visited the 
tent of the Serdar or he preferred to stay on the right bank of the Danube while the 
Serdar was on the left bank or managed to have always a group of armed force close 
at hand. 197 
The Khan still served to the Ottomans even under these circumstances but 
this time as a mediator between them and the Habsburg. On 11 Sefer 1008/2 
September 1599, the Khan informed Damad ibrahim Pasha that he received an envoy 
from the Habsburgs that asked from him to mediate to begin to the peace talks. 198 
According to Ottoman historians the meeting took place on island in Danube near Va~ 
(Waitzen) between 24 to 26 Rabi' I/ 14 to 16 October 1599.199 Since both parties 
196 
" ..• sab1lca saTrrct J.catlinden gazi giray ban mii'nfail olub seferde hem-rahltlc tohmeti ~-1 su-i ~an 
eylemi~ ve vehme tabi' olm~ idi bu defa' sefere gelmemek ve ~onbor'dan lcallcib gitmek b.aTuasmda 
oldugu ba'zt evza'mdan isti~'r olundulcda def'-i val).~t i~ agrr pi~e~ler ile menzil-i mezburdan 
mib.ali~li alµned p~ ve sivas beylerbeyi'si malµnud pa~ ve silal).dar aga's1 i;onbor'a irsal olunub 
ta'~m ile sefere da'vet ittiler ... yevm-i mezburda ban'a miikemmel at ve rab.t ve b.ila't ve m~a' 
~~ir ve ina'mat-1 ~ye i'Ta olunub ... bi'l-ciimle b.an'iyle serdar meyam ~ker-ab idi ibrahim p~ 
ne denlii lcilmub tevazu' itti ise ban 'alicenabhlc gosteriib bir kerre otagma gelmedi e~er at arlcasmda 
go~Ierdiydi ... " lbidpp.122-125. 
197 Carl Max Kortepeter refers to a Venetian report that states that the animosity between the Khan and 
the Grand Vizier was not related with the Sattro affair (it was even not mentioned) but it was because 
of the separate negotiations of the Khan with the Habsburgs and Transylvania Kortepeter, Ottoman 
Imperialism, p.170. 
198 Katip Celebi, Fez/eke, p.123. 
199 
" ... Yirmibirinci giiniiVa<; lcaribine niizul olundulcda Taburdan adem geliib ~ulh i~ ii<; giine dek 
'asker l).areket itmi~ler deyti mehil Taleb olunub ii<;iinci giini elt;i evvel ban' a geliib ba'de-hu serdar'a 
vardt beri Tarafdan murad ~ ve b.an'm alµned agast ve melµned ketl).iida Tabura isal olunub iki 
giinden lioi'i.ra 'adem-i ~uli). b.aberi gelmekle ge<;ii.ldil ... a'da-yt b.akisar liulQ bahanesiyle anda 'asker-i 
islamt birlca<; giln 'avlc murad idub rehin narmyla nem~ ilmerasmdan bir lea~ me'lun gonderdiler murad 
p~ ve melµned keti).iida ve al).med aga ote yalcaya ge<;iib hersek mati~ ve balfigrof ile estergon' a 
bedel egri verilmek ilzere bir lea<; kelam-1 barid s6yle~ib gayr-i barid i'tirailar eylediler a'da mal:)ia 
'asker-i tatar uyvar diyanru garet itmemek i~ oyalar idugunii biliirken girii viicud verihb varima-i 
kelime oldu bi'I-ab.are iki Tarafeynin rehinleri 'avdet ittiler ... ". Ibid,p.124. According to Hammer 
Purgstall Habsburgs were represented by the Archbishop of Gran, Jan Kutassi, the generals Nadazdi 
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insisted on their terms the negotiations resumed after three days. After the failure of 
the peace talks the Grand Vizier ordered the Tatar forces to raid the country. 
However, the Habsburg plan to delay the Tatar raid was successful and the booty did 
not satisfy both the Serdar and the Khan. The successful withdrawal of the Habsburg 
and the approaching winter forced the Ottoman army to return its winter quarters. 
This time, Khan decided to return to the Crimea and returned despite all requests of 
the Grand Vizier that wanted to keep him on the front for one more year. His pretext 
was the lack of provisions in the Tatar army.200 The Khan once again managed to play 
an important role. He was not only the one that brought the two parties in the table but 
also reaffirmed the importance of the Tatar forces for the fate of the war. Therefore, 
he resumed his traditional role started to ask more funds both from the Emperor and 
the Sultan to finance his forces (He asked 10.000 ducats from the Emperor to leave 
the war). It seems that the Habsburgs were partially successful, maybe they could not 
gain the Khan to their side but they succeeded to get the Khan and the main Tatar 
army out of Hungary. It was already stated that the Habsburgs had a three-step policy 
vis-a-vis the Khan. At first to gain him in their side, if it failed to neutralise him and 
finally at least to bribe him to use his influence in the Porte for a peace. The events 
between the years 1598-1599 show that the Habsburgs had at least succeeded to slow 
the movements of the Tatar army and to use the Khan's influence in the Porte for the 
peace. Bora Giray continued to communicate with the European powers during 1600. 
and Palfi and Pezzen. The Ottomans represented by Mehmed Kethtida, Kadi of Buda, Rabil Efendi; 
Ferhad, the Agha of Janissary; the envoy of the Khan Alexandre Paleologus. Alexandre Paleologus 
seems to be an important man for the Khan. In European sources he was described as the omnipotent 
representative of the Khan. 
Bora Giray spend the years between 1599-1602 in the Cirmea. He knew that 
the Porte did not welcome his decision to leave the war but he had important problems 
to settle before his return to Hungary in automn1602. First of all, he had to deal with 
the Cossack raids that once again became a danger for the stability of the region. The 
Poles gained two important victories against the Cossacks during the last decade of 
the 16th century: the Union of Brest (1596) and the battle of Lubyn (May 1596). The 
Union of Brest was technically an attempt to end the division of the churches but its 
objectives and outcomes were far more important. First of all the Union aimed to 
divert the Ukrainian people from the Orthodox Church in order to assimilate them in 
to Catholic Polish society. 201 The Union created a great conflict and division among 
the Ukrainian society that still exists even today. While the Uniate Church had long 
term effects in Ukraine the defeat at Lubyn had it s immediate effects. The Cossack 
forces did not only lost the battle but were also divided. The registered Cossacks: well 
established, town based Cossacks, preferred to compromise with the Poles. 202 The 
ordinary Cossacks: poor, non-registered and under the threat of becoming again a serf, 
preferred to fight. The conflict manifested it self many times in open conflict.203 The 
Cossack could recover these setbacks only after 1600 under the leadership of Hetman 
200 
" ... ga.zi giray ban isti~ idiib tatar 'askerinifi min b'ad firara mecalleri mal).aldir deyii lp.nm'a 
miiteveccih oldu bu sene dab.i ah~oymaga serdar kiilli sa 'yler idiib miimkiin olmach ... " Ibid. p.125. 
201 The Uniate Church was founded in 25-December-1595 in Rome, however the official declaration 
was made in 6-0ctober-1596. The Union set a Greek-Catholic church that preserved it s Orthodox 
ritual but officially related to the Papacy. It is important to note that the request for the Union came 
from a faction of the Orthodox Clergy that were willing to enjoy the privileges of the Catholic Clergy. 
For more information on the Uniate Church and its impact of the Ukrainian society from a socialist 
perspective see; Hrushevsky, A History, and for a liberal perspective Subtelny Orest, Ukraine. 
202 The Poles that realised the difficulty to control the Cossacks tried to make use of them Meanwhile 
they could use the Cossack forces as a check against Tatar and Ottoman encroachments. They have 
also used the Cossacks in their campaigns. The Cossacks were first registered by Sigismund August in 
1572. The decision had important effects. On the hand the Cossacks were officially recognised by the 
Poles. On the other hand it created a division in the Cossack society. The registered Cossacks gained 
important privileges that they were keen to preserve. Therefore a conflict with the non-registered 
Cossacks became inevitable. For more information on the subject see: Subtelny, Ukraine. 
Sameilo Kishka ( 1600-1602) that organised a series of successful raids in to the Black 
Sea region and Moldavia. 204 
Bora Giray turned his face to the Poles in order to check the revived Cossack 
threat. The Poles were also willing to contact with the Khan in order to persuade him 
to allow them a secure outlet to the Black Sea. 205 They have already contacted with 
the Kalghay Selamet Giray in 1599 when the Khan was still in Hungary. The Khan 
agreed not to touch any Polish merchant who paid the proper dues in exchange of the 
payment of traditional Tiyi§. The Poles decided to send an embassy to the Crimea to 
reaffirm their bid on Black Sea upon the positive approach of the Khan. King 
Sigismund ill. Vasa (1587-1632) appointed his secretary and Vice-Chancellor in 
Breslau, Laurin Piaseczinski, as ambassador to the Khan. 206 The Polish mission had 
three objectives. First objective was the extension of the peace with the Khan. Second 
objective_ was to have a formal approval of the Khan and other Tatar notables for the 
access of Polish merchants to the Black Sea. Third objective was to ensure the support 
of the Khan in case of a war with Muscovy. Finally these conditions were set as the 
precondition for the payment of the customary annual gift (tryl§). Piaseczinski was 
instructed on two other issues: the Cossacks and the delivery of the t1y1~. First of all 
he should clearly state that the King could not be hold responsible for the actions of 
the outlaw Cossacks. The instruction seems to be one of the old . pretexts that were 
used both by Russians and Poles against the Tatars and Ottomans. However, the 
203 Subtelny, Ibid.p.115. 
204 Hrusevsky, A History, p.217. He exactly wrote that Kishka revived the "old Cossack spirit". 
205 Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, p. 181. 
second instruction shows that the at least for this time the Poles were right. 
Piaseczinski was instructed that the delivery of the t1y1§ that was traditionally made in 
Akkerman in the last day of November would be made in Kamanetz.207 The second 
instruction provides us with two important details the tty1~ was formerly delivered on 
the last day of November in Akkerman. From a letter of Kalgay Selamet Giray to the 
Polish King it is possible to understand the reason why the Poles wanted to change the 
location of the delivery. In his letter Selamet Giray says that since the roads were not 
secure the King could send the money to Kamanetz and he would send men to take 
it.208 The Polish embassy arrived to Ya~ (Jassy) on 27-June-1601and started to gather 
information about the situation in the Crimea and the Ottoman Empire as a whole. 
The first point was that the Sultan sent gifts and enough money to pay the Mirzas and 
invited the Khan to Hungary. When the Khan decided to comply he learned of a plot 
by his Nura'l-din Devlet Giray and some Sirin Beys.209 Therefore he responded on a 
traditional manner and executed his cousin and the plotters on a banquet. Piaseczinski 
gives also information about the intentions of the Khan to eliminate his Kalghay 
Selamet Giray. He wrote that he learned from two Tatars that were send to escort him 
that the Khan was planning to kill his brother and Kalghay Selamet Giray.210 These 
informations could be very important in order to understand the events that would be 
analysed later. 
206 Ibid.p.182. 
207 Ibid.p.182. 
208 Veliaminov-Zemof, Kmmga, pp.18-19. See also appendices documents no: 5. 
209 Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, p.183. 
Piaseczinski gave one more important information about the politics of the 
Khanate at that time. He reported that Muscovy was renewing it s treaty with the 
Khan. A Muscovite embassy had arrived to the border with the tzyz§ and was asked an 
escort against the Cossacks. It is very interesting that Muscovy that was on the eve of 
the Time of Troubles sent the present to the Khan despite all the difficulties. The 
Time of Troubles (Smutnoe Vremya 1598-1613) represents one of the most turbulent 
phases of the Russian history. It starts with the accession of Boris Godunov in 1598 to 
the Russian throne and ends with the election of Michael Romanov to the Tsardom in 
1613.211 When the Tsar Fedor (1584-1598) died, leaving neither heir nor will and his 
regent Boris Godunov, the man that hold the real power, assumed the title of the Tsar 
on 3 September 1598. The most important problem of the new Tsar was to prove his 
legitimacy therefore; he turned inside tried to eliminate his rivals and followed a 
peaceful policy towards the foreign powers and made or renewed the peace 
agreements. It is also interesting to note that Boris Godunov used the Tatar threat to 
become the Tsar. In spring 1598 he mobilised an army in Serpukhov on the ground 
that Muscovy was on the risk of an invasion from the South in other words from 
Crimea.212 Godunov's success to eliminate his rivals and to have peaceful relations 
with foreign powers achieved very little because he could not stop the social unrest 
inside Muscovy. The peasantry under the constant threat of taxation and oppression of 
the gentry preferred to flee from their lands to the free areas, worse the famine in 1601 
210 lbidp.183. 
211 For more information on the Time of Troubles refer to; Robert 0. Crummey, The Formation, 
pp.205-233 and Nicholas V. Riasanovsky, A History of Russia, New York, 1984) pp.157-174. 
Depending on the work of Russian historian Platonov, both authors argue that the Muscovite state and 
society went through three subsequent crises; the dynastic, the social and national that arouse one after 
the other and that finally became intertwined. The dynastic crisis was the lack of the legitimacy for the 
regimes of the Boris Godunov and his followers. The social crisis was the increasing proportion of 
discontent in the society. Many people tried to flee rather to be enserfed by the gentry that the regime 
supported. The national crisis was the enemies that took advantage of their opportunity. 
and 1602 devastated the live stock of the peasantry. The Muscovite society was on 
the verge of explosion and it exploded in 1603 when a series of peasant revolt struck 
Moscow but the major blow came with the appearance of the False Dimitriy in 
August 1604.213 The fact that Godunov sent the present to the Crimea, despite all of 
the economic and social difficulties in Muscovy maybe considered as a reflection of 
the importance of the Tatar threat to the Russians. The fact that the Crimean Tatars 
that claimed to be the heir of the Golden Horde did not try to make use of the situation 
in Muscovy to recover the territory of the Golden Horde is another question that still 
needs to be answered. 
The Khan finally received the Polish embassy on August 23. According to 
the accounts of Piaseczinski the Khan was ill at that time and the meeting lasted very 
short. The Khan's illness partially explains the absence of the Khan from the 
Hungarian front in 1601. Neither Ottoman nor Crimean sources refer to the illness of 
the Khan.214 The illness of the Khan could have been serious because Piaseczinski 
wrote that when he visited the Kalghay Selamet Giray, he saw that the Kalghay 
dwelled outside in a tent because of the bad air (Kortepeter noted that the bad air 
meant an epidemic ie plague).215 Actually the Khan send his nephew Baht Giray to the 
212 Crummy, Ibid. p.211. 
213Tue event of False Dimitriy is one of the most tragic events of Russian history. The real Dimitriy, 
son of Ivan IV died suddenly in 15 May 1591. The rivals of Godunov argued that it was him that killed 
the boy to clean the path for the throne. However the historical analysis's showed that Godunov had no 
motive to kill Dimitriy. The False Dimitriy was a venturer that made the use of the situation. 
214 Crimean Historian Muhammed R.tza even wrote that the Khan angered the Sultan because he did 
not join to the campaigns with disorderly pretexts. "ber novbet-i Taraf-1 $ehriyar-1 cihan muTa'dan 
sefere da'vet olm~ iken i+bar-1 'o~-i na-berca ile miitteka-yi balin istiral:tat olmagm merba'-~in serir-
i ihmal olmast mul<tezi-yi teneffiir-i Tab'-1 hiimayun olmas1 ... "R.tz.a, As-sab ', p.110. 
215 Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, p.184. 
Hungarian front in 1600.216 The Tatar forces joined to the siege and the conquest of 
Kanije (Nagykanisza) in September 1600.217 Piaseczinski complained about the Tatar 
raids and the slave trade during his meeting with the Khan. The Khan replied that the 
Tatar raids were the result of the Cossack raids and insisted that he would not allow 
the Tatar when the Cossacks would be punished and the proper gift were send. The 
arguments in the meeting were quite accustomed while the Khan complained about 
the payment of the gift and the Cossack raids the Polish ambassador refused any 
relationship with the Cossacks and related the payment of the gift to the proper 
behaviour of the Khan. At the end of the meeting the Khan assigned an ambassador to 
return to Poland with Piaseczinski. On September 4 Piaseczinski paid a visit to 
Kalghay Selamet Giray near K1zil Kaya. The fact that the Kalghay received 
Piaseczinski in K1ztl Kaya is also important because Kalghay' s residence was in 
Akmescid (Simferepol).218 The Kalghay could have been in K.1Z11 Kaya because of the 
epidemic as Kortepeter suggested or because he was aware the intentions of his 
brother the Khan or simply for the summer. Shortly after the visit, the Kalghay fearing 
from the plans of his brother fled the country and went to Istanbul. Piaseczinski that 
was on his way to Poland took the opportunity that the Khan's camp was near and bid 
a personal farewell to the Khan. During the visit the Khan showed that he understood 
the essence of Polish proposals and said that the Black Sea does not belong to him and 
he could not give it away without the consent of the Sultan.219 
216 
" ••• qiin mulcaddema Taraf-1 devlet-i 'aliyye'den b.an-1 'ali-~ Q_azretlerine evamir-i 'aliye ~adrr 
olmu~tu b.an-1 'ali-~ gazi giray ban canibinden irsal olunan sulTan ile bir lca9 bifi tatar 'askeri dab.i 
lcarib geldikleri baberi v~tl oldu ... ". Naima, p.235. 
217 
"... orduda mevcud olan bir iki bin tatar b.ilaf yollardan varub kiiffar Taburuna gelen ~b.ire 
'arabalannalub ... "Ibid. p.241. 
218 inalclk, "Giray", IA , V. 
Piaseczinski turned back to Crimea in March 1602 and learned that the Khan 
was still ill but this time it was claimed that one of his wives bewitched him. She and 
her accomplices were immediately and severely executed. 220 The Khan did not 
welcome Piaseczinski this time because of two traditional problems. First the Poles 
failed to send the gifts in time and second the Cossack raids in Crimean territory. He 
noted that Akkerman was attacked by the thirty Cossack ~aykas just before his arrival 
and the Ottoman Bey of the city did not receive him because the Bey related the 
Polish desire for an outlet to the Black Sea with the Cossack raids. 221 Piaseczinski 
arrived to the camp of Khan in Gozleve on May 26 but waited until June 24 to have 
an audience with the Khan. He argued that he was forced to wait until the end of the 
reception of the Muscovite ambassador, Gregory Volkovsky, that brought twenty 
wagonloads of gifts to the Khan. It is important to note again that Volkovsky asked 
from the .Khan an escort from the southern border to the Crimea as a precaution 
against the Cossack encroachments. The evidences show that the Cossacks were very 
active at that moment because both Muscovy and Poland had their own problems and 
could not control them. 222 However this does not mean that they did not use Cossacks 
for their own goals. For example according to the letters of Piaseczinski some Polish 
noblemen of Podolia wanted to attack the Tatars and the Cossacks were their natural 
219 Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialim, p.185. 
220 Ibidp.186. 
221 Ibidp.186. 
222 Muscovy was on the verge of Time of Troubles as it was already discussed and the Poles were in 
war with Sweden for the control of Livonia (Latvia). The Livonian war devastated the Polish economy 
and the King exacted a special poll tax from the Jews to pay the tribute to Khan. The Poles also used 
the Cossacks in the war. 2000 Cossacks fought for the Polish anny in Latvia For the situation and the 
allies. It seems that the delay of Piaseczinski' s visit to the Khan is related with the 
Cossack raids and Polish failure to pay the gifts in time rather than to the presence of 
the Muscovite ambassador. Some other points show that Piaseczinski was not 
received well during his second visit in general. He noted that he was isolated during 
the whole visit and no one was allowed to speak with him. 223 In his audience the 
Khan stated clearly that it was not in his power to give Poles an access to the Black 
Sea and his forces would raid and take whatever they want if the Poles fail to pay the 
gifts and Piaseczinski dismissed. The mission of Piaseczinski ended without any 
formal agreement. 
The Khan faced a serious threat to his rule in 1601. His Nura'l-din Devlet 
Giray (son of Saadet Giray and rival Khan to Islam Giray II 1584-1588) conspired 
against him. He agreed with some Sirin Mirzas to kill Bora Giray and to become the 
Khan. According to the report of Laurin Piaseczinski: the Polish Ambassador to the 
Crimea (1601-1603), the Khan learned about the incident and solved it in a traditional 
manner.224 The Khan invited Devlet Giray and the Mirza's to a banquet on the 
occasion of a feast. 225 During the feast the arquebusiers (according to Piaseczinski the 
arquebusiers were trained by former Janissaries) of the Khan killed the Nura'l-din and 
two of the Sirin Mirzas even though one of them was his own son-in-law and the 
role of the Cossacks on the eve and during the Times of Trouble see: Crummey, The Formation, 
pp.205-231. 
223 Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, p.187. 
224 Ibid.p.183. 
225 Ibidp.176. Kortepeter states that the banquet took place on the 12-June-1601/10-Zi'l-hicce-1009 
and before the feast of Kurban but on a different case he states that it was the feast of Ramazan. Since 
the Kurban begins on 10th of Zi'l-hicce it should be the feast of Kurban. 
remaining Sirin beys escaped to Kefe. On the other hand Crimean historian 'Abdu'l-
gaffar noted that Bora Giray eliminated Devlet Giray on an occasion and did not 
mention to the plot.226 The brothers ofDevlet Giray: Sahin Giray and Mehmed Giray 
realised that it was their turn and escaped. 227 Mehmed Giray took refuge in Circassia 
and Sahin Giray passed to Anatolia where he joined to the rebel Karayaz1ci. Soon 
Selamet Giray, the Kalghay and the brother of Bora Giray, followed the example of 
his nephews. First he escaped to Akkerman than he joined to Celali Deli Hasan Pa~a 
in Anatolia. According to the accounts of the Polish ambassador to the Crimea the 
reaction of the Khan was immediate. He mobilised his army and summoned the 
Ottoman Bey of Kefe (Feodosiya) to his camp near Gozleve (Yevpatoria). The Bey 
ensured the Khan that he will seek the extradition of Selamet Giray from the Porte.228 
It is possible to argue that the Khan tried by every possible mean to refrain 
Selamet Giray to gain the support of the Sultan and became the new Khan of the 
Crimea. It appears that he was successful in his effort because Selamet Giray that 
could not obtain the support of the Sultan fled and joined to Celalis. Later the Khan 
sent a letter to the Sultan that he asked the execution of Selamet Giray but the Sultan 
instead removed him either to Bythinia or Rhodes. 229 From the Ottoman documents 
we learn that Selamet Giray was in Bursa in March 1602 (Ramazan 1010).230 
226 
" ... ba'de zaman Devlet Giray'm devlet 'ay~ ve zindeganesini izale ve i:fna idecek ... " R1Za, Al-
Sab ',p.110. 
227 Kortepeter stated that according to the report of Piaseczinski the Sultans were warned of the Khan's 
intentions and managed to escape. Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, p.176. 
228 Ibidp.184. 
229 Ibidp.186. 
Therefore he was most probably sent in Bursa (Bythinia) by the Sultan and than 
joined to the Celalis when he did not obtain the support of the Porte to become Khan. 
The Ottoman historian Mehmed Said Efendi's Zilbde't-tevarih helps us to understand 
the adventure of Selamet Giray in Anatolia. He wrote that Selamet Giray first came to 
Istanbul and was send to Y anbolu: the usual place for the hostage (rehin) and the 
members of the Giray family who fled from the Crimea.231 However, he was later 
transferred to Bursa upon the insistence of Bora Giray. Selamet Giray realised that he 
would not be safe in Bursa and joined to Celali Deli Hasan in 1010/1602. 232 It is 
possible that the Porte that did not want to create another problem in Crimea wanted 
to use him to check Bora Giray. If the Porte considered Selamet Giray as a danger he 
would be executed or sent to Rhodes, the usual place of the exile, for the Girays that 
were considered to be dangerous. 
Celali was the general name given to the rebels that posed a serious threat to 
the stability of the Ottoman Anatolia during the end of the 16th and the beginning of 
the 17th centuries. 233 Some relatives of Bora Giray decided to try their chances with 
the Celalis. The Porte that was engaged in a long and costly war with the Habsburg 
neglected the Celali threat for a long time. When they finally decided to suppress the 
23° Cengiz Orhonlu, Osmanlz Tarihine Aid Beige/er, Te/his/er 1597-1607, Istanbul, 1970 p.60. 
231 The other places for the settlement were islimye, Tekirdag and <;atalca For more informaticn see: 
Halil inaletk, "Giray", L4, IV. 
232 ismail HakkI Uzun~a.cy.h, Osmanlz Tarihi Vol. III, Ankara. 1995 p.8 
233 The term Celali most probably comes after $eyh Celal that started a small revolt in Anatolia in 
925/1519. Celalis became a serious threat after 1590 and could only be pacified after 20 years. For a 
general overview of the Celali revolts refer to Griswold William J., Anadolu 'da Biiyiik jsyan 1591-
1611, Istanbul, 2000 and for the reasons of the Celali revolts see: Inalctk Halil, "Military and Fiscal 
Transformation in the Ottoman Empire 1600-1700" Studies in Ottoman Social and Economic History, 
19 
I . b b . h . k 234 revo ts it ecame o v1ous t at it was not an easy tas . The inability of the 
Ottomans made the situation critical for Bora Giray. The Porte realised that it is not 
possible to get rid off the Celalis by force and decided to compromise with them. For 
that reason Karayaz1c1 was pardoned and appointed first the Beylerbeyi of Amasya 
and later the Beylerbeyi of <;orum. The aim was to pacify Karayaz1c1 by incorporating 
him in to Ottoman system. The solution failed because of the suspicion that the 
actions of Karayaz1c1 created in the Porte and Karayaz1c1' s insistence to act 
independently. The Porte decided to settle the situation by force and finally the Serdar 
Sokulluzade Hasan Pasha succeeded to defeat Karayaz1c1 near Kayseri on 12 Safer 
1010/12 August 1601. Karayaz1c1 was forced to escape in the mountainous area of 
Samsun. Some of the refuges from the Crimea were already joined the Celalis at that 
moment and according to the Venetian reports of the time persuaded Karayaz1c1 to 
cross to the Black Sea maybe to go to the Crimea to join the Tatar forces. 235 However, 
Karayaz1c1 died soon and the plan was never realised. 
Most probably, Selamet Giray wanted to use Celali forces as a mean to 
obtain the Crimean throne but it was also showing the extent of Bora Giray's 
authority in the Crimea. The contender for the throne could not find enough followers 
among Tatars to achieve his goal or was aware that he could not defeat Bora Giray by 
London, 1985, pp.284-337. He shows that the Celali revolts were a result of the combination of 
changes in demographic, military and fiscal conditions within the Ottoman Empire and the world 
234 The Ottoman faced important problems against Celalis. The first Ottoman commander Karamani 
Hiiseyin Pasha, Beylerbeyi of Karaman, joined to the Celalis instead of :fighting them The second 
commander Koca Sinanzade Mehmed Pasha was also unsuccessful only the third commander 
Sokulluzade Hasan Pasha could be successful. 
235 Griswold William J., Anadolu 'da Bilyiik, p.30. The reports in question were the reports of Venetian 
Council of Syria. 
traditional means and needed a trained force like that of the Celalis. 236 The danger was 
not over for Bora Giray, Karayaz1c1 was dead but the Celalis were still strong. More 
important, his rival Selamet Giray was still alive. His brother Deli Hasan Pasha soon 
replaced Karayaz1c1. Deli Hasan that reunited the Celali forces became a greater 
danger for the Ottomans. Moreover, the Sipahis of Anatolia that were forced to 
abandon their land because of the Celalis revolts in January 1603.237 The Porte was 
once more in a difficult situation because the war in the West was still going on and 
there were rumours about Shah Abbas (1587-1628) of Persia's intentions to attack to 
the Ottomans. Under these conditions, the Porte did not have many options and 
decided or in other words felt compelled to compromise with Celalis. The Grand 
Vizier Yemi~~i Hasan Pasha (1601-1603) appointed Deli Hasan Pasha Beylerbeyi of 
Bosna in Zi'l-kade 1011/April 1603. 
The decision of the Porte had important consequences for Bora Giray 
because his rival Selamet Giray was also pardoned and became a real threat.238 
However, Bora Giray's efforts were not fiuitless Selamet Giray was brought to 
236 The main Celali forces were consisted of Sekbans or Sancas: infantxyman of rea 'ya origin that used 
arquebuses. The Ottomans under financial pressure preferred to use Sekban groups that were cheaper 
and fit to the changing military technology of the time. However Porte's desire was to use Sekbans 
only when necessary and did not incorporate them in it's mililtary system. As a result independent 
Sekban bands that were looking for money and food supplies began to wander throughout Anatolia. 
But Celalis lacked staff and Cagalazade Sinan Pasha's decision to dismiss all absentees after Hayova 
war (1596) that caused many Sipahis to flee to Anatolia might tave provided it 
237 lbid.p.34. It should be noted that the Celali terror was not the sole cause of the revolt. The 
corruption of the palace officials and the increasing influence of the Janissaries were also influential. 
For more infonnation see: Naima, pp.320-324. 
238 Halim Giray, Gii/ban-i, p.72. Halim Giray talks about the history of Selamet Giray as follows: "bir 
lea\: giin ~onra selamet giray, fe~ giray ve devlet giray'1fi. i'dam olundu~ anlayaral.c l.cmm'dan 
firarla o zamanlar devlet-i 'osmaniye'ye l.cacy 'i~yan iden lcarayaztc1 biraderi :Q.asan pa~'ya iltica 
itmi¢i. bir miiddet ~onra padi~ Tarafindan :Q.asan ~·run lcaba.Q.ati 'afv olundugundan selamet giray 
istanbul after the amnesty of Deli Hasan and jailed in Rumeli Hisan with Mehmed 
Giray, Khan of the Crimea 1610 and 1623-1627 and grand son of Semiz Mehmed 
Giray II (1577-1588), until the death of Bora Giray. Bora Giray was not secure yet 
because his previous experiences showed him that Selamet Giray, now pardoned, 
could influence the Sultan and could be rewarded for his revolt instead of being 
punished. The reward would surely be the seat of the Khan. 
According to Ottoman historians the arrival of Gazi Giray to the front was a 
great surprise for the Ottoman army because he arrived just at the closing of the 
campaign season and they relate it to his fear from dismissal. 239 In order to be more 
precise it should be noted that Bora Giray left the Crimea before the amnesty of Deli 
Hasan Pasha therefore his action was a precaution rather than to an immediate 
reaction. Bora Giray once more proved his cautiousness before his departure to the 
Hungarian Front. He renewed the peace treaty with Muscovy and made some 
retaliatory raids to Poland to punish the Cossacks. More important, he left his son 
Kalghay Toktarru~ Giray with a large army and a portion of his personal Circassian 
guards.240 He also entrusted responsibility to his sister's son Sahrak Bey, the new 
Mirza of the influential Sirin tribe. The identity of the new Sirin Mirza shows that the 
dabi 'afv olunub iltifat-1 padi~'ye nail olm~ ve fal<aT gazi giray iltimaslyla dort sene ~adar rumeli 
~an zindarunda l).abs olunmu¢u." 
239 "Cfin vezir-i 'll?am Q.asan p~ varat kopriisiin g~iip zemllll (semlin) ~ma geldi uza~dan bir 
'asker niimayan olub gazi giray ban geldi deyii b.aber virdiler seferden 'avdet zamanmda bi-va~ 
gelmege ba'~ meger biraderleri olan selamet giray mel).med ~ giray e+har-1 ... idiib kimi rumili ve 
kimi anaToh'ya deli Q.asan yamna v~lar deli Q.asan iTa'at itmegle ~yed ki bile buhmam banhga 
rica eyleye ve bir iki seneden berii sefer'e gelmediginden ayine-i iamir-i padi~ mugberr o~ olub 
virile diyii hemme di$ib serl).add ~unna varub muQ.af3¥1 bidmetinde olmaga gelmi~" Katip <;elebi, 
Fez/eke, p.183. 
240 Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, p.187. 
Khan did not only try to eliminate his rival in the family but also managed to control 
the influential Sirin tribe.241 The Sirin bey that assumed the title of b~-karar;z or ha$-
bey was the leader of the aristocracy and since they were generally married with the 
members of Giray family most of them were called Giray. He was the most important 
man after the Khan and the other members of the dynasty. According to Halil Inalc1k, 
it was the Sirin bey rather than the Ottoman Sultan that determined the election of the 
Khan in most of the cases. 242 As a result the Ottomans preferred to obtain the support 
of the Sirin bey and co-operated with him in order to control the Crimea. Therefore 
Bora Giray while massacring Devlet Giray with some other Sirin Mirza did try to 
subjugate the Sirin to his will. The identity of the new Sirin Mirza; his sister's son, 
seems to be closely related with his effort to centralise the power in the Crimea. The 
final and more important incentive for the Khan seems to be the 30.000 flori that were 
send to the Crimea to convince him to join to the Ottoman forces. 
According to a report written by the Grand Vizier Y emi~~i Hasan Pasha to 
the Sultan: the Khan was asking the payment of an important sum of money to 
recover his expenses in order to join to the campaign. 243 It is possible to interpret this 
241 For the influence of the ~irin tribe see; Inalctk Halil, "Giray", IA, IV, Baron de Tott, Turk/er ve 
Tatarlar arasmda, Istanbul, 1985. 
242 Inalctk, "The Khan"p.447. 
243 
"Telhis-i Vezir Yemi~ Hasan P~: Arz-1 bende-i bi-mikdar budur ki, sa'adetlii padi~um Han'm 
sefer-1 humayuna gitmesi hususu ve taleb eylediigi hazine ve aba ahavali mufassalen rikab-1 hiimayuna 
arz olundukda hanlar ~imdiye dek bu tekli:fi edegelmemi~lerdiir. Bu kadar hazine verilmek sen miinasip 
gorfir misin ? Hazineniin ahvalini b.od biliirsin deyii buyurulm~; sa'adetlii padi~um; bu kulunuz 
hazinenin ahvalini kiinhiiyle biliirem; faraza, hazine de kemal mertebe viis' at dahI olsa mab.za adet ve 
l.<anun olmamak ic;Un bu kadar hazine ve bu defi.lii esbab verilmek miinasib degildiir, amma han'm bu 
senede sefer-i humayuna varmamas1 da miinasib goriilmez. Kabil ve miimkin olan (seferde) goriilmek 
gerekdiir ve bi'l-ciimle bir halet-i mutavass1ta ri'ayet olunmak gerekdiir ki hazineye de gadr-1 fahi~ 
lazun gelmeye. Han'm dahI fi'l-ciimle hatm ho~ olup bunun gibi mahall-i day~ da sefer-i humayuna 
document in several ways. First, the Khan had a good relationship with the Grand 
Vizier that asked the fulfilment of his request. Second, Khan's relationship was not at 
the same level with the Porte because the Grand Vizier warned the Sultan about the 
danger of a revolt in case of the failure of the payment. Third, the Ottomans were 
aware of the separate relationship of the Khan with the Habsburgs. Fourth, the 
presence of the Tatar forces seemed inevitable for the Ottoman army due to the 
reputation of the Tatar cavalry as ruthless and invincible fighters. Finally, it is worth 
to analyse another interesting document the lett~r of the Grand Vizier Yemi~~i Hasan 
Pasha to the Sultan. 244 The letter was not dated but it is possible to understand that it 
was written long before the arrival of the Grand Vizier to the Porte in 23 Saban 
1011/05 February 1603 when the Serdar was in Hungarian front since he wrote that 
rumours about the dismissal of the Khan appeared and he did not know what was 
happening in the Porte. The document is important in two aspects; first it shows under 
varmasma ba'is ola Beniim sa'adetlii padi~um hak budur ki, bu hanlarda hazine ve kuvvet ve kudret 
olmaz hususa bu hamn katI fakri vardur deyfi varub gelen ~~ar ve kapuctlar kullarunuz haber 
veriirler bu kulunuzun havfi budur ki, hala han'a ciizi nesne gonderiliip sefer lndmeti teklif oluna; ol 
daln ~y kalildir deyii 9tkip gitmeye; ba'dehu ban emr-i humayuna ita'at ediip sefer-i nusret-esere 
gitmedi deyfi a'daya miinalas olub bu ma'nanun ~'undan a'da kuvvet-1 kalb hastl ederler ve ban 
daln g~n sene gitmedi bu def' a da gitmeyecek olursa hatrrma ni~ vehm ve hayalat d~ bi'z-zarure 
ita'atdan kalmak iktiza eder; kadimden dost iken taraf-1 hilafa d~esinden ihtiyat olunacakdur. Bu 
meb~ 90k fikr-i daiµ~ miitehammildir tedbir-i devlet esnasmda miinadi-i devlet ahvalda devlet-i 
aliyyedendiir. Diinkii giin arz olundugu gibi Miifti Efendi du'acmuza ve Kapudan P~ ve sair viizera 
kullarunuza birer hatt-1 hiimayun gonderiip bu babda anlarun daln netayic-i rey ve tedbirleri nediir 
ma'lum edindiikden soma ge9 kalup fusat fevt olunmak olmamak i9fin her ne verilmelii ise ihsan 
buyrula ki han'a ale'l-acele gonderilsiin. Bu hususa sa'adetlii padi~um daln taharri eylemek 
laztmdur; din ii devlete hayr ve nafi' ne ise iimiddir ki, Rak celle ve ala kalb-i ~rifiniize am ilham 
eyleye; ~ahu te'ala baki ferman padi~umundur. Merhwn Sultan Mehemmed Han hazretlerinin 
cevab1 ~rifleridiir: Yann ~1.ahu te'ala 30.000 flori gonderiliir bundan ziyade gondermege ihtimal 
yokdur." Cengiz Orhonlu, Te/his/er, pp.52-53. 
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" ••• Sa'adetlu pa~um, in~allahu te'ala Tatar Ham daln evvel baharda sefer-i humayuna gelmek 
gerekdiir; mukaddema daln arz olunm~ idi; bilmeziiz bu canibde Tatar hususunda daln diirlii diirlii 
giift ii gu peyda ediip han1ik kann~ veriildi deyfi istima' olunur. Sa' adetlii padi~um, bu husus az 
nesne deguldiir, miilahaz.a ve teemmiil olunacak ktssadur; her canibde fitne ve fesad variken bir fitne 
daht zuhur eylemek ihtimali olmasun; hele sa'adetlii padi~um, bu husus lcati miilahaza yeridiir bu 
babda fikr ve teemmiil buyurub din ii devletiniize laytk olan ne ise m~vere ediip aiitnla amel 
buyurasun; ve be-her-hal Tatar ban sefere gelmek laznndur eger eskisi yeriinde ise. Name-i humayun 
ile bir s0z an1ar miite'ayyin adem irsal olunup kannda~1 ve akrabas1 hususunda kendiiye istimalet 
veriliip ve gonderiilecek kadirgalar dalu gonderiliip beman mu'accelen sefere 9tkarmak lazimdur. 01 
which conditions the Khan went to the front and second the inevitability of the 
Crimean forces for the Ottomans. 
Contrary to the surprise of the Ottoman historians the journey of the Khan to 
the front is not obscure. According to the Polish sources of the time the Khan entered 
to the Transylvania in order to go the front, once he was there he supported Simeon 
Movila. Movila family was known to be pro-Polish but the Khan considered 
supporting him more feasible for his sake. It appears that he was successful initially, 
according to an Ottoman document; men of the Khan arrived in Istanbul on 02 
Rebi'ti'l-ahir 1011/ 02 September 1602. In the document it is written that the Khan 
came across and defeated between 10.000.000 tol5.000.000 Hungarians in 
Wallachia.245 However during the battle near Telzayn that lasted two days between 
23-24 September 1602 he was unsuccessful and forced to retreat.246 After the failure 
the Khan retreated to Silistria and followed the south shore of Danube route to reach 
the Ottoman forces. 
The Khan joined to the Ottoman forces at the end of Rebi'ti'l-ahir 1011/mid 
October 1602 when Grand Vizier Yemi~9i Hasan Pasha (1601-1603) entered to 
Belgrade. The Serdar, Hasan Pasha, received the Khan with full honour and made 
babda daln miihkem takayytid-1 humayunlan reca olunur; ferman devletlu padi~dur." Orhonlu, 
Ibid, pp.69-70. 
245 Ibid. p.26. 
246 Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, p.177. Kortepeter relates the defeat of the Khan to the existence 
of the Walloon mercenaries and four well-placed cannons in the army of Radu Serban, Voivode of 
15 
arrangements for his stay in the residence of Defterdar Ekmekvizade Ahmet Pasha. 
After several days of feasting, Peyoy (Pees or Fiintkirchen) was assigned winter 
quarters to the Khan. 247 Despite the fact, the Khan spent the whole winter in Pees with 
entertainment the affairs were turning to a critical point for him as the spring 
approaches. According to the testimony of the Ottoman historian ibrahim Pevevi that 
spent the winter with him, the Khan was still worried about the situation of his brother 
Selamet Giray. 248 However, the priority of the Khan was very different for that time. 
In a letter to the Sultan he explained his services and asked for the payment of money 
to satisfy his soldiers that fought under difficult conditions. 249 More important, he 
Wallachia (1602-1611). He also concluded that the brother-in-law of the Khan was also dead during the 
battle. 
247 "~ahra-yi rnezburda a'yan-1 tatar ile serdar Q.asan pa~ bi'l-~t rnilla~t itti ve hem rikab olub rebiii'l-
abir evabirinde belgrada dabil oldular gazi giray defterdar etmek~izade menziline niizul eyledi ve bu 
defa'a ban Q.asan p~ ile tins ve iilfet ve iki giinde bir rniinavebe ile biribirine iiyafetler ittiler ba'de-hu 
kendiiye pe~oy ve 'asker-i tatara sigetvar ve ~opan ve mohac ve gayn drava nehrinift maveras1 ~~a~ 
ta'yin ol canibe gitti". Katip Celebi, Fez/eke, p.183. 
248 
"ama ~da$I selamet giray'dan ernn iizere degil idi rneclisinde ~~ afttlurd.I Q.atta bir defa'a 
aQ.med agas1 ki tatar'1ft ta'birinde ~pu agas1 dirler vezir-i a'~ami ma~mmdadrr ~na-i kelamda yad 
olundI hey padi~m beni Q.alime ~omadtii. sen.iii l<ar~da b~ub ~an okiiz boga.zlar gibi boga.zlamI$ 
olsam $imdi bu efkardan ve b.aTiradan ~~ olurduii didi ta~dire l:t.avale itti". Pefevi 11, p.251. 
249 
"Kmm Han! Gazi. Giray Han'wi amdur: Hala bu bendeleri tatar askeri ile geliip Belgrad'a (lOll 
Rebiillahrr'mda) serdar ve Vezir-i a'zam Hasan Pa~ kullanyla millaki olup, ol bin de Budin iizerinde 
kiiffar askeri var iken bu bendelerine P~uy' da k1$la ta 'yin oulunup tatar askerinin ol caniblere 
geldiigin i$itmekle Budin'i brragup gitmi~erdiir. Ba'dehu bir ka~ giinden sonra sular doftdukda buz 
iizerinden Medyemorya'ya iki def a alan etdiriliip ve bir defa dahI Karka nam mahal urulur ve bir 
def a dahI Rabe suyu iizerinde olan mentleketleri urulup ve bir def a dahI Sarvar ve Tokay ve Se~n 
canibleri ve bir def'a dahI Sebe$ ve Lugo$ vilayetleri garet ve hasarat etdirilftp azim yiiz akhklan olup, 
Jakin bu zemane degin Astane-i sa'adet'den bir haber ve olcanibe gonderilen Ali Mirza nam 
ademimiizden dahI bir eser zuhur etmemekle azirn izd.Irab tizereyiiz. Simdiye degin kl$ olmagla 
dii$meniin harekete kudreti olmayub hala kl$ g~p ve hevalar millayim olup Pe$1e kal 'esi dahJ 
ellerinde olmagla her canibden hiicum ediip taburlann Budin iizerine getiirmeleri mukarrerdiir ve 
Budin' de olan az asker mezburlara cevaba ~adir olamayub tatar askeri ise topa ve tiifenge kaf$u 
duramayub beman $imdiden yeni~ri taifesin ve Rurneli ve sair me'mur olan askeri gondermek 
miihimmatdandur. Bu zemana degin sular buz olmagla tatar askeri kiiffar memleketine alan1ar ediip ve 
Budin kal' esine zahire ~urup miimkin oldugu mertebe hidmetde kusur konulmarn~ur; soma 
buzlar ¢zilldiikde tatar askeri bir vah$j taifediir iltifat olmayicak bir vechile zabt olunmas1 mii$kildiir 
soma ni~ i 'lam etmediniiz deyti itab olmamak iciin tatar ahvali ve dft$menin tedariiki ve Budin' de 
kapanan askeriin za'f-1 hali tafsil tizere arz olundu. Frrsat fevt olrnazdan mukaddem bir tedariik goriiliir 
ise murad tizere hldmet olunur eger olmaz ise teessiif ve nedamet mukarrerdiir, ve bu hidrnet i~ 
kullarumuz agas1 Mustafa Aga irsal olundu deyii arz eder. Sa'adetlii padi$ahum Rumeli askerin ve sair 
Budin serhaddine rne'mur olan askeri mu'accelen siirmek icl1n ve sair sefer miihimmatI tedarik i9iin her 
tarafa bir kac defa miiekked evamir-i aliyye ile kapuctlar gonderiliip asker ihracma il<dam ve 
described the critical situation of the front and warned the Sultan that he should send 
soldier and ammunition to the front before the spring or otherwise to face the 
consequences. Depending on the letter it is possible to argue that Bora Giray was not 
only familiar with the traditional Tatar warfare methods but was also very well 
acquainted with the new warfare techniques. Moreover it seems that he knew very 
well the functioning of the Ottoman military administration and its weaknesses. For 
that reason he warned the Sultan to start the preparations as early as possible. The 
letter shows that contrary to the testimony of Ottoman historians at least the Tatar 
army was not inactive during the winter 1602. The Tatar army raided twice 
Medyemorye (Medumurje Mountains) and went as far as Karka (River Krka) in 
Croatia. Later they raided the environs of River Rabe (Raba) and the region of Tokay 
(Tokaj), Sarvar, Se<;en (Szecseny?). Finally, they raided Lugo~ (Lugoy) and Sebe~ in 
to Romania. Ottoman Historians referred only to the first raid and they wrote that it 
was not successful and did not satisfy the Khan.250 The compromise between the 
Ottomans and Celali Deli Hasan changed the situation once again and provoked the 
suspicion of the Khan about his life. Moreover, Deli Hasan was appointed the 
Beylerbeyi ofBosna and sent to the front to fight with Habsburgs. Meanwhile, the ex-
rebels Selamet Giray and Sabin Giray were in Istanbul to seek their promotions. 251 
ihtimamda ziyade dikkat olunm~ur, min ba 'd dabI geceyi giindtize katup lazun olan hususlarda 
ikdam ohmmakda dajp~ fevt olunmaz; baki emr ti fennan sa'adetlti ~umundur. Mrehum ve 
magfur Sultan Mehemmed Han bazretlerinin cevab-1 ~rifleridiir: Her tarafa tekrar mtiekked emirler ve 
yarar kapuctlar gonderesin askeri sefere siirmege cehd eylestinler." Orhonlu, Te/his/er, pp.53-54. 
250 
"... ban Q.azretleri brrvat memleketine alpna gitmi~ idi ve-illa murad iizere i~ goremedi ve ganimet 
alamadl ... " Peqevi II, p.352. 
251 "Sa'adetlti padi~um Han-:zade'nin biiytigi Selamet Giray kulunuz haliya kapuya varmi~ur. 01 
kulnu:za ihsan-1 ~rifiniizle ri'ayetiniiz olsun; obiir kti<rfigi ki m~eyhin kann~ ogludur, g~n de 
kapuya vardukda ri'ayet buyurulmu~i. Haliya mezbur Selamet Giray anlarun biiytigudiir bun.a dalu 
ziyadece ri'ayet lazundur. Bu makulelere her ne geliir ziyade ri'ayet buyurulursa ol denlti istiyorlar; 
sa'adetlfi padi~um az nesne ~k maslahat bitiirtir fimiddir ki ol kulunu:za articak ihsan-1 ~e 
ri'ayet buyurula .... " Orhonlu, Te/his/er, p.81. The document is not dated but the Grand Vizier wrote 
about an executed Ali Anga. it should be the former agha of Janissary Ali Aga that was executed when 
The Grand Vizier suggested to the Sultan not to reverse their requests and to satisfy 
them so that they could be used in future. The Khan was most probably aware of the 
efforts of the fugitives in the Porte and reacted immediately. 
The sudden return of Bora Giray from the Hungarian front likes his arrival 
constitutes a rather obscure episode of his activities. Different factors might have 
effected his decision but it is better to start with the testimony of Peyevi ibrahim 
Efendi who stayed with the Khan in Peyoy.252 According to Peyevi four factors 
wrote about an executed Ali Anga. it should be the former agha of Janissary Ali Aga that was executed 
when he returned from the front on February 1603. For more information Ali Aga and his execution 
see; Per;evi JI, p.256. The nephew of Selamet Giray that was referred in the text is not certain. Cengiz 
Orhonlu noted that according to Ottoman documents Selamet Giray was in Bursa with his brothers 
Sabin and Saadet Giray in 1010/1601-1602. However Sabin Giray was not the brother but the nephew 
of Selamet Giray. More important all the brothers of Selamet Giray were already dead. Adil Giray was 
killed by the Safavids, Mehmet Giray II was killed by Alp Giray, Islam Giray II was dead in 1588, Feth 
Giray was killed by Bora Giray, Alp Giray fled to the Istanbul and dead in Edirne, Sakay Mi.ibarek 
Giray fled to Circassia and dead there. Moreover none of the nephews of Selamet Giray could have 
been in Bursa with him. At that time the sons of Mehmet Giray II; Saadet Giray was long before killed 
by Alp Giray and Murad Giray was most probably dead and the sons of Sakay Miibarek Giray; Devlet 
Giray was killed by Bora Giray, Canbek Giray was in Circassia with his mother. The members of the 
Giray family that were referred in the document should be the sons of Saadet Giray the rival Khan to 
Islam Giray II (1584-1588). 
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" bu 'abd-i fal9ri merl).um (Lala Mehmed P~) seksar (Szekszard) nam menzilinde ban'a 
gondermi~ idi silclo~ (Siklos) nab.iyesinde drava nehri ya11smda 'asker-i tatar ile bir sebze-zara 
konmu~lar buldum ve merl:mmufi mektublann virdim bir nice h1Tfuna ve mulµibbetine ~bar dii~iim 
mektublanii maimum c;iin devlet ile 'asker-i islama mi.ilald olmasma miite'alli~ idi bila-tereddiid 
cevabmda 'an-~arib gideriz didi ve ta~b ile celali a.Q.valin sual itdi ve aruftla bizim i9tiJna'muz nice 
olur didi nia sulTarumtfi.drr siz ~aQ.ralarda anlar orduda murad-1 ~erifiiiiz olmlyica~ yiizlerin miirde-~ 
gorsiin dirsiz ve r;ehre-i murdarlann gormezsiz didim lakin nev'an tereddiidii var idiigin gordiim 
mu~addema ~da~1 selamet giray ban kendiiden ru-gerdan olub celali'ye itdigu niteki.m. seb~ itmi~ 
idi egerr;e ~ofira celaliden miifare~tl i).add-i tevatiir itmi~ idi lakin ban bufia valaf iken yine fi'l-ciimle 
vehmden bali degil idi c;iin mer}:i.u.ma vardlm ve al).val ~yledir dedim etmekr;izade egerr;i ibrahim 
efendi kendii ~ufiuzdur varmas1 miinasibdir ama canib-i salTanatdan beylerbeyilerden bir adem 
gonderilmek hem kendillere ta'?im olunur hem s0zi dab! miies....§ir olur deyii neylediyse eyledi kendiisi 
bir l<ac giin misafiri oldtgI ve nice l).u~~-1 seb~ itdiigi mul<arrer olmagla kendiisi ta'yin itdirdi ama be-
~Tan ibrahim efendi bile olsun didi falcir bayli o'~ itdim bal~ olmad.nn c;iin ban' a vardt~ ?3filren bir 
~ac kelam s0yle~er ~ofira ibfaya fistldtya giri~er irtesi celali drava • dan ger;ince teva~ ideriiz ve 
defterdar efendi ile ma'en gideriz deyii bizi mektublar ile ~vdt gooderdi Ciin meri).uma geldim i).alci~-
1 i).ali didim geliirmi gidemi ne aii.larsm buyurchlar ?fillll-1 galibim gider zira evza'm etmekr;izade 
mi.ila~atmdan ~ofira evvelki evza' a muvafi~ buldum ve ~or~ lcapukethiidasl 'rufi. s6zi bundan ~iibut 
bulur didim ol s6z dabhi bu idi ki yemi~i'ye 'asker ic;iin i~dam idicek yanma getiirdiib ~agma dir ki 
diinya'yi fet}:i. mi itse gerek i).alli ~allu varub geldiigine ra±tytIZ ol yiiz alcJ.igi iderse benim b.ilafda 
olanlan gormezmisin bu nic;iin itmedi deyii ba~rm aldtnrlar ama ol her nice yarub geliirse ben am 
determined the decision of the Khan. First, the possibility the Selamet Giray came to 
the front with the new Beylerbeyi ofBosna and ex-rebel Deli Hasan's forces. Second, 
was Khan's jealousy towards Serdar Lala Mehmed Pa~a. Thirdly, the words of 
Ekmek~izade Ahmed Pasha that guaranteed that the Khan would not be punished if he 
returns to the Crimea. Finally, the failure to satisfy his monetary requests. It is not 
difficult to understand Bora Giray' s worry about the arrival of Selamet Giray with a 
large army but we also know that Selamet Giray was not with the army. Therefore, the 
other factors become important, why did the Khan did not want Lala Mustafa Pa~a to 
succeed. According to the correspondence of Serdar Lala Mehmed Pasha with the 
Porte there should not be a personal animosity between the Khan and him. 253 Serdar 
l}imayet iderim u~nmesun dimi~ ola ya' ni yOz a~gi itdtigin istemedugi mulcarrer idi ve etmek9izade 
ile dabi agn bir idi belki hilafinda olmagi ana sipari~ i~ idi ya'ni ban 'avdet itmekle canib-i 
padi~'den mu'ateb ohruyacagrn bildirdi b.an'a bum illca ve beyan itmekle ve kendtisi rna'an lcall~ub 
gitmekle ban'tii. gitmesine sebeb oldt falcirden bir giin ~ofira lcallcub giderler etmek9izade'nifi ~vab ve 
erzalp ve ciimle agrrllgi orduda l;alnu~ idi metublan ve ademleri geldi be~ bin altun merl:ium bin altun 
dabi 'abdi ketb.udasma bidmet itdi husn-i icazet virilduginden gayri terbiye-nameler dabi virdi ~ofira 
merl:ium vefat itdigi giin beman sa'atiyle 'abdi ketb.udaya virdugi bin altum aldt fi-nefs-il-emr barun bu 
sefere ;;ehab o iyab1 gayetde bi-faide oldt geli$i sefer ~onunda gidi~i sefer evvelinde lµ~lamalcda alu 
pare sancagin re'ayas1fi b.akisar itdi ve ancalc gane bir defa' alµna gitdi banm bollul.c i~ gormedi ve 
as1tane-i sa'adetde olan ina'm-1 padi~den gayri bir defa' l:ialcirle merl:ium 19rlck bifi girru~ ve bir defa' 
otuz bin ~ gonderdi gti9le aldrrdtm cevabmda bi-l:iamdi'l-lahi te'ala hen bun.a mul:itac degilim 
tatar'a birer gt.rru~ virsem 'artun tal:iammOI itmez iki~r virmek istesem bu kifayet itmez elbette yine 
getOr deyO il.cdam itdi kah elin kah ayagm ope ope a'lµbet ecdadt erval:iin yad idub ooyle yemin- bi'l-
kesr itdiki senifi b.aTmfi i90n bu lcadar keredir geltir gidersin bize nev'an intisab itdin alallm ve gice 
icre b.azine-dan 'abdu'l-'aziz ~lebiye virdim mebada tatar goriib i'nam-1 padi~ gelmi~dir deyii 
Ozerine geliib ta\.;aia itmeyeler. gane andan il:itiraz iderler idi ve bu rnalrule sitemden gayri beylerbeyilik 
ve sancal.c ve giin g~rnez ki bir iki adarna ya kendi tatarlanna ooliik rica itmeye virilirse ahverir 
virmezlerse antii. bi-l:iuzurlugi ve 'adem-i muvafaht.I olmaz l:i~Il-1 kelam engiiriis seferlerine bir l):a9 
defa' geldiler gitdiler bir yad ohnacal): hldmet itmediler ela her seferde cana g~er." Per;evi II, 
pp.267-270. 
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"Telhis- Merhum ve Magfur Vezir Yemi~9i Hasan P~'ya Mehemmed P~'dan gelen arzdrr: 
Haliya Ungiiriis canibine serdar olan Mehemme<I P~ kullanmn amdur: Bu kullan mukadderna Budin 
muhafazasmda iken serdarllk hizmeti ferrnan olumnagla Budin'den 9Ikup P~y'da Gazi Giray Han 
hazretlerine miilaki olup ahval-1 sefer mi$tvere olunup tafsil Ozere soyle~ilmi¢ir, kiiffar-1 haksarm 
Budin kal' as1. Ozerine tam' u birslan rn~edd olup la~ berii azim tertibler ve tedariikler askerlerOn 
serhadlerOne getOrillm~lerdOr, an karib Budin' e ve yahud ahar yere yap1~rnalan mukarrerdtir. Her 
l):angi tarafdan mukaddem asker ile hareket olunursa afiun bru;;1 ileriiye varur ve mel'unlann askerleri 
ekser piyade ve tiifeng-endaz olmagla asakir-i islamm ekseri atlu olup piyadesi az oldugundan gayri 
tiifenge mii'tad iistadlan nadir olmagla hin-i m~abelede ve kal'a rnuhasarasmda azim izdrrab ~kiltir. 
Bu kullan Budin' den P~y'a dahil olmazdan rnukaddem Gazi Giray Han kullan kendusi asakir-i tatar 
ve Pe9Uy ve Sigetvar ve Pojega sancaklan asker(leri) ve Bosna beglerbeyisi Mehernrned Pa~ kullan ile 
ve Bosna'dan gelen piyade asker ile ldlovin ve Medyumerye caniblerine akm ediip eyyarn-1 devlet-i 
that was under the high pressure of Habsburgs needed desperately the forces of Bora 
Giray and did not want to loose his assistance. Thus, it is possible to understand why 
the Serdar considered the unsuccessful raid of the Khan as an unprecedented success. 
Therefore, the other factors should be analysed. Financing the long and costly 
Habsburg war was already a big problem for the Ottoman Empire. Moreover, the 
Porte had to finance the struggle with the Celalis and was on the verge of a war with 
the Safavids. Therefore, it was very natural that the Porte failed to comply with the 
continuous monetary requests of Bora Giray. 
However, the most important factor that brought the Khan and the Grand 
Vizier in line may be completely different. As far as, the Grand Vizier Y emi~yi Hasan 
was concerned he could have wanted that Serdar Lala Mehmet Pasha failed because 
there was a risk that the victorious Serdar replace him. It is also possible that the 
Grand Vizier wanted the failure of the Serdar in order to make a peace with the 
Habsburgs. If one considers the critical situation of the Empire, the Celali rebellions, 
the Safavid threat and the turmoil in Istanbul Grand Vizier was not wrong to seek a 
peace. An Ottoman document of the time shows that the Habsburgs made a proposal 
of peace to the Ottomans. 254 However, it was difficult to persuade the Sultan to accept 
the peace because it required the surrender of some territories such as Erlau and Raab 
that were once under the Ottoman rule. The same proposal was already made during 
the last Grand Vizierate of Ibrahim Pasha in 1599 but remained in vain at that time. It 
was possible that one more year of fruitless campaign could force the Sultan to accept 
padi~'de bi-hadd ii ~umar palaDta ve ve kasabat kariyyeleri ihrak olunup zillrur ve inasdan hayli esir 
<;lkarup kiilli yiiz akhk1an eylemi~lerdiir; mtcyrrunileyh han kullan bu def' a vardugi yere ~imdiye degin 
asker-i islamdan bir ferd vannak miiyesser olmann¢ur .... " Orhonlu, Te/his/er, pp.71-72. 
9D, 
the peace. It is known that Bora Giray was a proponent of this offer and Lala Mehmed 
P h . . 255 as a was agamst it. 
Since we don't know any specific reason that might tum the Khan against 
the Serdar, the reason that brought the Khan with the Grand Vizier became important. 
It is possible to enlist several factors that encouraged the Khan for the realisation of a 
peace. First it was possible that the Habsburgs offered a gift to the Khan. It was 
already referred to the efforts of the Habsburgs to gain the Khan on their side or at 
least to neutralise him however there is not a document showing that the Habsburgs 
contacted with the Khan for the moment. The financial aspect should also be 
considered to be influential. It was already noted that the Khan complained about the 
low rate of rations among the Tatars and warned the Porte it would be very difficult to 
control them unless the necessary actions (a hazine) were immediately taken. It is also 
important to note that the failure of the Medumurje campaign caused more difficulties 
to the Khan. Most probably the Khan realised that this long and costly war was no 
more profitable for him and he had better to return to the Crimea than to remain in the 
front. Since the situation in the Crimea was of primary importance for him at that 
moment there should be an important threat that required his immediate return. At 
first glance, the possibility that his relatives could return to the Crimea while he was 
254 Ibid, pp.70-71 
:ss " ... a'l9.bet mu~ddema ibrahim pa~'run zaman-1 serdarhgmda ve tatar b.an'tii ve mir-i miran ve 
iimera-i z;i-~ ve u'mumen a'sker-i isl.annft rey-i }:tasen gordiikleri vech ilzere ki egre'niii budun'dan 
bu'dl ve memalik-i islama ~ndan iarar ve sudl yo~dur deyii estergon ile istibdale rey itmi~erdi ve 
ibrahim ~ ketb.iidas1 ve vezir murad p~ ve tatar b.an'1ft vezir-i a'~ namma olan al).med agave 
budun ~s1 mevlana habil efendi Tabur-1 kiiffara varub ve bu rey iizere ~uil). miina'~d olmagla iki 
Tara.fin ~evab didi olmU$ iken bir ~dada olmamagla :Q.atta merl).um efendimiz (Lala Mehmed P~) 
dab.I Taraf-1 b.ilafa ¢lib olmagla a'~d olunmami~ idi ... " Pe~evi II, pp,296-297. 
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absent seems to be feasible. The Cossack raids could be another reason but it should 
be noted that a portion of the Cossack forces were fighting with Poles in Livonia and 
returned only after the end of 1603. An Ottoman document of the time provides a 
logical reason for Bora Giray to hurry to return to the Crimea; it is the threat of a 
Nogay invasion. 256 
256 "Telhis-Mrhum ve Magfur Vezir-i a'zam Mehemmed P~'rundur: Kmm Ham Gazi Giray Han'm 
amdur: bu kullan ferman-1 humayun iizere bu sene serhadd-i kii.ffarda kl~layub memalik-i islamiye'yi 
z.arar-1 kii.ffardan hrraset eylediigumfizden gayri memalik-i a'daya tatar gazilerini defa'atle gonderup 
enva' aklnlar ediip Medyemorya ve sair memalik-i a'dayt harab ve hasarat eyleyiib geregi gibi dii~mene 
gu~imaller veriip mela'in hudud-1 islamiyeye zarar kasdm etmek degil kendii hallerin ancak tedariik 
etmege imkan kalml~ur. Bu vechile ugur-1 humayunda sa'y u ictihad olundugi mukaddema siidde-i 
sa'adet'e arz olunmu~; bi'l<iimle sa'adetlii padi~ hazretleriyle ahd etdigimiiz hldmet ve ubudiyeti 
bi-kusur eda eyleyiib ~-1 ubudiyet ve hldmeti tasavvurdan ziyade yerine getO.rmu~Uzdiir. Lakin bu 
sene-i mubarekede bu kullan Kmm' da olmamagla Nogay taifesi ki, Biiyiik Nogay demekle 
ma'ruflardrr, Moskov keferesiyle ittifak ediip Kmm vilayetin garet eylemege kasd eylemi~ler. El-
1yazubillah bu kullarmun bu hududda eglenmenfiz ma 'lumlan olursa bila 'iObhe Kmm vilayetine z.arar 
kasd edeceklerinde ~bhe olmadugin ciimle Kmm vilayetinde olan erbab-1 ~ ve oglumuz Toktaml~ 
Giray sultan kullan bu kullarma i'lam edup ~yle ki, bir mikdar dahl egJ.eniirse min-ba'd Krmn 
vilayetiniin hlfz u hrrasetine imkan yokdur deyii enva'-1 tazarru' eylemi~ler. Zahir budur ki, Kmm 
vilayeti dahl devletlii padi~umundur ve rrz-i saltanatl siyanet farzdur. Kmm vilayetiine d~menden 
bu ma~ule z.arar ohcak umumen Tatar vilayeti tezelzill bulup tevaif-i tatar'm hirer arabalan vardur 
yiiklefiup vilayetten gitdiik:den sonra Kmm hali kalup azim ib.tilale sebeb olmak mukarrerdiir. Bu 
kullan memulden ziyade hldmetimiz eda eyleyiip sefer-i humayun hldmetin makdurdan ziyade vlicuda 
getiinn~diir. Kmm fukarasun paytnal olmak layI.k degilldiir; bu kullan Kmm canibine tevecciih 
ettigim. takdirce bu carubde oglumuz Sefer Giray sultan kullann miistevfa tatar askeriyle bu serhaddin 
hldmetiinde allkoyup umur-1 sefer dahl avk ve te'hire di$Deylip Kmm vilayeti dahl mahfez olur; ba-
husus ~imdi ki halde bunda mevcud olan tatarm ekserinin atlan zayi' olup kuvvet ve kudreti olanlarun 
ciimlesin alI.koyup bu kullan Kmm'a vardukda anda Kmm muhafazasmda olan taze ve din~ mlistevfa 
tatan oglumuz ~alga Toktaml~ Giray kullariyle gonderiip memulden ziyade hldmetler ettirmek 
mukarrerdiir. Bu ahvali i'lam i~ Ahmed Aga kullan gonderilmi~ vusuliinde bu kullanna 
mu'accelen ferman-1 ~rif inayet buyurula ki fusat fevt olmadan ve Kmm vilayeti elden gitmeden bu 
kullan Kmm'a yeti'iOp serhad hldmetine oglumuz Sefer Giray kullarm miistevfa tatarla 
ah.kodugumuzdan gayri Kmm'a vardugumuz gibi ogJ.umuz Toktaml~ Giray dahl din~ askerle gonderiib 
serhadd-1 islam tarafuu muhafaz.a etdiireviiz deyii i'lam eder. Sa'adetlu padi~um ban kullan bu 
kulunuza kendii hattl ile g6nderdiigi mektubunda Kmm'a gitmege icazet taleb eylemi~, bu babda emr-i 
~rifinliz nediir i~t-i aliyye buyurula ki, afia gore cevab verile. Sa'adetlti padi~wn mliteveffa Vezir 
ibrahim P~'nun han'a arpahk tevcih etdiigi beratt ayni ile rikab-1 hiimayunlanna irsal olundt; nazar-1 
humayunlanna mlite'allik olmak babmda ferman devletlu padi~umundur. Merhwn ve ma~ Sultan 
Ahmed Han hazretlerinin cevab- ~rifleridiir: Cengden sonramJ gider yohsa evvelmi gider; sefer 
donu~iinden sonra gitse caiz degillmii afia gore i'lam edesiin." Orhonlu, Te/his/er, pp.92-94. It appears 
that there are some problems in the document First of all the telhis seems to be written during the 
Grand Vizierate of Mehmed P~ (1604-1606) not in his commandership of Hungarian front (1603). 
Second according to Orhonlu was submitted to Sultan Ahmed I (1603-1617) not to the Sultan Mehmed 
(1595-1603) because he wrote that in the original text it was wrongfully written that it was submitted to 
the Sultan Mehmed III. I think that Orhonlu was mistaken because he considered that since the text was 
labelled as the telhis of the Grand Vizier Mehmed Pasha it should be submitted to Ahmet L. However 
from the historical evidences we know that Bora Giray did not return to the front after 1603 it should 
Sl. 
Finally Etmekyizade Ahmet Pasha's role in the course of the events needs to 
be clarified. It appears that he played the scapegoat in this affair because both the 
Khan and Crimean historians put the blame on him as an agent of the Grand Vizier.257 
The Crimean historians argued that the return of the Khan was a result of the evil 
deeds of Grand Vizier Y emi~yi Hasan Pasha that exploited the fears of the Khan and 
Defterdar Etmekyizade was his tool. In the light of the analysis of the several sources 
it would be feasible to argue that the Khan had already decided to return to the Crimea 
before his meeting with Etmek9izade. He certainly doubted about the reaction of the 
Sultan to his departure but his fear from the danger that he would face if the Serdar 
became victorious does not seem to be convincing. The Khan was more likely to be in 
a serious danger if he left the front without a viable pretext or without the existence of 
someone to support him in the Imperial Divan. Thus, the words of Etmek9izade gave 
him the support that he needed and he immediately returned to the Crimea. However, 
the Khan did not directly turned to the Crimea, he entered to Wallachia and devastated 
the countryside according to the foreign sources of the time he aimed to place Radu 
Serban to the seat of Voivode in return of the payment of an annual tribute. The Khan 
seems to be successful in his efforts since Radu Serban was officially recognised by 
the Porte in 1604. The fact that the Khan did not returned to the Crimea shows that the 
be submitted to the Mehmed ill. The confusing point is the heading, I think that the telhis was written 
when Lala Mehmed Pasha was the Serdar but classified later when the Mehmed Pa~ was dead 
257 "~adr-1 a'~ basan ~ ru-be-rah asane-i padi¢t-1 devlet-penah olub mul:i.afi+-1 budin lala Q.asan 
pa~'yi serdar ta'yin itdikde muvafil<-1 n~ret olur miilal,.aµs1yla garai-1 fasidine miibteni b.amii orduya 
a'dem-i luQ.ul< ma~udi oldigm ... nifal.<-amizi ile ima ve i~t itmi~ idi Ia1a mehmed ~ dek ve Q.ile-i 
vezirden mub.bir olmagla mektub-1 ~adal<at iislub ile iki defa' barn da'vet eyledikde vekil-i salTanat 
yemi~i ile Qazinedar-i emval-i devlet olan defterdar etmekcizade meyanlannda m'iinasebet i~ 
b.al<l<-1 nime'ti hildavendigara kOfran ve defterdar mezbur ile hem-zeban olmagla b.an Q.airetleri l.<mm'a 
giderler ise mani' yol.<dur butiin diinyayi fetl, ft ~d ve memalik-i kiiffan anlanm berbad itse gerekdir 
deyli. a'vd ve insiraf1 babmda tedarik itdikleri igva ve ifsadlanndan na~i diyar-1 l.<mm'a imale-i ligam 
Khan had other considerations than Nogays. An important detail is about the fact that 
the Khan's envoy to Radu Serban made apparent that a rupture had taken place with 
the Khan and the Sultan thus it seems that the Sultan did not welcome Khan's 
departure. 258 
The year 1603 was the last time that the Khan joined to any Ottoman 
campaign in person. rhe next year he sent his son and Kalghay Toktam1~ Giray to the 
Hungarian front and the Tatar contribution to the Ottoman campaigns began to 
diminish because the Ottoman-Habsburg war 1596-1606 came closer to an end. 
According to the Ottoman documents the Ottoman army did not benefit much from 
the presence ofToktam1~ Giray. The Grand Vizier Lala Mehmet complained about the 
independent movements and the monetary requests of the Tatar forces. 259 More 
important was the danger that the absence of the Tatar army created in the front. 260 
rica't eyledi lakin men yezre'u $evk lem ye~ud i'naben mefhumunca yemi~iniii gars-1 mezra'a derun 
itdigi $ecere-i b.abi~e-i vesvesesiniii ~~tl1 zehr-i )fatil olub ... " R1Z.a, al-sab ', p.111. 
258 Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialdsm, p.179. 
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"Telhis-Merhum Vezir-i a'zam Mehemmed P<l$(1Ilundur: Arz-1 bende-i bi-mikdar budur ki, devletlii 
padi~um sefer-i humayundan avdet olunup Belgrad'a gelindOkden soma Tatar taifesin Belgrad 
etrafinda olan kasabat ve kuraya tevzi' edup memleket halkmdan oh geldiigi iizere yem ve yiyecekleri 
ta'yin olunup ve Han-zadeToktamt$ Sultan'a dahI Alaca-hisar (Krusevac) sancagma tabi' Urgiib 
nahiyesi k1$lak veriliip ve kendii ile bile sefer-i humayunda olan bOIOk halkmm ulufeleri dahI verilup, 
nihayet babas1 Han yanmda olan bOIOk halkma hazine olmamagla, anlara ulufe yeti$memi$ idi. Hala 
mii$ariinileyh Han-zade kt~aga ta'yin olunan tatar taifesi ile kalkup Kmm canibine gitmi$dfir deyii 
haber gelmi$dfir. Devletlii padi$(lhum tatar taifesi bir garib taifedfir her ne kadar ri'ayet olunsa kana'at 
gelmez~ ulufeleri verilup ve her birfoe kt~ak ta'yin olunm~en hala Han-zade ile kall"Up gitmi$ler; 
ma'lum-1 humayunlan oldukdan soma emr ii ferman devletlii ve sa'adetlu padi$(lhnnundur. 
MerhumSultan Ahmed Han hazretleriniin cevab-1 ~rifleridfir: Tedariik goriinsiin." Orhoruu, Te/his/er, 
pp.95-96. 
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"... Devletlii padi$(lhum iki canibin daht tedarOki goriilmek miihimmat-t din ii devletdend~ bu 
kullan Belgrad'da ve Han-zade Tatar taifesile ol caniblerde k1$lakda iken B~ kralI ve ana tabi' olan 
kefere mela'inleri memalik-i mahruse'ye hiicum etmege havf ederlerdi. Bu kullan emr-i padi~ ile 
Astane-i sa'adet'e geliip ve Han-zade kullan Kmm canibine gitdiigi kefere ta'ifesinin ma'lumlan 
olmu$dur. Firsat mahallidfir deyu el-1yazubillaht te'ala ol serhadlerde bir mahalle zarar eri$dirmege 
sa'y ve ikdam eunelerine $iibhe yokdur .... "The Telhis was not dated but it should be written at the 
The attitude of the Kalghay maybe interpreted in several ways; first of all it was 
possible that the Kalghay reacted to the failure of the deliverance of the hazine but 
could be also related with the efforts of the Habsburgs. When the balance of power 
began to change in favour of the Ottomans after the revolt of Stephen Bocskay 
(Voivode of Transylvania 1604 and King of Hungary 1605), the Habsburgs once 
again tried to convince the Khan to make a separate peace.261 In 1604 the Khan sent 
Ahmed Agha to Klausenberg (Cluj) to negotiate a separate peace with the Habsburgs. 
Ahmed Agha proposed three conditions to make a peace. First, the emperor would 
send a separate embassy to Khan for peace talks. Second, the right to appoint the 
Voivode of Wallachia would belong to the Sultan and the Khan would contribute by 
sending other trappings of the appointment. Third, the emperor would pay 40.000 
ducats per year to the Khan to keep his cities free from Tatar raids. 262 The Habsburg 
delegation accepted the first and second conditions but refused the third one on the 
ground that the Khan requested too much money. However, the emergence of 
Stephan Bosckay changed the course of events. It was the Emperor who proposed 
20.000 ducats to the Khan when Bosckay began to drive the Habsburg forces out of 
Transylvania and the Ottoman recaptured Estergon (Gran) in 1605.263 There is no 
evidence that the Khan played an active role neither during the last stages of the 
Ottoman-Habsburg war 1593-1606 nor to the realisation of the Szitva-Torok treaty 
( 1606) that ended the war. 
end of 1014/1605-1606 when Grand Vizier turned to Istanbul after the conquest of Estergon 20 Ca 
1014/03 10 1605. lbid., p.100. 
261 Stephen Bocskay was a Protestant nobleman of Hungarian origin. He was initially pro-Habsburg 
but switched allegiance after 1600 when Habsburgs began to apply a Catholic policy and 
disenfranchise the Protestant nobility. For more information on Bocskay see: Deceu, "Erdel", LA, IV, 
p.300. 
262 Hammer, BilyUk Osman/1 Tarihi, Vol.4., ed., Mehmet <;elik, Istanbul, 1990, p.385. 
263 Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, p.179. 
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XI The Role of the Tatars during the Ottoman-Habsburg 
War(1593-1606) 
The Ottoman historians heavily criticised the presence and the role of the 
Crimean Tatars in the 1593-1606 War.264 Pec;:evi Ibrahim Efendi, the witness of the 
war argued that the Tatar forces achieved very little during the campaigns and more 
important their devastation of the countryside caused to the alienation of the local 
people to the Ottoman rule. It should be stated that his critics were true from an 
Ottoman perspective. The Tatar cavalry was hardly stand against the firearms and was 
not effective in siege warfare that often occurred during this long war. 265 More 
264 "ve min m~irti'-la'dl ve'l-miidarat ilm-i ~rif-i a'lem ~ul erbab-1 u'lµtla vai1Q. ve m~ndir ki bir 
sene C§er-i suITan siileyman gazi ban merhum'a siiluk olunmag:la bo9l<ay merl$:umun iTa'tma ba'~ 
oldilar bu sebeb ile bu sene-i miibarekede a'sker-i islama bu ~adar gazavat ve fii~at miiyesser oldi 
engiiriis seferleri olah onii~iinci sefer idi ciimlesi bun.a mu'adil degil idi ii~ dort defa' tatar ban a'sker-i 
tatar-1 firavan ile ve bir defa' ogll ve her sene mirza1an serlµidd m~afa43sina ~aldi kiiffar'a bu mertebe 
degil a'i~r-i a'$iri ~ itmediler ve bir kerre dabi ~ahr ii galebe Tarilcine gitmediler bu sene-i 
miibarekede ~ahr ii galebeden ~Ti' Ila{:ar a'sker-i islam bu mertebe ile ganaim bir seferde mugtenim 
olmami$lardrr re'aya'ya miidara ve istimalet olunmagla uyvar Tarafinda olan l<uradan ruz-merre ordu-
Yl hiimayuna ~oc1 ~oct ~bire geliir idi ve a'sker dabi ordu'ya varub i~ itmege m~tac degiller idi 
macar lµtlan a'vratlan putun putun taze pi~$ ~ipu didikleri macar ¢rekleri ve enva'i meyve ve 
zabire malµtlesin ~drr ~drr gezdiitiib ahii deyii minnet iderler idi ve hem ol Q.inde ki heniiz a'sker-i 
islam estrergon'1 dogmek iizere idi ooliik ooliik re'aya geliib vire kagidlarm alub iTa'at iderler idi Q.atta 
ol ma.Q.alde Tuna iizerinde bina olunan cisr-i a'~imi lark elli fistad deginnenci zunmiler geliib bina 
itdiler anda dabi ehl-i islam'a binalannda zalµnet ~kdirmediler ve eski budun'a koyun aTasma 
g~mekde ve sair varo~ ii~ dort bane varub Tavattun itdiler ~r-i a'dl ii miidara ooylece ?3llir oldi 
evvelki serdarlarmnz dabi ooyle itmi$ olsalar ve teberriiken suITan siileyman ban gazi T~atdrr deyii 
gitmi$ olsalar ne seferler bu ~dar uzar ve ne a'sker bal~ canlanndan bezerdi belki her biri a'diivv-i 
din-i devletifi. b~llll ezerdi." Pe9evi IL pp.309-310. 
265 However, according to Bora Giray's own words the Tatars stood well against the gunfire during the 
siege of Jatik in 1602. Orhonlu, Te/his/er, p.59. 
important, was the difference between the strategic goals of the Ottoman and Tatar 
forces. The Ottomans aimed to control and to incorporate the region in to their system 
in order to exploit the resources, for that reason they did not want to devastate the 
region. The Tatars were away from their homeland. They had come to the front for 
booty and they were by no means interested with the extent of devastation they caused 
in the country. In fact the Tatars because of their nomadic tactics did not care about 
the harm that they have done to the land they raided. 266 Moreover, their whole 
strategy depended on capturing people and their livestocks. The attitude of the Tatar 
cavalry may be analysed form a completely different perspective. The Tatars were 
asked to remain in the front for long terms. However, the Crimea was not a secure 
place, it was frequently attacked by the Nogays and the Cossacks. Therefore, the 
Tatars were always willing to return to the Crimea as soon as possible. This was one 
of the major subject of confrontation between the Ottoman commanders and Tatar 
mrrzas. 
The weaknesses of the Tatar cavalry was not strange to the Ottoman elite but 
they preferred to use it as a pretext whenever they were unsuccessfull. A letter of 
Hoca Saadettin, the tutor of Mehmed ill shows that the Ottoman commander many 
times used the Tatar forces in a wrong way and than accused them. 267 In his letter, 
266 For the military tactics of the Tatars see: Beauplan, A Description,. 
267 
"mektub-1 b.oca sa' deddin efendi be-canibi serdar saTurct melµned ~: 
.. . ol vechle serlµdden a'rilar gehnekle telafi-i ma-fat ile ve def'-i miicafat iimidi ile b.an 
Q.azretlerine teklif-i muiafat ve irsal-i a'sker ile ~d- def-i afat olunub sene-i §aniyede cemi' 
muradattiiJ.za sa'y olunaralc l~er-i bi-~mar gonderilmi~en kopriiyii erdel semtine lcurb elli ~ giin 
ba'de'l-u'bur b.an Q.azretlerine in~ namtyla oturub me~ olunmagla a'daya semt-i tevcih I'lam olunub 
ve hem yiirimege ilcdam olunmagla bavfve a'cz ve lallet-i a'sker a'lametin d~mana c,iuyurub bi-vech 
geyidde bu lcadar oTurmagla i§lcal ve ilµnalin cebele <;ekiib ~alt ve sebiik-bar muQ.af~a-i mibal deyii 
Hoca Saadettin first explains the mistakes that the Serdar Satrrc1 made during the 
campaign then, he argues that he can not blaim the Tatars because he did not use them 
comme ii faut. It is possible to understand from the letter that the Serdar accused the 
Tatars of being uselless and non-disciplined. However, the Khan wrote a similar letter 
within which he explained the events form his perspective. Hoca Saadettin considered 
the pretexts of Bora Giray more relevent and wrote a letter which condemned the 
Serdar. Another interesting point is about the services of the Tatars during the 
campaign. The Khan stated clearly that his forces were not functional in siege warfare 
and they could be useful in raids and transportation. 
In order to judge the overall performance of the Tatar forces during the 
1593-1606 Ottoman-Habsburg war it is better to look to the functions they performed 
u'bur ve gii;ar itdiler der-<ievlet'den talµir ve irsali tekrir olunan nameha-yi padi~de bu sal J.<ala'-
girlik yih degildir erdelistan i<;ine al.an ~ub tab.rib idesiin deyii buyurulmu~ iken iki lcala' ile oyalanub 
la~ lcalub naire-i fitne-i a'day1 daire-i memalik-i islamiyeden miinlcan' ve fitnelerin miintefi itmedin 
bir iki lcala'lann almalc mulctezayi valet degil idi almdlgi ~uretde alman lcala'lannuza bedel olmaz anuila 
dfuiman zebun olmaz egri fetl_ti ile ne at~leri silyiindil ve ne yilrekleri goyiindil estergon ve l<omran 
l<ala'lan almmi~ olsa yanil< dabi ~ ve budin ehli dabi malgll? ve lcurbundaki lcala'rnft dabi 
istirdadl melQ.U? olurdl Taburlan ~ gelmezdi ise erdelistan i<;ine giiruh giiruh a'sakir-i rumiye ve 
ciinud-1 o'§maniye ve efvac tatariye gonderilb ve al.anlar ~alub zira'at ve zer'in ve ~I ve fer'in yaJ.cub 
yil<ub b.anedanlann viran ve b.anmanlann talan ve pir ve civanlanft esir ve nalan ideler ve budin ve egri 
ve iistiini belgrad T araflanru mulµlf(l?a itmede fikr ve millai).(l?adan bali olmiyas1z deyii tekid ile ha TI -
1 hilmayun gonderilmi~ illu '1-emre mu\µlefet ~eti ile bir i~ gorillmeyiib lcala' -girlik esbab1m 
lcayirmadm ti<; Tob ile varat gibi dii~ar lcala'ya ~arl<ub mebde-i nUzuldan miintehayi n.Q.Iete dek baran 
ve killl milslimin alaylarm zebun ve seri).addler Q.tffma mulcayyed olmamagla budin'i ve eTrafiru viran 
ve magbun itmege sebeb olub varat altlnda a'sker-i islami egleyiib tatan dab.i Q.abs ve tlgar Taleb 
idenleri yasag ile tebs idilb erdelistan i<;i salim ve emin lcalub erdel voyvodas1 \µlib ve a' skerimiz galib 
iken f~ab fevt idiib memleketleri asude olmagin mibal mub.tal dab.i l<ala' ile a'skeriii baglandlgun 
gormekle erdel canibinden bi-bak olub memleketimize lcoyuldl ve ol diyar ehlinift derisi ~oyuldl bu 
zaman al-o'§man'a olan ia.rar ve gezend-i bi-~ bu iki yilda su-i tedbir ve a'dem-i mtisa'de-i talcdir 
ile ~ura geldi rabbu'l-a'lemin beterinden ~ajp.J.ya b.an Q.azretlerine i'tiraz olundul<da cevab-1 ma'l<ul ve 
o'v--i mal<bul yazarlar J.<ala' -girlik daru~1gi tatar karl degildir ama tlgar ile tab.rib-i diyar ve nehb ii garet-
i memalik-i kiiffar ve ilsera ile ~hair il:µar itmek Va?ife-i tatardrr ol babda talcsirimiz mi old! ver vechle 
emre imti§alden gayri i~imiz yolcdur gel didiftiz geldik <;lur didiftiz <;lurdul< ur didiftiz urdulc otur didiftiz 
oturdulc l.a~Ia didiftiz l.a~ladll< bekle didifliz bekledik ugrunizda lstlar ~ogulclar <;ekdik ab.ur <;lamlannda 
yatdllc emr-i serdar'a muTi' ol didifliz oldulc deyii o'v-ler yazarlar bu tal<dirce padi~-1 islam emri 
Tutulmayub a'dem-i miisa'de-i esbab ile l<al'a-i dii~ar iizerine dii~-var dinlemedin dii~illdi tab.t-gali-1 
in the war scene. It was already stated that the Khan or the Kalghay served several 
times in the battlefield with large armies. More important, they wintered in the 
Hungary four times: 1594, 1598-1599, 1602-1603 and 1604-1605. The stay of the 
Crimean forces in Hungary was very important for the Ottomans. The Ottomans had 
difficulties to find enough soldiers to garrison in the front. Therefore, they decided to 
use the Crimean Tatar cavalry to check the entire frontial zone. Despite the fact that, 
the Tatar cavalry was not a match for Habsburg forces, they could hinder Habsburg 
offenses in early spring until the arrival of the main Ottoman army. The Ottoman soon 
realised that subsidising the wintering of Tatars was a heavy burden for the treasury 
and decided to decrease the number of Tatars that wintered in Hungary. But, they 
were still forced to garrison a permanent amount of 1000-2000 Tatars in Hungary. 268 
The wintering in Hungary was very profitable for the Tatars. Apart from the yearly 
Hazine that was send by the Sultan, they could obtain large amount of slaves in the 
raids. It was already stated the slave trade played an important role in the Crimean 
economy. During their first years the Tatars preferred to brought back their slaves to 
sell in the Crimea However, when they were defeated by the Voivode Michael of 
Wallachia in early 1595 and lost all of their booties, they preferred to sell their slaves 
in Hungary. Tatars performed other services rather than patrolling the front and 
helping the Ottoman garrisons. The highly mobile Tatar forces supplied food for the 
Ottoman army either by trade or simply by plundering the enemy. 
engriis ve yetmi~ yildan berti malµus olan belde-i islamiyenin ab-1 ruyim pay-mal-1 a'da idiib ... "' 
Naima, pp.304-306. 
'3.9 
XII The Last Years of Gazi Giray II 
There is not very much information about the last years of Bora Giray. He 
did not personally join any of the Ottoman campaigns despite all the invitations. It is 
possible to argue that his relationship with the new Sultan Ahmed I was not good. 
However, the Ottomans were heavily needed the assistance of Crimean forces and 
invited him to their campaigns in the East. First, he was asked to send 10.000 soldiers 
to the campaign of Grand Vizier Lala Mehmed Pasha in 1606. 269 Second, he was 
invited to the campaign of Kuyucu Murad Pasha ( 1606-1611) against the Celali 
Canpolatoglu Ali. 270 However, the Khan preferred to send a far more lesser force than 
268 Maria Ivanics-Ress, "The Role Of The Crimean Tatars In The Habsburg-Ottoman War 1593-1606" 
ed. Kemal <;i~k, The Great Ottoman Civlization, I, Ankara, 2000, p.304. 
269 The campaign was not realised because Lala Mehmed P~ died just after the preparations began 
(22-June-1606). 
270 "~adr-1 a'i-filll murad ~ Tarafindan ga.zi giray b.an canibine yaztlan metubui'i suretidir: ... ~­
sa'adeilii.ize dab.i ol canibde ne Tarafa tevcih ilctiia ider ise ail.a gore ciiret itmek m~em olub ... 
bu sene- a'mimetii'l-miiyemmenede da.b.i '.(:uhura getiiriliib bedel-i nefs-i celadet mal).alleri olan ferzend-
i ercmend-i devlet-mendleri tob.tami~ sulTan Q.a.tretlerini on bifi. milcdan ~-1 derya-h~ tatar'a 
serdar ve sipah-salar idiib memul olmagm ol babda varalpi-i ib.l~ bedre]pi talµir olunub gonderilmi¢ir 
Q.alc~ ki bu mab.l~laruuii ~avab-didi ve ol b.anedan-1 a'li-~ ve delcailc ~Ifi feraset-i ~ihn-i af-tab 
il,ctibaslanndan iimidi budur ki sene-i salifede eger ferzend-i ercmendlerinifi. ve eger ~t- ser-
biilendleriniii a'zimetine mani' olan a'vailc ve a'layilc bu sene-i miibarekede sebeb-i tehir ve tevcih-i 
~riflerine damen-gir olmayub melb.U'.(: olan ~r-t ~'at ve ferzane-gi ve eTvar- ~dalcat ve yegane-gi 
ve mulctezasmcaa'sakir-i tatar-1 ~aba-reftara mii~leyh veled-i emced esa'dlanm serdar ve sipah-salar 
~b ve ta'yin buyurub sinob iskelesinden bu Taraflara irsal ve ~aline himmet ve ilia miinalc]pibatlarma 
~ ola bu babda viicuda gelen b.idemat pesendidelerinifi. ... " Feridun Ahmed, Mun~e 'ata 's-se/atin, 
Istanbul, 1864, pp.21-22. The document was not dated but Grand VIZier Kuyucu Murad Pasha wrote it. 
In the letter he wrote about the defeat of Canpolatoglu and the COI).quest of Halep, therefore it should be 
too 
he was asked for. Finally, he was invited to the campaign against Shah Abbas who 
attacked Azerbaijan and invaded Gence and $irvan.271 Bora Giray could not respond 
to this final call because he was already dead in 16-Za.-1016/03-March-1608.272 
According to the Crimean historian Seyyid Muhammed Riza; Bora Giray 
spent his last years in the Crimea since he was fearing that the new Sultan Ahmed I 
would punish him because of his previous actions. 273 He constructed a castle, 
Gazikerman, in Circassia in order to obtain the favor of the Sultan again. He died 
from ta 'un (plague) when he arrived to Temriik (Temryuk) after he completed the 
construction of Gazikerman. 274 Contrary to Seyyid Riza, Ottoman historian Katip 
~elebi wrote that Bora Giray started building Gazikerman earlier in 1596 when he 
came to the throne for the second time. 275 It is possible that Bora Giray had different 
considerations to complete Gazikerman rather than fear from the Sultan. First, it was 
possible that he wanted to control the region and free it from Cossack accroachments 
or from the Nogays. It was possible that Bora Giray could not interest in the region 
during the Ottoman-Habsburg wars and the Cossacks that were more free thanks to 
written at the end of 1607 when Kuyucu Murad Pasha was wintering in Syria. For the Haleb campaign 
of Kuyucu Murad Pasha see: William J. Griswold, Anadolu 'da,. 
271 Feridun Bey, Mun§e 'at. 
272 It was the date when the new about the death of Bora Giray and the selection of his son Toktann~ 
Giray, Khan of the Crimea. Bora Giray was dead in ~aban 1016/November 1607. 
273 
" ••• (after the events of 1603) ~~-1 ~-1 padi~ a')pbet-i ~b.-i kam-ranisi riyaz-i ntizhet-asa-yi 
Q.ayatdan ba'id idecegin teyaU.un itmegle zeman-Tufan rnu'~e- padi~de ~ ve penah olrnal.c 
ilzere cerkes canibinde gazikerman nam bir palanl.ca biinyad ve itmam ve mal.carr-gahma a'vdet idtib 
ternrul.c l.cala'sma ~iili hengamma bifi. on altl ~a'banidrr sera-ce-i vftcucb ~adme-i Ta'un ile miinhedim 
ve ba~saray'da pederi tiirbesi zir-b.akmda miina'dim oldu ... " Rtza. al-sab ', p.111. 
274 The castle Gazikennan should not be confused with the other Gazikerrnan (Kakhovka, Tavan) that 
was located on the left bank Dnieper. Gazikerrnan that was built by Bora Giray was in Circassia 
101 
the Muscovy's Times of Troubles could easily penetrate in the region. Second, he 
might have considered to guarantee a secure passage to Azerbaijan that the Ottomans 
were fighting for with the Safavids. The hardships that he witnessed during the 
previous Ottoman-Safavid war might have forced him to back himself up. The fact 
that he never left the Crimea without pacifying his rivals and securing the 
environment supports this theory. 
275 
"... gazi giray gerii baniyetde l<arar itdikden ~ofi.ra ~rkes vilayeti ortasma fermanla bir lt~ar 
binasma b~lamI~ idi ... " Katip <;elebi, Fez/eke, p.96. 
i0:2.. 
XIII Gazi Giray II and his Reforms 
Bora Giray did not only prove himself as an able warrior. He also made 
important changes in the Crimean politics. He developped a project from his 
experiences during his long relations with Ottomans. More important, he partially 
became successful to realise his project. Bora Giray knew that the weakest point of 
the Crimean Khanate was its feudal like character. The influence of the Crimean 
aristocracy on the fate of a Khan was the fundemantal cause of the instability in the 
Khanate. He had an excellent example; the Ottoman Empire, to ensure the stability in 
the Khanate. He was aware that he should centralise the power in the Crimea both for 
his own sake and for the future of the Khanate. The instability that was likely to 
happen during the election of every new Khan could be stopped, if his line could 
peacefuly assume the seat for one or two generations. Therefore, he began to 
implement Ottoman instutions to the Khanate. He wanted to entrust the seat of the 
Khan to his sons. It should not be coincidental that he eliminated most of his brothers 
and nephews. 276 Finally he managed to appoint his own sons as Kalghay (Toktanu~ 
Giray) and Nureddin (Sefer Giray) in 1602. The fact that his son Toktanu~ Giray was 
276 According to the testimony of Piaseczinski, Bora Giray was a very suspicious man, he always 
consulted his seers and acted according to the advices of them. In Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, 
p.185. Kortepeter uses the term Hafiz for seer but Hafiz had a different and broader meaning in 
Crimea. A hafi.z could be a diplomat, a translator, an escort or a councellor. For more information on 
Hafiz see: Sroeckovsky, Muhammed Geray, p. 78. 
selected by the Kurultay the new Khan after his death shows that Bora Giray was 
successful enough to convince the aristocracy that the Khanship remained in his line. 
Second important step towards centralisation was the founding of the post 
Ba~ Aga (Kap1 Agas1) similar to the Ottoman Sadrazam. 277 It is difficult to determine 
when did Ahmed Agha was appoinred Ba~ Aga, but it is possible to estimate that he 
became Ba~ Agha as soon as Bora Giray became Khan because he was present during 
Bora Giray's first appearance in Hungarian front in 1594. Another point, was that 
Ahmed Agha was an emekdar (old servant) of Bora Giray. It seems that the Khan and 
Ahmed Agha had been together for a long time and he had the personal confidence of 
the Khan who entrusted him very important duties. In theory, B~ Agha assumed the 
roles Yeni9eri Agas1 (Agha of Janissary) and lhtisab Agasi. 278 First, he was the 
commander of the personal guard of the Khan. Second, he regulated the rules of the 
markets and prices applied in Bah9esaray. Finally, he levied and collected taxes. Since 
he was able to punish anyone that failed to obey his regulations or failed to pay the 
taxes, he became very strong. It appears that Ahmed Agha was more than a simple 
Ba~ Agha thanks to his relationship with Khan. His name appears in every important 
action of the Khan. He represented Bora Giray during the peace talks with the 
Habsburg and Poles. He was sent to Istanbul on many occasion to represent the Khan. 
Finally, Ahmed Agha was appointed the custodian of the Khan's treasure that he 
housed in lnkerman in 1602, before the Khan departed to the Hungarian front.279 
277 
" .•• ve emekdarlanndan ~ed agayi vekil ve vezir ma'nasma b~ aga ve J.capu agag didikleri 
~1b1 ta 'yin idiib ... " Rua, al-sab ', p.110. 
278 Smimov, Krzmskoye, p.465. 
There is one final detail about the relationship of Bora Giray with Ahmed Agha in 
Piaseczinski' s writings. He wrote that Ahmed Agha was not only the Ba~ Agha but 
also was a cousin of Bora Giray. 280 It is quite interesting because the Ba~ Aga was 
generally appointed among the slave servants (kul) from Circassian origin. The divan 
(goriinii§) of the Khan did not change very much except the inclusion of Ba~ Agha. 
Ottoman historian provides us a description of the Khan's divan when he received 
Moses Szekely in Hungarian front in 1602.281 The presence of Circassian Beys shows 
that the influence of Circassian service beys went a head with the increasing influence 
of the Ottoman influence. 
In order to centralise the power in his hands Bora Giray needed a personal 
army for that reason he established an alternative army; tiifekfiler. 282 The most 
significant peculiarity of the tiifekyi was that they were infantryman contrary to the 
traditional Crimean cavalry. In order to finance the ti.ifekyi, he imposed a special 
tax. 283 The recruitement of tiifekyi was not a new practice for the Crimean Khans. It 
279 Kortepeter, Ottoman Imperialism, p.187. 
280 Ibidp.187. 
281 
". • . bunlanii kibanndan sikel moje~ didikleri bir biidd heykel la~ ir;:inde l<acub serdar' a geldi ve 
u'budiyyet a'rt idiib iltica itdi ve erdelifi. fetl:Une ba'Zl. asan Taril< ill<a itdi andan per;:oy'a geldi ve tatar 
b.an'a bul~ Q.atta ban Q.azretleri'niii divamnda Q.ailr idim ci.imle ~en mevcud olan mirzalann ve 
r;:erakese'den ban l<u1lan a'd itdikleri agvatlfi ve b~ veziri malcammda olan l<apu agas1 didikleri aQ.med 
agas1 ve yine veziri ve bazinedan olan a'bdii'l-a'ziz r;:elebi ve l<aita'skeri ve ni~ agasm getiirmii~ler 
ayag iizere mul<abelesinde Tururlardi ama yerluden biz bir l<ar;: adem oturdul< silal).dari ber tig-i zer 
ni~ yal<asmda iki eli iizerine vai' itmi~ c;lururdi bu Taril< ile mezkur sikel mojefi bulu¢1rdtlar ve el 
opdiirdiler ve bir miiddet m~al).abet itdiler ... " Pe{:evi JI, p.244. 
282 
" ••• gazi giray ban egerr;:i lµf~-1 cah-1 bhebat ir;:iin tig-i gadr engizin ser-tiz ve maTbab.-1 b.an ir;:iin 
sal be sal iki bifi. kiisfilnde bewuz nefer tiifenkr;:i mevacibi namiyla tekalif ve ceraim iQ.~ eyledi ... " 
Rlza, al-sab ', p.110. 
283 According to Smirnov the other tax that was imposed for the kitchen of the Khan was 20.000 sheep 
per year and suggests that it be for the supply of the Tiifekr;:i. In Smirnov, Krzmskoye, p.467. 
was known that Sahib Giray I (1524-1532) recruited ti.ifeki;i among the Tatars.284 
However, Bora Giray tried to institutionalise ti.ifeki;i by imposing a special tax to 
finance the expenses. The implemantation of the tekalif shows that Bora Giray was 
seirous in his plans to centralise the power because he sat the preconditions to create a 
central government; the taxation and a permanent army. 
XIV CONCLUSION 
During the second half of the sixteenth century several changes that would 
effect the future of the Crimean Khanate appeared. Crimean Khans were forced to 
give up their raison d'etre; the revival of the Golden Horde, after the Russian 
annexation of Kazan and Astrakhan Khanates. Muscovite and Polish kingdoms with 
the support of new warfare technology were more effective against the Tatar cavalry. 
Moreover, Muscovy began to pursue an imperialistic policy under the energetic Tsars 
such as Ivan IV and Boris Godunov. Meanwhile, a new but determined ennemy; the 
Cossacks, emerged on the borders of the Khanate. They were familiar with both the 
Tatar military tactics and modem military tactics. The emergence of the Cossackdom 
determined the future of De~t-i K1p9ak, the slavisation of the steppes. The Crimean 
peninsula was encircled by hostile powers and was vulnerable to their encroachments. 
It was the turning point of history of the Crimean Khanate. From now on, it was the 
Crimeans that was obliged to defend itself from the Slavic offenses. Yet, the Crimean 
Khanate was still powerfull enough to stop and even to offend their regional rivals. 
However, it became obvious that the Khans were not able to subdue their rivals 
without the assistance of a greater power. Bora Giray's failure near Moscow in 1591 
could be considered as one of the first signs of the changing balance of power in the 
region. 
284 Renunal Hoca, Tarih-i Sahib, p.72. 
The Ottoman Empire left the formulation and implementation of the 
Northern politics to the Crimean Khans, during the first century after their annexation 
of the Crimea in 1475. When the Ottomans realised that the Khans were no more able 
to deal with the Russian threat, they changed their traditional steppe politics. Until 
1560's the Ottoman policy towards the Crimea was related with the security of the 
Black Sea. When Muscovy began to emerge as a regional power and to threaten 
Northern Caucasus, the Ottoman Empire decided to interfere. However, it became 
obvious that there was a great conflict between the Ottoman and Crimean approaches 
to the region. The Khans considered that the region was their realm and did not want 
to share it with the others. The faillure of the Ottoman campaign to Astrakhan in 
1569 is closely related with the lack of Crimean cooperation. Thus, the Porte decided 
that the Crimean Khans should be disciplined. As a result, the Porte began to appoint 
Khans from among the Sultans that resided in Istanbul. After Dev let Giray (15 51-
1577) and Mehmed Giray I (1577-1578) who was appointed from the Crimea, Feth 
Giray (1596) who reigned only for three months but proved his loyalty in Hayovas1 
and Toktarru~ Giray (1608) who was selected by the Kurultay but refused by the 
Porte. Four Khans; Islam Giray (1584-1588), Gazi Giray (1588-1596), Selamet Giray 
(1608-1610) and Canbek Giray (1610-1623) had been several years in the Ottoman 
Empire and were appointed when they resided in the Empire. 
The loyalty of the Khan became more important for the Ottomans, when 
they had to postpone their plans in the North. The Ottomans that entered in a long 
and costly struggle for supremacy in the East with Safavids and Habsburg in the West 
needed the permanent presence of the Tatar force in the front. Therefore, the new 
Ottoman policy towards the Crimea was to have a loyal Khan in the Crimea in order 
to ensure the presence of the Crimean forces in Ottoman expeditions. During this 
period two Khans, Mehmed Giray I and Gazi Giray II were dismissed because they 
failed to join the army. The Ottoman influence on the Crimean Khanate began to 
increase with reigns of the Khans that were educated in the Porte. The most 
significant sign of this increasing influence happened during the time of Islam Giray 
II. It was the introduction of the rule of mentioning first the name of the Sultan in the 
the Friday prayer (hutbe) which was a symbol of sovereignty in the Islamic tradition. 
Bora Giray came to the Crimean throne under these circumstances. A part 
from the external conditions he had another important handicap. He had to deal with 
all of these negative factors with a very conservative aristocracy (Kara~u Beyleri). 
The Crimean aristocracy that hold the real power in the Khanate was very keen on to 
pursue the Yasa ( Cengizide code) that guaranteed there rights and reacted any revision 
of it. Bora Giray had to follow a very cautious policy. He should satisfy the demands 
of the Sultan, he should satisfy the needs of the aristocracy and he should assert his 
rule in the Khanate. He already proved his military skills and loyalty during the 
Ottoman-Safavid war (1578-1590). Now it was the tum to prove his administrative 
skills. 
When Bora Giray came to the throne, his nephews Sa'adet Giray and 
Murad Giray were still in revolt. Muscovy was aiming to annex the Crimea by making 
Murad Giray puppet Khan as it was already done in Kazan and Astrakhan. At first, 
Bora Giray suppressed the revolt and tum to the Muscovy which was the real cause of 
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the tension. Until the beginning of the Ottoman-Habsburg war (1593-1606), he fought 
with Muscovy and signed the peace only after he was invited to the front. He planned 
to attract the Great Nogays (Ulu Nogays) to the Ottoman-Crimean side and to use 
them against Muscovy. However, he was only partially successful in his wise plan; he 
could detache the Great Nogays from Muscovy but could not support them with 
necessary force and equipment because of the Ottoman-Habsburg war. 
The Ottoman-Habsburg war (1593-1606) determined the shape of Bora 
Giray's reign. After the beginning of the war, he turned his face to the West. The 
presence of the Crimean forces in the war was not only important for the Ottomans. 
The war was beneficial for the Khan in many respects. First, he personally received a 
considerable amount of money in order to join the campaign. Second, he could 
finance and employ his army thanks to the war. Third, he found a new sphere of 
influence in the West; the Danubean principalities: Moldavia, Wallachia and 
Transylvania. The Crimean Khanate might have lost it s supremacy in the North but 
could penetrate in the West. He also used his journey to the front as a mean to exert 
pressure on Poland to pay tribute and to suppress Cossacks. Bora Giray was at the 
peak of his prestige in Istanbul, until he made a fatal mistake and did not personally 
join the campaign in 1596. The new Sultan Mehmed ID (1595-1603) did not excuse 
this mistake his Kalghay and brother Feth Giray became the new Khan. It was the 
turning point of his relationship with the Porte. The reign of his personal friend Murad 
III (1574-1595) was over and the new Sultan worried about the ambitions of the Khan 
on Danubean principalities. The fact that the Khan asked the Voivodeships of 
Moldavia and Wallachia for his relatives caused great concern in the Porte. 
The reaction of the Porte was related with a traditional attitude of the Khan. 
The Crimean Khans always considered whole Crimean peninsula as part of their 
realm and requested the deliverance of Ottoman forts (Kefe, Sudak, Mankup) to them 
whenever they felt they were strong or the Ottomans were weak. On the other hand, 
Ottomans wanted to increase their domain when they percived that the Khan was 
weak. It was a major problem between the Ottomans and the Crimeans because 
whenever, a Khan revolted; he first attacked one of the Ottoman cities mainly to Kefe. 
Especially, Kefe which was a great trade center was the main target of the Khans. It 
should not be coincidental that Mehmet Giray I. first attacked and invaded Kefe, after 
his dismissal in 1588. Therefore, the Porte interpreted the requests of Gazi Giray II. as 
a continuation of this tradition of the Khans and decided to get rid of him. There is no 
evidence that Gazi Giray II. made a request about the Ottoman forts in the Crimea. 
Only, according to Piaseczinski he camped near Kefe when his brother and Kalghay, 
Selamet Giray fled from the Crimea in 1603. Most probably, he planned to attack 
Kefe in case of a negative decision of the Porte. 
Despite the fact that his relations with the Porte did never normalise again 
until his death, Gazi Giray II. had enough experience about the Ottoman politics and 
the palace intrigues. He succeded to reassume the throne only three months after his 
dismissal. From that day on, he went to the front only when he felt his seat in danger. 
As a result of his distrust to the Porte and the fact that the Habsburg war became less 
profitable as long as it continued; he felt compelled to search alternative ways. He 
contacted with the Habsburgs and sought a separate peace with them. The Khan could 
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not agree with the Habsburgs mainly because he asked too much money (40.000 
ducats). Although, the Khan failed to realise his desires in Balkans, his active 
involvement to the Ottoman-Habsburg war had important results for the Crimean 
Khanate. The Khanate became an important actor ot the Eastern European politics and 
continued this role until the treaty of Karlowitz (1699). His absentee from the front 
proved to the Ottomans once again that the cooperation of the Crimean Tatars was 
very important for them. Finally, his ambitions in Balkans was not in vain, he 
succeeded to have a right on the appointment of the Moldavian and Wallachian 
Viovodes and institutionalise the payment of a tribute. 285 
The Khan was more successful inside the Crimea. He could eliminate his 
rival and brother Feth Giray without much resistance. However, he became very 
suspicious and cautious after his dismissal. He managed to eliminate mercilessly all of 
his relatives that he considered to be a potential threat to his rule. Starting by Feth 
Giray, Devlet Giray, Baht Giray were killed by him. Only those who could escape to 
Istanbul or Circassia could save their lifes. Gazi Giray' s cruelty was not only related 
with his concerns about his seat but it was also related with his ambitions. 
He wanted to centralise the power of the Crimean Khanate in his hands. 
Moreover, he wanted that the Crimean throne remained in his line and became 
285 Maria Ivanics-Reiss, "The role" p.308. 
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hereditary. 286 In order to realise his desires he had to fulfill three conditions; to obtain 
the approval of the Porte, to obtain the support of the aristocracy and to have military 
and administrative power to pursue his plans. It is known that the Porte did notsupport 
this idea. His relation with the aristocracy requires more information. However, it is 
possibly to argue that Bora Giray could control the aristocracy. The facts that all of 
his rivals were forced to flee from the Crimea and did not return until his death and 
they selected his son Toktam1~ Khan after his death show that Gazi Giray II. was 
influential over aristocracy. It seems that he used several means to balance the power 
of aristocracy. First, he must have used his income and booty to get their support. 
Second, he could have treated them harshly like he did to his relatives. Finally, his 
personal guards; tufekc;i corpses, could have balanced the military power of the 
aristocracy. The Ottomans were also aware of his power in the Crimea and did not 
attepmt to replace him after 1596 despite the fact that they have many members of the 
Giray family at their disposal in Istanbul. They have even imprisoned Selamet Giray 
upon the request of the Khan when Gazi Giray spent the most critical years of his 
reign after 1596. It was between the years 1602-1603 when his brother Selamet Giray 
was pardoned by the Sultan. However, the Ottomans were needed his forces and he 
used this opportunity very well. He went to the Gaza to the Hungarian front. Thus, he 
satisfied the Sultan and his Mirzas but he returned without joining a major combat. 
Bora Giray made some important changes in the administration of 
the Crimean Khanate in order to centralise the power. He founded the post of Ba~ 
286 Ismail Haklu Uzum;~1h wrote, without reference, that Bora Giray received a diploma that 
entrusted the Khanship of the Crimea to his sons from the Sultan Ahmed I in March 1608. However he 
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Agha similar to the Ottoman Grand Vizier. He also established a personal army; 
tiifek9iler, similar to the Ottoman Janiassary that helped much to the Ottoman Sultan 
to overwhelm their rivals. Finally, he levied an extraordinary tax (tekalif) in order to 
finance the tilfekyi corpses. Initiation of tekalif and tiifekyi shows that Gazi Giray II. 
set the preconditions to form a central government in the Khanate. Altough, his 
institutions survived, his desire to centralise the power and to entrust the succession to 
his line did not survive and failed immediately after his death. The last years of Bora 
Giray shows that he was also a practical ruler. When the Ottoman-Habsburg war 
ended in 1606 and the Ottomans focused in the East, he also turned his face to the 
East and completed building the castle Gazi Kerman just before his death. 
Gazi Giray II reigned at a critical juncture when the Crimean Khanate was 
loosing it s supremacy in the K1pyak steppe and it s dependence on the Ottoman 
Empire was increasing. It was obvious that the future of the Crimean Khanate would 
be decided upon the decision of the Porte. Gazi Giray II. was successful because he 
ensured that the transformation of the Crimean Khanate from a successor of Golden 
Horde to an important Eastern European power with as few confrontation as possible 
with the Porte. His authority in the Khanate and his prestige in the Porte prevented 
direct Ottoman involvement to the Crimean politics. The Ottomans who found an 
important ally in the person of Gazi Giray II. could focus on the Habsburg War and 
did not spent time with the Crimean affairs. 
died before receiving it and the diploma did not come to effect. In I.H.Uzun9~1h, OsmanllTarihi 
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vol.JJJll, Ankara, 1993, p.171. 
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XIV APPENDICES 
Document no: 1 
ban Q.azretlerinin l_carmda~1 olup ~irvan muQ.af(l?:asmda l_calan gazi giray 
sultan'a yazilan Q.ukm-i ~erifdir 
Q.ala viizera-i nam-dar ve viikela-y1 a'l-i mil_cdanm1zdan diistur-1 
miikerrem vezirim o'§man pa~a edam-allahii te'ala iclalihu dergah-1 nu~ret penah1ma 
mektub gonderiib ~ah-1. zalalet penah bir nice biii. mulaQ.ide-i giim-rahe ile selmas b.am 
serdar eyleyiib vilayet-i ~irvan'a istila l.c~d1yla gonderdikde ol firl.ca-i zalleniii. Q.areket-
i bi-bereketlerinden b.aber aldugmuz gibi ab.laf-1 b.anan-1 i'~am murad giray sultan ve 
~afa giray sultan dame u'liivvuhalar ile ve a'sakir-i man~uremiz ve tatar ~aba-reftar ile 
a'le'l-gafle b~ub l.cizilba~-1 evba~1ii. ek§erin hedef-i tir ii serlerin tu'me-i ~ir-i ~em~ir 
eyleyiib selmas b.an mecruQ.en firar idub a' sakir-i muslimin ve cunud-1 muvab.b.idin ile 
ganimin ve salimin a'vdet ve muraca' at miiyesser olub ugur-1 humayun-1 nu~ret 
mal_crunumuzda her birifi.iiziii. enva'i dilaverligi ve merdaneligi ~uhura geldugin a'rz ve 
i'lam itmegin mezid-i a'vat1f-1 a'liyye-i padi~ahanemizden mut~arr1f oldug1fi.uz 
salyanefiuz uzerine elli bin o'§mani al.cye dab.i teral.cl.ci i'nayet olunmu~dur yiiziifi.uz ag 
olsun ?;at-1 ~eca' at-simat1ii.uzdan memul olan bunuii. gibi a§ar-1 Q.amiyyet Q.amide ve 
etyar-1 pesendide idiki ~uhura getiirilmi~ gerekdirki min ba'd dab.i mumaileyh o'§man 
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pa~a ile yek-dil ve yek-cihet olub kema-kan din ti devlet-i ebed-peymend-i 
b.usrevanemize milte'allil$: umurda bef;l- ma~dur ve sa'y-i na-me~kur eyleyesin in~a-
allah giril va~'i olan olan b.idmet-i b.ayr-1 b.atemifiilz zayi' olmayub ma}:iall-i irtizada 
va~i' ola. 
''1 
Document no:2 
"b.andan-1 ~irin'ifi beyleri ve sair mirzalan ve ~l uruglan beyamndadir" 
ma'lum olaki ~nnm b.anlanmfi tertib-i divan ve sair umur-1 rasib.ii'l-
erkanlan dort riikn beylerinifi keff-i kifayetlerine tefviz olunub anlanfi reyi olmad11$:9a 
bir emr-i a':;ime miiba~eret olunmal$: ~anunlan degildir. dort riikniin evveli ~irin, 
~aniyen man~ur oglu ve rabi'an bann ve rabi'an sicivut ta'bir olunub lisan-1 tatarda 
bunlara dort ~ara9i dirler. ~a9anki umur-1 memleketden bir i~ :;uhur iderse dort ocal$: 
ta'bir olunan u'lema-i i':;am ve me~ayib.-i kiram ki evvela zaviye-i giilec ~eyb.i ve 
§aniyen revn-~a91 ~eyb.i ve §ali§en zaviye-i ta~h ~eyb.i ve sair u'lema-i ~mm1fi e~herleri 
da'vet olunub ve dort ~ara9i beyleri ve mirzalan ve sair urug mirzalan ve 1$:apu b.all9 
ibtiyarlar1 da'vet ve ~averehiim? fi el-emr ma-~ad1l9 iizere miikalemeye miibaderet 
iderler. umur-1 b.ariciye ~~ab1 olan iimera-i ulu ( .... ) mukalemeye b.itam virecek ~er' -i 
~erife mutab11$:m1dir ? deyii u'lemaya a'r:Z iderler. eger muvafI~ geliir ise imza olunub 
b.a:Zar-1 ban ve mekarim-~an canibine a'r:Z olunub mucibince a'mel olunur. i~bu diyar-1 
1$:alilii'l-i'tibanft ni:;amm1 cenab-1 perverd-gar bu tarz iizerine isti~rar eylemi~dir. 
allahii te' ala efendilerimizi ve cemi' iimera-i ~ada~at-ara ~a:Zretlerini ~er' -i ~erif iizere 
kamil a'mel miiyesser idiib tari~-i ~a~il$:-i miista~im iizerine §abit-1$:adem n~ib eyleye 
amin ! 
Document no:3 
Huve 
Bi'l-1.ruvveti'l-ahadiyye ve'l-mu'cizati'l-muQ.ammediye 
Bismillahi'r-ral:imani'r-raQ.im la ilahe illallah muQ.ammed resulallah 
ulug ordu ulug b.am gazi giray soziim 
allah ve b.uday i~im ve ized ii ogan tingri te'ala Q.azretlerinifi val:idaniyeti ve 
a'?:ameti birle ba~lansun of\. l_colnufi ve $01 l_colmfi ve $01 l_colmf\. ve ulug ulusmfi ve 
tuman bilgen ve mifi ve yiiz ve on bilgen oglanlalarmfia ve binlerinfie ve mirzalarmfia 
ve rus ve brus knazlarmfia ve al_cba~h ve l_caraµmlannf\.a mesyanlarmfia ve barya ulug 
kmfia~ panlannfia ve iyl_ci ve <;i1~l_ctlannfia ve kopliik l_cara ilge barya tiiziince 
bilgenlerinfie. basa min ki $ans1z ve l_copltik de~t-i lppyal_cmfi ulug padi~ah1 gazi giray 
Q.an min b.al_cl_c-1 subQ.anehu ve te'alamfi uluvv-i i'nayetleri ~an-1 ~erifimizge mul_carin 
ve mu'avin bulub ulug atalar1m1zmnfi orunlannfia tal:it-1 b.al_can'ga culus muyesser 
buld1 irse i~ bu yarhg-1 ~erif-i b.al_canimiz birlen beyan ve a~ikare lplarm1z kim evailden 
ulug atam1z ve uymal_chl_c Q.ac1 geray b.an ve otegi b.aval_cinu'l-i'?:am ve selapnu'l-l_ciram 
raQ.metullahi a'leyhim ecma'in zamanlarmda vilayet-i ilaQ. memleketi l_crallar1 olan 
l_cazimir l_cral ve zigmot l_cral ve ahust 1$:ral ve sair l_crallar 9aglannda biri birisi birlen 
muQ.abbet ve ban~ yan~ bulub iki curt arasmda oksuz ve ogul ve µii b.atun ve yarh 
yerince ba~lannfia altun tac urub yiirtir bulsalar ve ~lamc1 tacir ve bazargan varub 
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kiliir bulsalar iarar ve zi,yan kiirmey emin barub aman kiliir irdiler amma ahust J.<ral 
fevt oldul,<da ilal:i. memleketi ge J.<ral bulur ogul 1,<almay on ikiytl 1,<rals1z bulub 
memleket iyinde olan b.rrsuz ve Q.aramileri ilaJ.:i. memleketinifi voyvodalan ve panlan 
ve kerman bekleri tirgamay ve iabt 1,<tlmay l!abire azul.< virub gemi viriib oiii $Uyuna 
kiliib tatarufi tavarc1sm alub ve tavar ve ytll,<1sin s~riib $Ofi macar 1,<rallan urugundm 
i~efan J.<ral ilaJ.:i. memleketige 1,<ral bulub ozii $Uyunda olan 1,<ristiyanmfi b.irsuz ve 
J:iarami 1,<azal,<lannfia ri'ayet itken ii9iin oiii $Uyunda l)arami ve b.irsuz 1,<azal.<lar koplik 
bulub oiii $uymdan iniib devletliig ve sa' adetliig padi~ah bond-kar Q.a±retlerininfi oiil 
$UYI boyunda olan cankerman ve aJ.<J.<erman ve bender kermanmnfi arasmda olan J.<oyc1 
ve tavarc1 ve bazargan fal.<irlerinfie iarar ve ziyan kiirgezgenleri ilyiin raJ.:i.metliJ.< 
babam1z devlet giray ban ve agayalanm1z banlar ve oziimiz ve sultanlar ve bi~ ba~ 
tatar J.<azal,<lar1 ila4 memleketini her yil ve her l.o~ 9abub iki curt biri birifie dii~man 
olurga ogu $UYI iyinde olan Q.arami b.rrsuz 1,<ristiyan 1.<azal.<lan sebeb olmm1~lardtr l).ala 
ilaJ.:i. memleketi J.<rah bulgan isve~ke 1,<ral oglu J.<armda~1m1z zigmut 1,<ral devlet 
i~igimizge ulug ilyisi branovska'm bolek bazinesi birlen yiberub burungt bar1~ ve yar1~ 
ve dost ve muQ.abbet yosunca iki curtmuz ban~ ve yan~ bulub bazargan emin varub 
aman kiliib kim kimesnedin iarar ve ziyan olmasm didiler irse yibergen bolek 
b.azinesin b.o~ gorub alub J.<abul J.<1lmd1 ve J.<annda~1m1z zigmut birle dost ve muQ.abbet 
ve bar1~ ve yan~m1zm dab.i ~ol ~art iizerine 1,<tlam1z ki oiii $UYI i9inde olan Q.arami ve 
birsuz 1,<ristiyan 1,<azaJ.<lann bar9asm Silriib Oiii $Uyundm ytl,<arub tirkeb iabt itkeyler Ve 
taJ.<i yibre turgan bolek bazinesin her ytl yibergeyler ve deftermiz iizere 
J.<i~ilerimizninfi tty1~lann bolek bazinesiyle bilge yiberkeyler ve taJ.<i J.<algay sultan olan 
J.<annda~m1z fetl:i giray sultanga dab.i altm1~ bostan 9ekman bolek bazinesiyle bilge 
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yiberkeyler ve on iki 1$:i~ige dabi t1y1~ yibergeyler bu iislub iizere bolek bazinesin viriib 
ve t1y1~lann bilge yiberiir bulsalar ban~ ve yan~ ve dost ve mul).abbet bulub eger min 
oziim gazi giray ban bulay ve ulug kiyik ~alga sultan ba~h~ barya sultanlar bulgaylar 
ve bekler ve mirzalar bulsun tatar yeriimiz birlen yaparga ve ya~b y1~arga ve zarar ve 
ziyan ~ilarga bir kimesne barmasm eger sin ~annda~1m1z zigmut bu a'hd ve ~art 
iizerine turar bulsalar vallahi billahi ve tallahi dostunuzga dost ve dii~mammzga 
dii~man bulurmiz ve ta~i bi~ ba~ ~azal$:lar barub il astmdm $11afuz yabub esir kiltiiriir 
bulsalar min 1$:annda~fi1z gazi giray ban kiltiirgen esirlerini ~ayta alub yiberirmiz ve bi~ 
ba~ ~azal$:lanmfi tal$:i bal.danndm kiliirmiz oiii $UY1 iyinde turgan ~ristiyan 
1$:azal$:larfnzm yl~armas bulsafuz tatar tavarc1s1ga ve tavar 1$'.araga iarar ve ziyan 1$:ilar 
bulsalar siz 1$'.armda~m1z zigmut bilmi~ bulsun kim dostlu~ ve mu}:l.abbet ve ban~ ve 
yar1~ olmay iki curt emin ve aman bulmaslar ve tals:i siz zigmut ~armd~1m1z oiii ~uy1 
iyinde ~ristiyan 1$:azal$:larfuzm y*anr bulsaii.1z oiii $UYI boyunda bulgan 1$:ara ra'iyet il 
ki~ilerii.iz keliib yurl$:a tuzmuzdan a~yalar1 birlen eminmiizden tuz $atun alub kitsiin sin 
zigmut ~annda~1m1zmfi memleketige ve bizim memleketimizge bazarganlar ~orl$:may 
ve ii~enmey emin varub aman kilgeyler l).ala ulug ilyiftiz branovskiniii. koziinde bu ant 
ve ~art ve a'hd idiib bu a'hd-name-i yarhg-1 ~erif-i b.a~animiizge altun ni~anhg miihrni 
b~ub oziimiznifi ulug ilyimiiz olan iyl$:i bekmiz olub vezirmiiz olan 1$:as1m bu ant ve 
~art ve a'hdmizni 1$:annda~1m1z zigmut bildirir iiyiin yiberdik ve tal$:i siz ~annda~m1z 
mas~ dii~mamfuzga atlangamfi1zda min gazi giray ban ~armd~1fuzdan yard1m iiyiin 
tatar yeriiyin tiler bulsafuz b.aryhl$: flori yibergeysiz ki yeriimizge viriib dii~mamfuz 
iistiine y1barkaym1z ve ta~i biz gazi giray ban 1$:annda~fi1zdm varan ulug ilyimiizi iki 
aydan artu~ tutl~an lplmay bolek b.azinesi ve t1y1~lar birlen ~ayta tizo~ biz 
l.<armda$filzga yiberkeysin ve siz zigmut l.<ral l.<annda$mtzdm bizge kilgen ulug 
ilyifi.izni tal.< iki iki aydan artul.< µitl.<ar l.<tlmay sin zigmut l.<ral l.<annda$1m1zga tizol.< 
c1banmz imdi sin zigmut l.<ral l.<annda$mtz bilmi$ bulsunlar kim oiii ~uym1 iyinden 
l.<azal.<larn1zm ~tl.<armay ve tirgemey zabt l.<tlmas bulursafuz biz l.<annda$fuzmfi. 
tavarc1lanna ve tavar l.<araga zarar l.<tlub ve devletliig ve sa'adetliig padi$ah bond ... kar 
l:tairetlerinift kermanlanna ve re'ayas1ga zarar ve ziyan l.<tlar bulsalar dostlul.< ve 
mul:tabbetlil.< ve hart$ ve yan$ bulmay iki curtmfi. re'ayas1 ve berayas1 zal:imet koriib 
devletliig padi$ah bond-kar l:tairetlerindin dabi uyat bulurs1z bu a'hd ve_ $aft ve ant 
iizerine turulmal.< gerekdir deyii a'hd-name-i yarhg-1 $erif-i b-al.<ani bitildi fi $ehr-
cumadiyyii'l-evvel min $Uhur-i sene elf 
be-mal.<anu elmasaray darii'l-bal.<ani 
ban gazi giray bin ban devlet giray 
1'l1 
Document no:4 
Hlive 
Ebu'l-fetQ. el-gazi giray ban soziim 
ulug ulusmfi ve kob rusmfi ve brusmfi ve ila.Q.mfi ve mazav~mfi ve milyamfi 
ve ~ral_rnvmfi ve ban;a ~ristiyanlanmfi ulug ~ristiyan padi~ah1 ~annda~m1z zigmut ~ral 
kobdin kob selam merfu' ( ... ) yab.~1m1s1z ve b.o~mis1z diyib Q.alfiiz ve b.ap.rfuz 
$Organm1zdm $ODifi i'lam-1 yarhg-1 ~erif-i muQ.abbeti b.a~ani oldur kim eger biz 
~annda~fuz sari sorar bulsafuz elQ.amdillahi memleketmiz emin ve aman bulub bar9a 
9eriimiz toz ve yasanh bo~ Q.al bilgeysiz Q.ala siz zigmut ~annda~m1z bilmi~ bulsun 
kim mundin burun min gazi giray b.an koblik ve $ans1z de~t-i ~1p9a~mfi ulug 
padi~ahm1fi ulug atam1z u9ma~h~ Q.ac1 giray b.anmfi b.anh~lan 9agmdm ra.Q.metli~ 
babamuz devlet giray b.anh~lan zamamga kilkence ilal). ~rallan bulgan zigmut ~ral ve 
ahust ~ral ~annda$lanm1z dost ve mul).abbet ve ban$ ve yan$ bulub iki curtrufi 
arasmda oksuz ogul ve µil b.atun ve yirince yarhlar ba$larmfia altun tac urub yiiriir 
bulsalar kim kimesnedin :tarar ve ziyan kormey ve ~lamt;i bazarganlar iki curtmfi 
arasmda emin varub aman kelib padi$ahlarga al~1$ µirur irdiler ve ta~i b.anlar ve 
sultanlar 9erii birlen ~ral ~armda$lanm1z memleketlerin 9apmay ve a~m ~Ilmay µirur 
irdiler eger bi$ ba$ tatar ~aza~lan yortiib barub ~annda$lanm1zmfi 
memleketlerindin esir 91~arub ~mm memleketifie kilturseler ~mm b.anlan ve sultanlar 
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l.cayta yiberirler irdiler ve eger ~atub bazarganlar esirni ~atub alub istanbul'a alub 
barsalar devletliig ulug padi~ah hond-kar Q.airetlerinifi Q.ukm-i ~erifleri birlen esirni 
bazargandm tarttb alub l.cayta yiberir irdiler ahust l.cral l.cannda~mtz olgendin ~omfi ilal:t 
memleketige ... bulur ogh l.calmay barya ilal:i memleketi on iki ytl yal.ch l.crals1z ve 
padi~ahstz l.ca11b turganda l.cirgavda bulgan l.cristyan voyvodalan ve banlan ve kerman 
beylikleri htrsuz ve Q.arami bulgan l.cristyan l.cazal.clann tirkamay ve iabt l.almay azil.c ve 
gemiler viriib oiii ~uy1ga yiberiib tatarmfi iavarc1sm ve iavann alganlanndm ~omft 
devletliig ulug padi~ah erkli Jp~i bond-kar Q.airetlerinifi l.arga ve kermanlan bolgan 
cankerman ve al.cl.cerman ve bender kermam aralarmda yoriigen l.coylann ve tavarlann 
ve y1ll.c1lann alub miisliimanlarga zarar ve ziyanlart iki curt biri birinfie dii~man bolub 
u9mal.chl.c babam1z devlet giray ban ve agac;alanmtz b.anlar ve min gazi giray ban ve 
ulug ve kic;ik sultanlar ve tatar l.cazal.clan ve bi~ ba~lar1 barub ilal:i cutm yabub yal_cub 
y1l_c1b ve b.arab idiib ve l.cristyan l.ci~ilerin koblik esir idiib kiltiirgenlerinfie Q.arami ve 
b.trsuz l_cristyan l.cazal.clan tatarmfi burundm uru~1 ve l.a~lav1 olan oiii ~uymdm 
gitmekenleri sebeb olunm1~dtr ve tal_ci . . . l_carmda~m1z bilmi~ bulsun kim 1.cristyan 
Q.arami ve htrsuz l.cazal.clarfitz oiii ~uymdm 9il.cmay oiii ~uymdm barub devletliig ulug 
padi~ahayamuz erkli ki~i b.ond-kar Q.airetlerinifi kermanlan arasmda yoriiken l.coyc1 ve 
tavarc1 yarh fal.cirlerin . incidiib ii~endirkenlerin padi~ah bond-kar Q.airetleri biliib 
l.cahrga gilib men gazi giray ban ga Q.iikm-i ~eriflerin yavu~lar1 birlen yiberib menge 
dii~man bolub memletetimge zarar ve ziyan tigiirken ilal:i memleketi l.cristyanlanmfi 
l;lalin ve ~lm sin . . . yab.~i biliirsinki de~t-i l.c1pc;al.c b.am gazi giray b.ansm l.capum 
~llarmdm koblik lµillanm ve toblar ve qarbzenler yenic;eriler ve rumili pa~asm ve 
anatoh pa~asm barya koblik c;erumi senge l.co~ub yiberirmin ilaJ::i memleketin yalµib ve 
y1~b ve zabt olunur ulug ~ehirlerin ve kermanlann alub iyine ki~iler 1$:oyub zabl 
itkeysin diyib b.ond-kar Q.azretleri buyurm1~lar irdiler men gazi giray b.an 1$:annd~ 
tal.d bulay soziim soz ve cevab 1$:1hb devletliig padi~ah b.ond-kar Q.azretlerinfie kagid1m 
yiberiib bildirdim ki ahust 1$:ral olgendin $Oillfi ilaQ. memleketi on iki yd 1$:rals1z µirub 
memleket tirkevsiz ve zabtstz olungan iiyiin ozii $Uyuna keliib zarar ve ziyan iderler ~di 
ve on iki ytldan $Oillft macar l_crallarmdan i~efan l_cral ilaQ. memleketige l_cral olub macar 
l_crallan burun ve burundm devletliig padi~ah b.ond-kar Q.azretlerinift eski dii~manlan 
oJganJar iiyiin OZU $Uymda bolgan l_cristyan 1$:azal$:lann tirkemey artugty}a Q.arami Ve 
brrsuz 1$:aza~lar koblik buldtlar Q.ala burundm burun ilaQ. memleketi ~rah bolub olken 
ahust 1$:ralmft Q.iyanlart olan isve~ke l_cral ve ~annda~m1zmft ogh zigmut 1$:annda~1m1z 
ilaQ. memleketifte ~ral bold1lar ta~ kilmey ve l_cral taQ.tiga keymey bu giin yann keliib 
taQ.ta keyilb devletleriyle l_cral olurlar zigmut 1$:annda~ffilz kiliib l_cral taQ.t1ga giykendin 
$Offill Q.arami Ve htrsuz OZii $Uymda o}gan barya l_cristyan ~azal$:larm Ozii $Uymdm 
y1~arub burung1 zigmut ve ahust l_crallardm koblik devletliig padi~h b.ond-kar ve min 
gazi giray ban ~armda~larmfta dostlul$: ve muQ.abbet ve bar1~ ve yan~ ve ~armda~h~t 
yab.~i 1$:1larlar ve devletliig ulug padi~ah b.ond-kar Q.azretlerinfte ve min gazi giray 
1$:annda~lannfia olan bolek b.azinesin her yd artugiyla yiberiib dost ve muQ.abbet ve 
~armda~ ve ban~ ve yan~ bolub curtlar padi~ahlar devletlerinde emin aman bolub yarh 
fa~irler zarar ve ziyan kormey du'a ve all$:1~ 1$:1larlar tiyib devletliig padi~ah erkli ki~i 
b.ond-kar Q.azretlerinfie bildiiriib min devletliig padi~ah b.ond-kar Q.azretleri min gazi 
giraymft bu sozni yab.~i kordiler imdi sen ~armda~m1z zigmut bilmi~ bolsun kim ozii 
$UY1 iyinde bolgan Q.arami ve brrsuz ~ristyan ~aza~Jann bir ~aza~ ozii $Uymda ~omay 
yt~argaysm yab.~i yasa~ ve tirkev itkeysin ve ta~i min gazi b.an 1$:annda~fuzge bolek 
n.s 
b.azinesin her yd totl<ar ]plmay birib yibergeysin ve defter itken ki~ilenniiznifi t1y1~ bir 
nesin eksiksiz yibergeysin ve tal<i l<algtll<a sulrarum1z bolgan l<algill<a fet}:t giray sul?an 
her ytl altffil~ bustaf yekman bolek b.azinesiyle yiberkeysin imdi sin ki zigrnut l<ral 
l<annda~1m1zsm oiil ~uymda fesad itken b.rrsuz ve }:iarami l<flstyan l<aza.19arfuzm 
baryasm oiil ~uymdan 'tll<arub tirkeb l.<oyc1 ve ravarc1muz iarar ve ziyan l.<ildtnnay. ve 
~arrmuz iizerine bolek bazinesin ve tty1~lann beriir bolsafuz ve l<agill.<a sultan fet}:ti 
giray sultan l.<armda~m1zga her yd altffil~ bustaf yekman ve on iki ki~isige t1y1~ beriir 
bolsafi.1z vallahi ve billahi ve tallahi min ki oziim gazi giray ban ulug ~ans1z de~t-i 
l.<tp((al.<mfi ulug ham min ve l.<agtll.<ay sultan fet}:ti giray sultan ba~hl.< ve nure'd-din 
sultan ulug kiyik sultanlar yerilmiiz birlen sen l<:armda~ffilz zigmutrufi ilal:t ve sair 
memleketlerinfie bannasmtz ve ve yabmasffilz ve yal.<ub y11$:masm1z ve esir l.<tlmasmtz 
diyib iyki ve Q.1~1$:1 ve ulug l.<arayi olan kiyan ve bek ve mirza yinlil.< iizerinde ant ve ~art 
idiib ve brenovski ulug ilyifiiz birlen tal.<i yiberkenfiiz bolek b.azinesin ho~ koriib alub 
l.<abul l.<Ild1m ve brenovski ulug ilyifiiz koriince a'hd 1$:tld1l.< ve a'hd namenizni tal.<i 
yazub ve ant ve ~art l.<1hb sin l.<armd~m1z zigmut l.<ral }:tuiurlannfia yiberdim eger 
l.<ristyan l.<azal.<larii1zmfi baryasm oiil ~uymdan yil.<may ve y11$:annay iabt ve tirkev 
l.<Ilmas bolsafi.Iz bazine bolek yibennek ile dost ve mu}:iabbet ve 1.<annda~ ve ban~ ve 
yan~ olunmas tengri kimge beriir ·bolsa ol alur ve tal.<i ~art iizerine rurub 
l.<azal.<larfuzdan tavarctlarffilzga iarar ve ziyan olmay ozil ~uymdan ytl$:arrr bolsafuz 
l.<mm vilayeti qazal$:lar1 barub ilal:t memleketindin esir kiltiiriir bolsalar esirleri tutub 
yabarurffilz ve l.<azal.< ve bi~ ba~larmfi Q.al.<larmdm giliirmiiz ve dostfuzga dost ve 
dii~manfitzga dii~man bulunn1z ve tal<:i sen zigmut l.<annda~m1z bilmi~ bolsun kim 
masl.<u memleketi begi olan yovan oglu knaz fedor min gazi giray ban de~t-i l.<tp'(al.< 
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b.amga kag1dm ve il<1;isin yiberilb ve bolek b.azinesin tondan ve aJ..cyadm kob nime 
gonderiib bu giinden ~omfi ilea ve dost ve ve ban~ ve yan~ bolelik ve her yil otuz kerre 
yiiz bin nol.crat aJ..cyasm ve nal.<d bolek b.azinesi birlen berub yiberirmin tiyib soz l.<ilffil~ 
irdi siz zigmut l.<ral J..cannd~m1zdan dostlul.c idiib bolek b.azinesin viriirmiz tiyib ( ... ) 
tilmac1 yiberkenifiizden masl.cu ilyisi ve soziin ls:abul itmeyiib bolegin b.o~ kormey ( ... ) 
tilmac koziince masl.ru ilyisin tutdurub zindanga ~ald1rub }:tabs ls:Jldrrd1m ve ls:Jnm yerily 
ve nogay yerily ve yerkes l.rullanm yerily barya iiy yiiz bin yeril birlen masl.ru tab.tma 
varub yolda ls:oygan yerilyin ve ls:rragolm ls:mb oldiirilb tab.tm bilge yal.rub ve y1l.rub ve 
esirin ve maim kiltiiriib ell:iamdillahi barya yerilmiiz ~ag esen keldik ~oyle bilkeysin 
in~allahi te'ali evvel baharda yaz olduls:da tals:i yerilmiz ile varub yabub yavlarm1z sin 
zigmut ls:annda~m1zdan koblik dilek l_olarm1z sefer ve yeril b.arc1 iiyiin biz gazi giray 
ban ls:armda~fuzga yok dimey be~ bin flori b.aryhls: yils:arub burun kilgen bizim siznin 
yabl$:unlar1m1zdm l.<ald1rmay yeberkeysin burun bolgan b.anlarga ve uymal.<hl.< 
a&ayamuz mehmed giray b.anga be~ bin flori sefer b.arc1 ii9iin l_cral l.<armda~lar1m1z 
virgenlerdir sin zigmut l.<ral dab.i yol.< dimey be~ bin florini virilb tizol.< 9abl.<unlar ile 
burun cebrkeysin l:iala sen zigmut l.<ral l.<annda~m1z birlen bolgan dostlul.< ve mul:iabbet 
ve ban~ ve yan~ ve 1$:annda~hl.<m1zm siz zigmut ls:ral l.<annda~m1zga bir bir eytib 
bildirmek ii9i.in ulug i9ki bekmiz bolub vezirmiz bolgan yab.~i ki~imiz l.<as1m bek ni 
ulug il9i beymiz l.<1hb sin zigmut l_cral l.<armd~m1zmn }:tuiurlannna ceberdim ( ... ) ve 
bab.~1s1 birlen tengri birse ~avhl.< ve esenlil.< birlen barganda tal.<i oz sozlerimizi ta}9 
~orar bolsan1z bar9asm ey tiyib sin zigmut J..cral l.<annda~m1zga ey tiyib bildirirler 
in~allahi kili.irde ~avhl.< ve esenlil.<fiizni min l.<armda~n1z gazi giray b.anga bildirkeysin 
ki si.iyiini.ib gonenib dostmzfia dost di.i~manfi1zfia di.i~man bolub kob y1llar ban~ ve 
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yan~ ve muQ.abbet ve tatu ve l.<annd~ bolganm1z birlen iki curtffilz emin ve aman yerli 
fal.<irler ika ve padi~ahga l.<annda~ padi~ahga all.<1~ artura turgaylar tiyil agir selam ve 
yingil bolek birlen yarhg-1 ~erif-i muQ.abbet-i bal<ani bitildi vesselam a'la men ittiba' 
el-hiida fi ~ehr-i cem~iyyil'l-evvel min ~uhur sene bifi yilmda taribnifi 
elma saraymda bitildi ban gazi giray bin ban devlet giray 
Document no:S 
Selamet Giray sultan sozilmU.Z 
Ulu ordan1fi ulu b.an1 gazi giray ban edame allahu te'ala ma'alihu }:i.airetlerinifi 
lcag1lgas1 olan selamet giray sultandm lcannda~1m leh l.<ralma kobdin kob selam ( ... ) 
i'lam-1 yarhg-1 bilig-i muQ.abbet encam budur ki bundan alcdem mektub $eriffiiz keliib 
her ne yaz1lm1$ ise bi' -t-tamam ma'lum-1 sa'adetmiz olmu$drr in$allahii . te'ala 
sa'adetlii b.an-1 a';am ve b.alcan-1 mu'~;am }:i.airetlerinifi Q.uiur-1 $eriflerinde eyiilik ve 
dostlulcdan yafia soz soyleyiib madem ki sizden ol a'hd ii peyman bozulm1ya bu 
canibden bozulmalc iQ.timali yolcdur afia binaen ~bgun elyimiz lctdvetii'l-elcarin lculum 
~otenelcni? irsal olund1 vu~iil buldulcda gerekdir ki fi'l-valci yollar aman degildir b.azine 
gonderiliirdi dimi$Sin oyle ise lcamanye'ye getiiriib lcoyasm adem gonderiliib 
lcaman9e'den almur $6yle ma'lum-1 $erif ola biz dabi b.an a';imle mib.al iizerine 
varmalc mulcarrerdir balci ve' s-selam 
Be-malcam-1 orda-y1 sultan sultan selamet giray bin devlet giray b.an. 
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